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Americans overrun Cuban forces in Grenada
U.S. takes over strongholds Numbers underestimated
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados (AP) American forces on Grenada crushed
the final strongholds of Grenadian
troops and armed Cubans, and went
to work yesterday tracking down the
Caribbean island's last diehard defenders, VS. and Barbadian reports
said.
The United States, meanwhile, continned to pour hundreds of fresh paratroopers into the fight for the tiny
nation.
The Cubans holding out at Richmond Hill prison, in the steep green
hills east ofthe harborside capital, St.
George's, were overrun by attacking
troops 2tt days after the U.S. invasion
began. Pentagon sources said in
Washington.
A second St. George's strongpoint,
the Grenadian army headquarters at
Port Frederick, was captured
Wednesday, the sources said, confirming earlier reports by a Barbadian radio station.

There was no immediate word on
the status of Grenadian Marxist
leader Gen. Hudson Austin, believed
to have been at Fort Frederick.
Reagan administration officials
said, meanwhile, that American
forces discovered "upwards of 1,000"
Cubans on the island, some 400 more
than claimed by the Cuban government, and said they were more heavily armed than expected.
"IT WAS a combat engineer battalion in there, commanded by a Cuban
colonel," White House spokesman
Larry Speakes said. The Cuban government says almost all the 600 to 700
Cubans on Grenada were airport construction workers who had been issued light arms.
In the third day of the Grenada
invasion, the officially reported U.S.
death toll rose to eight, international
anger deepened over the American
action, and a U.S. congressional committee pushed for a time limit on the

U.S. military operation.
The Pentagon said the casualty toll
among the almost 3,000 U.S. troops
stood at eight dead, eight missing and
39 wounded.
Various reports indicated a Cuban
death toll of at least 42, although U.S.
officials as of Wednesday mentioned
only 20 wounded Cubans and said 600
had been captured. The number of
Grenadian casualties could not be
determined.

In London, Secretary-General Shridath Ramphal of the Commonwealth
- the Britain-linked group of nations
of which Grenada is a member -denounced the U.S. operation and called
for U.S. troops to be replaced swiftly
by a Commonwealth or purely Caribbean force.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The invasion
of Grenada has revealed a Cuban
presence that was almost double earlier American estimates and which
included large numbers of military
personnel who virtually controlled the
island's southwest portion, State Department officials said yesterday.

At the White House, deputy press
secretary Larry Speakes said it also
appeared that Cuba had been planning the construction of a major military installation on Grenada.
Beforehand. U.S. officials believed
there were about 600 Cubans on the
island, about half serving as military
advisers and the remainder working
as technicians or building a new
10,000-foot runway.

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
said Britain might consider such a
Those estimates have been disrequest.
carded as the American and Carib-

Darrow man
threatened
with knife

When the victim threw down his
wallet, the suspect readied down to
pick it up at which point the victim
grabbed at the knife and the two
wrestled to the ground, until the victim was knocked unconscious from
behind. The suspect, or suspects, fled
the scene.
The victim could not give a description of the person he thinks struck him
from behind. However, the victim
described his knifepoint attacker as
black and wearing a peacoat and a
stocking cap.

BG Autumn

bg news staff/Can Lee Cifam
Freshmen Donna Rupe, zoology major, and Jim Hagemeyer, pre med major, enjoy each other's
company and the autumn weather. The couple passed the time between classes on the lawn in
front of the University Union yesterday afternoon.

Trick-or-treat back by demand
by Janet Pavotko
reporter

Trick - In August 1983 the town of
Rising Sun, Ohio, had officially done
away with the tradition of "trick-orTreat - The Ladies Fire Auxiliary
believed that doing away with trickor-treat was like losing a tradition for
the 300 children in the community.
On Tuesday trick-or-treat was officially reinstated on a year by year
basis.
According to Mayor Brad Milliganthe, council was approached in
November 1982 right after Halloween.
During this time many people were
also fearful of the poisons being found
in many over-the-counter drugs such
as Tylenol.
"This concerned resident came up

with the idea of soliciting residents for
a Halloween party for the children
instead of the usual trick-or-treat
custom," Milligan said.
According to Milligan, the town of
Rising Sun, which is southeast of
Bowling Green and lies on the eastern-most border of Wood County, experiences many problems during the
night of Halloween.
"BASICALLY there are three problems that we have to deal with during
trick-or-treat hours," he said. "First
the number of children out in the
streets compared to the number of
law enforcement officials available is
a terrible ratio, and we have to be
extra cautious of auto accidents,"
Milligan said.
He added that the tricksters out
there who insist on trying to hurt the

children is frightening.
"Big cities such as Cleveland and
Detroit do not take the poisoning or
death of one child to heart, because
they are lust one out of millions of
children, Milligan said. "However,
in a small town people take things
more seriously. An accident doesn't
even have to hit the papers for everyone in the town to know," he added.
Milligan said if a young child were
to die in Bowling Green in a Halloween-related death he could definitely
see the community canceling brick or
treat.
"It might take a death in Bowling
Green, but in the town the size of
Rising Sun it wouldn't even take a
death to have a community problem,"
he said.
MANY COMMUNITY police de-

partments such as Bowling Green
offer services to X-ray Halloween
treats as an added safety precaution.
Milligan added that Rising Sun does
not have the facilities to X-ray candy
for concerned parents.
"When it gets to the point that you
have to X-ray candy I say forget It,"
he said.
According to Milligan the third
trick-or-treat problem faced by Rising Sun is caused by parents from
neighboring towns.
"These parents take their children
to a different town every night, which
I feel isn't the object of trick or treat,
and it isn't fair to the community," he
said. "This year we are going to try to
solve that problem by not publically
advertising our trick-or-treat hours.'

Unique room decoration discovered
Bowling Green City Police, working
with the Department of Public Safety,
uncovered a rather odd, but unique,
room decoration in Founders Quadrangle Tuesday. A city fire hydrant
was found in the dorm room of several

"The Cuban presence there is a lot
less benign than we had thought," the
official said, adding that Cuba appears to have established a "base
complex" in southwest Grenada near
the airport construction site.
THE ADMINISTRATION has been
concerned that the runway might be
used by Cuban jet fighters, thus enabling Cuba to project its military
power into South America for the first
lime. Grenada has insisted the facility would be used only for commercial purposes.
Speakes said, "When we arrived
there, we found their numbers to be

almost twice what had been announced by the Castro government... upwards of 1,000.
"In reality, it was a combat engineer batallion there, commanded by a
Cuban colonel," Speakes said. "There
have been suggestions this was the
beginning of a buildup, as far as the
Castro government intended to make
a major installation on the island."
Both Speakes and State Depart
ment deputy spokesman Alan Romberg said that, although the Cuban
presence was a source of concern, it
did not precipitate the American-led
invasion.
THE INTERVENTION, they Insisted, was prompted by fears for the
safety of Americans living on Grenada and by an invitation from the
Organization of Eastern Caribbean
States.

Troops in Beirut
shown support

An attempted armed robbery occurred Wednesday shortly before 8
p.m. when a male Kreischer/Darrow
resident was held at knifepoint and
ordered to relinquish his wallet and
Jacket, according to police reports.
The victim was confronted by possibly two people at the northeast corner
of DM Industrial Educational Technology Building, according to Associa te
Director of Public Safety. Dean Gerkens.

"When the victim regained concstousness, he had a gash on the back
of his neck. His wallet was on the
ground and nothing was taken from it,
and he still had his jacket. But next to
him was also a board which police
officers surmise to be the weapon
used to strike him," Gerkens said.

bean occupation forces have
uncovered what one official, asking
not to be identified, described as a
major Cuban military presence with
warehouses "stacked to the ceiling
with weapons."

unidentified male residents.

Founders.

According to a police spokesman
the hydrant was taken from the construction of the new city fire house
which is being built accross from

"It had to be the work of two people
because the thing weighs 200 pounds
and there had to be eight bolts unscrewed at the base," the spokesman

,—the bottom lineBill funds
anti-drug
program

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House
passed by voice vote yesterday an
$11.9 billion appropriations bill with
provisions to "stem the tide" of illegal
drugs from abroad and restrict abortion coverage for federal employee
health plans serving 9 million Americans.
The legislation would finance the
Treasury Department, the Postal
Service, the Customs Service, the

president's office and other agencies
for fiscal 1984.
The bill, which went to the Senate,
was $299.7 billion more than the
amount requested by the Reagan administration.
The abortion provision is similiar to
an anti-abortion restriction in the
Medicaid program for tow-income
Americans.

said.
The hydrant was not capable of
pumping water, however the males
may be charged with recieving stolen
property. No charges have yet been

index
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BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Pro-government Lebanese carrying U.S. and
French flags rallied yesterday to
show support for the multinational
force in Lebanon. The Marine commander said new security measures
had been enforced to prevent a repeat
of the suicide bombings that killed
more than 270 Americans and French
soldiers.
The death toll from the attacks at
the French and U.S. bases continued
to rise: 221 U.S. servicemen were
lulled, according to the Pentagon, and
56 French soldiers died, according to
French military officials in Beirut.
The search for missing bodies, including two Frenchmen presumed
dead, went on at both camps.
Marines formed long lines at their
base at Beirut's international airport
to telephone assurances to relatives in
the United States. Up to 50 Marines at
a time lined up to use two international telephone circuits to the United
States.
Set. David Lawson, 23, said he was
waiting to call his mother, Shirley
Lenartowiz, in Philadelphia, and tell
her "I'm still kicking and alive and
I'll be home soon."
MARINE SPOKESMAN Mai. Robert Jordan said about 750 calls had
been placed by midday. He said the
phone lines would be kept open until
every Marine and Navy man on toe
base at the time of the blast had a
chance to place a call.

Illegal road signs
adorn dorm rooms
in Conklin were in plain view.
The next day, officers confiscated
two University signs and a traffic sign
"NO PARKING" "YIELD" from a room In Founders. Also found
"WRONG WAY" "STOP"
in Founders were a fire hydrant,
While these traffic signs are sup- traffic flashers and signs.
posed to be seen on roads and highIN THE CASE of the fire hydrant,
ways, many are seen in University found in 12 Mooney Hall, Gerkens said
dorm rooms as well.
the act was grand theft because the
The signs are popular wallhang- property value exceeded $150. Taking
ings, but the problem with street-sign the hydrant Is a fourth degree felony
interior decorating is that dorm resi- punishable by a maximum penalty of
dents are not aware that possessing one to five years in prison and/or a
municipal and campus traffic signs is maximum fine of $2,500, a city officer
illegal.
said.
Since Oct. 15, there have been at
The two persons responsible for the
least four cases involving University incident were arrested and charged
and city property found in University with receiving stolen property.
dormitories, police reports indicated.
The cases are referred to Derek
The most recent of these cases Dickinson, director of Standards and
occurred Monday and Tuesday. Mon- Procedures. He said the accused par
day, a stop sign and a no parking sign
See 8KHM poge 3
Morcy Grande

reporter
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Hundreds of demonstrators, supporters of President Amin Gemayel,
marched to the residences of the U.S.
and French ambassadors led by Gemayel's 15-year-old daughter, Nicole.
They carried UJ5. and French flags
and banners such as one proclaiming,
"U.S. Marines - Heroes Of Peace."
Steve Engelken, a U.S. Embassy
political officer, told the crowd, "I'm
certain the people of the United States
will be deeply touched by this expression of gratitude... and sorrow. . . from your people."
Ambassador Fernand Wibaux of
France said he was "deeply touched"
by the demonstration.
Marine commander Col. Timothy
Geraghty said the attacks by suicide
terrorists in explosives-laden trucks
were "very sobering, obviously. Appropriate new base security measures have been taken, essentially
sealing off our location."
Geraghty blamed security problems in part on the fact that "we're
not here tactically deployed" but on a
peacekeeping mission. However, he
added without elaboration: "We're
reviewing our whole position here in
relation to providing better defensive
provisions.
He declined to specify the new security measures, but reporters saw new
barbed wire strung over the compound. Two bright yellow Lebanese
buses were parked near the main
entrance, blocking the narrow access
road.

• BG football player Lament Wagner
Denies up to the Par while away from
the offensive line Page 3
• Students dress up for Halloween
through the University's costume shop
Page &

weather

Mostly sunny today with o high
around 50 Remaining clear tonight
Lows n the T»d-30s
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—editorial— Jesse Jackson talks on Reagan
Mrs. Thatcher calls
by Garry Wills

the kettle black...
Tn the midst of the United States invasion of Grenada,
lseveral so-called allies have come out against the
action taken by President Reagan.
The most notable of these is Great Britain's Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher who told members of Britain's
House of Parliament she had "considerable doubts" about
the reason for the U.S. invasion of the island-nation.
This seems to be irony at its best considering the British
conflict with Argentina over the Falkland Islands.
Thatcher sent battleship after battleship out to recapture
the islands after Argentina had moved in and claimed them.
At the time Thatcher said she did so only to protect the lives
of some 1,800 British living there.
We find it hard to believe Thatcher could condemn the U.S.
action of this week when she so willingly aimed the same
means at the same ends in 1982.
What the debate will probably come down to is time. A
quick removal of troops by the president will mean he sent
those Marines in a genuine effort to save American lives.
However, if the Marines are left on Grenada for months it
will undoubtedly look like a case of the United States trying to
force its own political ideologies - democracy of course - on a
smaller country.
President Reagan will have to reason the situation carefully.

Vote in South Africa
but not total rights
by James F. Smith

Gladys Govender may be an ideal
tenant, but she is the wrong color.
When she moved into the shabby
row house four years ago, she spent
$1,800 to replace doors, fix broken
windows, put in a new water heater
and install kitchen flooring.
In March 1982, a court convicted
Govender, a South African Indian, of
living illegally in a white neighborhood of Johannesburg with her five
children. Volunteer lawyers won an
appeal against her eviction order in a
test case that froze most evictions
based on race.
Now, on the eve of a referendum on
a new constitution which would give
the vote and limited representation to
Indians and mixed-race people, the
government has again threatened
"drastic measures" against Indians
and coloreds living in white areas.
In reviving the Issue, the white-minority government apparently
wanted to assure conservative whites
that giving Indians and coloreds - the
South African term for people of
mixed race - the vote won't mean
they can live next door as well. The
referendum on Nov. 2, South Africa's
most important ballot in 22 years, is
for white voters only.
The government proposed new constitution would create separate parliamentary chambers tor 850,000
Asians, mostly Indians, and 2.7 million "coloreds," the official term for
people of mixed race. The black majority of 21 million, legally classed as
'■migrants" in South Africa, would
remain without representation.
The Group Areas Act is a pillar of
apartheid or race segregation, dividing residential areas among the nation's whites, coloreds and Indians.
The five million whites are assigned
the choice sections of central cities
and suburbs, with Indians and coloreds restricted to fringe townships.
Blacks are confined to tribal homelands and townships by another set of
laws known as influx control.
But in Johannesburg, the nation's
largest city, the color lines have become blurred. With 10,000 colored and
Indian families on official waiting
lists for housing, coloreds and Indians
quietly moved into areas declared
''white" in the past four or five years.
Landlords, faced with vacancies as
whites moved to the suburbs, often
sought out the illegal tenants.
Periodic ^mpaijp" to evict some
of the estimated 10,000 illegals were
tied up in court by volunteer antiapartheid lawyers. Meanwhile whole
streets in several poor white suburbs,
including Govender's Mayfair, became integrated.

Two weeks before the referendum,
Community Development Minister
Pen Kotze visited Mayfair and
pledged relentless action against the
infiltration." He said, "These people
didn't live in the sky before they came
to Mayfair. They can go back where
they came from."
Govender, 53, said in an interview
she has been on the waiting list for a
home in the Indian township of Lenasia for almost 20 years. She said she
had no choice but to move into Mayfair four years ago, where she pays
$50 a month in rent.
"The neighbors are quite happy,"
she said.
Her nieces and nephews played ball
on the front porch with white children
from next door. Neighbor Doreen
Manson, who is white, said of Govender, "She's better than the last
(white) tenants. We've never had any
trouble."
But Manson said she worried that
the government might declare Mayfair an Indian group area after the
referendum and force the remaining
whites to move.
According to the Institute for Race
Relations, more than 600,000 families,
nearly all of them Indian and colored,
have been forced to move from their
homes in three decades of the Group
Areas Act. Many of the Indians in
Mayfair came from nearby Pageview
when that former Indian area was
declared white.
Manson said if she is forced to move
to the new white housing built in
Pageview, her rent will rise from $50
to $270 a month. "If they just leave us
like we are now, we're quite happy,"
she said.
Plasterer William Kelly, who rents
a room in Mayfair, reflected the view
of some conservative whites. He said
that the government had set it aside
for whites and it should stay that way.
Another white neighbor, Anna da
Silva, countered, "I don't know what
all the fuss is about. I say if you can
afford to live there, you should be
allowed to live there."
The Financial Mail, an influential
business weekly that had endorsed
the new constitution, called for
Kotze's resignation, saying his remarks were "some of the most offensive imaginable."
Caasim Saloojee, an Indian community leader who opposes the constitution, said, "The government is '
desperately to win over white
wing voters. On the eve of the vc
they are shamelessly trying to exploil
the homeless. They want to show the/
are as racist as the most racist rightwing groups in this country."
James F. Smith Is a writer for the
Associated Press.
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There is a driving rain in Washington on Sunday as Jesse Jackson
leaves for the airport. He is scheduled
to speak at a demonstration on the
Boston Commons, protesting the deployment of missiles in Europe. In the
cab, his croaky, early-morning voice
Sves out some of the lines he will
under through loudspeakers in the
afternoon.
On the plane, he goes over the text
of bis talk. It is a t>it wooden in its
writing - he will read very little of it
when he reaches the platform. His
sense of audience tells him, by then,
that the crisis does not have to be
explained on this day.
Actually, when be puts his text
aside and chats on the plane, he is
more persuasive than his labored
text. I ask him about the Marines'
presence in Lebanon (we do not realize that first reports of the massacre
are just beginning to circulate on the
ground below us).
"Our Marines do not bring peace to
the situation, but provocation. We
have other ways to support U.N.
peacekeepers there. We do not have to
make our people targets. The Marines
cannot reconcile people who see them
as the problem. It was our weapons
that were used in the invasion of
Lebanon."

one small car, he says: "Our nuclear
arsenal does not help us in the wars
we actually fight. We design Datsun
weapons for elephant wars." He
ekes the dashboard with his finger,
pping the clock, the glove compartment: "We don't find the right place
to put our key, so we think we should
just make a bigger key."
At the rallying point for the march,
Jackson talks with Mel King, the
black candidate for mayor of Boston.
The two tall men in business suits
used to wear dashlkis and talk like
rebels. Now both appeal to a "rainbow coalition" of united Americans,
transcending past differences. Jackson, improbably, helped register the
voters that won Chicago's mayoralty
for Harold Washington. King, even
more improbably, won the first Democratic primary in Boston.
The march steps off with Jackson
holding one side of the long banner in
front. His son Jonathan holds the
other end. There is a pause at Draper

Laboratory, which designs nuclear
weapons, as bread is distributed to
the marchers, a kind of secular communion under signs that read "Bread,
Not Bombs." Then on to the Commons.

Arrived there, Jackson chats with
Barry Commoner, who says he would
work on environmental issues in a
Jackson campaign for the White
House. Passers-by give the impression that Jackson's first name is
"Run." They shouted at him, during
the march, "Run, Jesse." The young
driver who met him at the plane
asked what he could do in a Jackson
race.
Jackson's message from the platform is that American missiles will be
as provocative in Europe as American Marines are in Lebanon. (By now
the death toll, coming through portable radios, is nearing 80. Commoner
brought people to their feet with the

repeated chant, "Bring the Marines
home.")
Jackson tells the crowd, "We are
giving the Europeans a permanent
missile crisis. They will live six minutes from nuclear retaliation. Ronald
Reagan said he had to chase the bear
from UN window. Well, he has armed,
but the bear is still in Afghanistan.
The bear is still in Poland. The bear
shot down the Korean plane. This
bear does not seem to pay much
attention to Reagan's threats. We
need someone who can talk to the
bear."
Back at the airport in a private
conference room, Jackson, on the
phone, relays the death tool. It is now
nearing 90. He shakes his head. "This
is the worst possible scenario." There
are many more demonstrations down
the road.
Garry Wills is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate.

The moment he is met on the
ground, Jackson is told that 67 Marines have been killed in Lebanon.
The reported number will grow all
day, at each of his stops. In the car
that takes him to Cambridge, where
the march will begin, Jackson talks
with his host about Reagan'sprobable
response. "He will want to strike
back," Jackson says, "but we don't
know where to strike. We can keep
firing into the hills, but who are we
firing at?"
The report is that one man drove a
suicide mission into the Marine compound "This is like Vietnam. All our
skillpower could not break their willpower. When people are fighting for
their own country, they will die for it
With all our money, we cannot hire
people to go on suicide missions like
Jackson always seizes the immediate occasion for his illustrations.
Since there are five of us crowded in

letters...
Marines sitting like
ducks in Lebanon

The current Administration policy
in Lebanon is utterly baffling, how do
U.S. Marines keep the peace by being
sitting ducks? Either they should be
Sven the means of keeping the peace,
at is, to militarily neutralize their
attackers, and to place a barrier
between the warring factions, or they
should be recalled immediately.
If peace is our goal, it cannot be
achieved by allowing Marines to be
slaughtered. It must be wrested from
those who are opposed to peace, by
negotiation if possible; by force of
arms if they refuse the conference
table. History, from Korea to Vietnam, has repeatedly shown that combat actions fought with politcal
restraints, e.g. not appearing to war
with an Arab state, are doomed to
failure. If we are not willing to pay the
price for peace, we have no business
In Lebannon, El Salvador or any
where else. Gen. Douglas Mac Arthur
said, to the effect, that war is not
sought after, but once thrust upon us,
our course is clear; the object of war
is victory, anything less is unacceptable. Combat by any name is still war.
I find it beyond comprehension that
a President who declares publicly
that strong measures are requied,
does not take strong measures. Strong
measures are thus: A Marine Divison, the 82d Airborne, and a dozen
squadrons of F-14 Tomcats; take the
high ground and secure the area,
neutralize the enemy, and enforce the
peace. If peace is our goal, send the
word over here that the Yanks and
coming, and we wont come borne
until if s over, over there; if our goal
is some pollUcal objective, to support
the outward semblance of Lebanese
control of their army and government, it's not worth it: THEN BRING
THE MARINES HOME FORTH
WITH!!
William P. Barren, Jr.
374 Perry St

Hourly workers lose
In University pay raises
If I had been undecided about State
Issues 2 and 3 before reading the
Saturday, Oct. 15, newspapers, I am
no longer undecided. While University President Dr. Paul Olscamp has
been busy sending out flyers to the
University staff and students and the
news media, threatening tuition increases and personnel layoff if these
issues pass, the Board of Trustees
were busy figuring out an 11 percent
plus pay raise for him. They would
have us believe that it was only a 5
percent raise but the $4,082 for his
retirement fund is money in his bank
account no matter what color they
paint it. All this after only one year
and if I were a gambler I would bet
that come next year they will buy

another two years and so on until the
eight years are bought back for him.
The faculty got their usual raise in
August. So how does the hourly
worker fare? After five, 10 or more
years they get a big one half of 1
percent longevity pay increase each
year up to a point and then no more.
For a worker making $8 per hour that
adds up to a whopping 4 cents per
hour or $3.20 per two weeks paycheck.
For a year that adds up to $83.20,
almost enough to pay the 90 percent
increase in state income tax. "The
State Giveth and The State Taketh
away."
I am sure the president knew what
his salary was when he took over and
if the Trustees have that kind of
money to pass out in the face of these
state issues, then I think they could
stand a cut in state funding.
Paul L Vollmir
Box 104 Broad SI.
Tontogany, OH 43S6S

Students can learn
despite hostile minds
The editorial last Friday on Ethno
centrism rightly sees it as a basis of
racism and yet doesn't believe Ethnic
Studies should be mandated. Reason?
- the doubt that a hostile student,
forced to add such a course, would
change her or his mind. The editioral
ends with the suggestion that such
students would ''refuse to be persuaded." Persuaded of what? Such
courses are essentially informative,
and information basically informs
(not to be redundant), rather than
tries to persuade.
I brought a hostile mind to many
areas of enforced learning - from
tying shoes to finding an amoeba
under a microscope. Needless to say,
I'm now grateful for the knowledge
thus gained, and I even developed, to
my great surprise, a real enthusiasm
for biology (if not for tying shoes).
Is there a lesson here? Ethnic Stud
ies, especially in the College of Education, should be a must for all future

Clear Views

r—notetookv^.. .Vault.. New locks are on their
way to Founders Quadrangle. A
resident of Founders wrote a letter
to the editor, published Sept. 23,
complaining that his room had
been broken into with a credit card.
The breaking and entering coeds
exclaimed "Hey, this was our room
last year," but the dorm dweller
wasn't impressed. His letter
prompted an editorial by the News
which pointed out that other doors
on the floor could be opened with as
little as the cardboard back of a
typing pad. The new locks were
ordered in June, long before the
incident, according to Charolette
Starnes, director of the Crime Prevention and Community Relations
division of Public Safety, but the
order has been delayed because it
is quite large...

... Ouch! . . .A female Rogers
resident and a worker carrying a
pot of soup collided in the Comteachers. Without it, both they and
their potential students are impoverished. Without it, in fact, we ALL
are, and will remain in the narrow
prison of our limited cultural experiences.
Pat Schnapp
824 E. Wootter

Education majors unitel
You have a real major
Fellow education majors, how
many of you have been verbally
abused by business, computer science, and MIS majors? How often
have you heard the comments - You
education majors sure have easy
classes, or "Get a real major," or
"Boy it must be nice to have guest
speakers, films, and audios instead of
regular class all the time." To quote
the immortal Rodney Dangertield,
"I'm telling you education majors
don't get no respect!"
It is tough being an education major. We have to take tests, do homework, and do 100 page papers just like

xr- ■.

> 11 i
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mons cafeteria. The women student receiving first and second
degree burns on her right arm and
right side of her abdomen. Associate Director of Public Safety
Dean Gerkens said the collision
was no one's fault. But explained
there is a blind spot when coming
around the corner of the cafeteria
and going to the cashier's desk...
... Miller time? .. .Political campaigning has become an art. More
campaigns have been won by
clever advertisingploys and media
hype than not, and Ed Miller, candidate for Bowling Green councilman-at-large, seems to have
found his advertising gimmick.
Advertisements which read: "Now
is Miller time," with his name
printed in a type style that vaguely
resembles one used by the beer
advertisers, is one way to draw
thirsty college students to the polls
with a recognizable name on the
ballot...
you do. Education majors prefer to do
their work quietly and without complaining, unlike you computer and
business types. So quit your crying,
you MIS, business, and computer
science majors - Get off education
majors' backs!
Mike Na»*au
670 FrazM Ave.

respond ■
The BG News Editorial Page is
the campus forum for comments
regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Guest columns from members of
the University community are
gladly accepted. If you would like
to write a commentary" column
please contact the editorial editor.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
1M University Hall

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
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•campus/local It's the hour to set
Football tri-captain those clocks back
dons ballet slippers

by Patty Bitter
reporter

Eight hours a week senior fullback
Lamont Wagner stops knocking down
linebackers and trades his football
cleats for a pair of ballet slippers
while he tries to master leaps and
pirouettes.
The 5 feet 11 inch, 215 pound tricaptain of the Falcon football team
has been studying ballet at the University for the past year and has also
become involved in the University's
Nia Kuumba dancers, a dance group
formed under the Ethnic Cultural
Arts Program. Wagner had danced
some in high school, but never had
performed seriously until he joined
the group.
A native of Pittsburgh, he became
active in the group when he transferred to the University last year
from Ellsworth Junior College in
Iowa Falls, Iowa.
"When I came to Bowling Green,
some girls asked me if I wanted to
join the group because they needed
male dancers," Wagner, sports studies management major, said. "I figured what the heck, so I gave it a try
and stuck with it."

ba news slatt/JamesYoull

Lamont Wagner

Wagner is the only male in Nia
Kuumba and there are only two other
males in his ballet classes.
Although football players are not
required to take ballet here, Wagner
said it has had positive effects in his
performance on the field.

"BALLET CAN either hurt you or
help you. It can hurt because it causes
stress on the knees. It has helped me,
though, with my flexibility because I
haven't pulled a muscle yet," he said.
Wagner said he has developed inner
muscles that he would have been
unable to develop by lifting weights.
He is also trying to talk his fellow
teammates into taking a ballet class.

During these fall days, when the outside is aglow in an assorted ray of
reds, yellows and oranges, the time has come for those long and dark winter
evenings to begin.
So gather clocks, watches, calculators and whatever else shows the hour
because this weekend begins Daylight Savings Time.
Whether it's an extra nour ot sleep or an extra hour of partying this
Sunday morning (October 30) when the clocks fall back an hour at 2 a.m.,
make sure you're not left behind. SET THOSE CLOCKS!

"Some of them are saying tnat
they're thinking about it,'1 Wagner
said with a laugh.
Ballet has also become a tension
release for Wagner.
"If I have a bad practice, I always
go into ballet thinking that my dancing will go better than the football,"
he said.
Despite his time in ballet, Wagner
said football is his first priority. He
practices football nearly three hours
every day, has meetings and plays in
games which often involve two-day
road trips.
As with football, Wagner, said he
really has to "psyche himself up"
before a stage appearance.
"The audience probably gets a kick
out of seeing a 206-pound guy stand on
his toes andkick one leg out. It's hard
and it takes mental concentration,
just like on the Geld," he said.
Wagner added that he sees a lot of
correlation between dedication
football and dedication in dance.
"Dance is a sport and you have to
practice hard to look good. In football
you have to practice hard to win
games."

New message screen premieres tomorrow
by Morgan Sales
reporter

Perched atop the football stadium
scoreboard, a new electronic message
screen costing about $44,000 will be on
display to University fans for the
game tomorrow.
The installation of the message
center board was part of the construction to raise the scoreboard at the

football stadium. The raised
scoreboard is a result of the additional 6,000 bleacher seats which were
installed last year so the seating of
Doyt L. Perry Field would meet
NCAA guidelines in the Division I-A
football program.
The construction of the bleachers,
however, blocked off portions of the
scoreboard to players, coaches and
fans. After several complaints the

5MSP3
510 E. WOOSTERST.
Phone: 352-4497 &
352-9814

HALLOWEEN
SPECIAL

50*
OFF
ROAST BEEF SUB

athletic department decided "to raise necessary funding to solve the probthe scoreboard 18 feet to make it lem.
THE DECISION to include the $44,usable," according to Athletic Direc000 cost in raising the scoreboard wp;,
tor Jack Gregory.
given consideration when the ;vgn
It would cost the University an company contracted to lift the
estimated $30,000 to lift the scoreboard "offered to work witn the
scoreboard to its new height. While University" to include it as an addithe University administration was tion to the original cost.
"If we didn't have to raise the
sympathetic to the problem, Gregory
said it was not able to provide the scoreboard, then we wouldn't have a

THE
COPY SHOP

Your first impression is important to your
future. Make your resume work for you.

PRINTING
• typesetting • typing
• 17 paper selections

RESUMES
1-15
25.50
50-100

.20 ea.
.18 ea.
.15 ea.

Stop in or call us. We are here to help you.

With this coupon & wearing a costume!
Expires 10/31/83 inside or carry-out only.

352-4068
117 E. Court St.
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ns of trouble

Road signs like these are popular dorm decorations, but Bowling Green
police have begun a crackdown on students with city property on display in
their rooms.
.from page one

ties are charged with unauthorized
use of public property. If found guilty
of the first degree misdemeanor, the
parties face a maximum penalty of
$1,000 fine and/or six months in jail.
Even if signs found are from other

■COUPON ■■■■■■■■■Mai
8. JAYCEES * WHOM |
HAUNTED
HOUSE
DISCOUNT
COUPON
OLD KROGER BL0G - N MAIN ST
OCT. MM 4 11
MM Me OFF REG PRICE

tiumtmm*wmmiitimmmmmima

j>~/.a~.?<>*.■ Dec. 3rd

8

536-3701

i

PAY ONLY $1.50 !
7:Mt*NtMfM
OCT. M SUNDAY MATINEE
t:M tt 4 00

communities, the parties will be held
accountable. In one of the cases involving a sign stolen from Parma
Heights, Ohio, Gerkens said the community was contacted to see if they
wanted to press charges.

I
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HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTlf

AT

MAIN ST.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29th
CASH AWARDS
* FUNNIEST COSTUME
* SCARIEST COSTUME
* MOST ORIGINAL COSTUME
* BEST DRESSED COUPLE
DRINK SPECIALS SO GREAT YOU'LL
HOWL AT THE MOON!

58,000

WARREN LOTZ

KNOW

Warren Lotz

FALCON
FOOTBALL
is#l
SEE FOR YOURSELF THIS SATURDAY

1:30 p.m.

BG vs CENTRAL MICH

"IN COSTUME OR NOT MAIN ST. THE
PLACE TO BE ON SATURDAY NITE!

Tickets are on sale daily in the
Memorial Hall Ticket Office, open
9:00 am - 5:00, pm
'Total Home Attendance
for 2 games!

To Be Your Really
Full Time Judge.
Paid (or by lot* for Judo* Commit*** Joyco> Lotz. Tr«os. 316
N MomSt. lowlmflGiotn ON 4340?
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USG planning
voter programs
by Janet Boyer
stall reporter

November 8th is the day
college students here in the
state nave the opportunity
to express their opinions
and let the government
know bow they feel about
the issues. All they have to
do is go to the polls and
vote.
Here at the University
the Undergraduate Student Government has finiahed registering people to
vote and is now planning
special programs to encourage them to do so.
Wednesday evening,
Brian Baird, USG president, met with Gov. Richard Celeste in Columbus to
learn more about what
could be done concerning
the elections.
The meeting, in which
about 75 student body presidents from Ohio colleges
attended, was an effort to
make people aware of the

Discover disguises

Shop leases costumes

governor's perspective of
the issues. Baird said.
Issues 2 and 3 are taking
on a more important role
than before because students are beginning to realize how much they will
be effected if they pass, he
said.
According to Baird, the
deputy director of the Department of Budget and
Management told the visitors at Wednesday night's
meeting that education is
the program most vulnerable to redeve cuts if the
issues pass. The director
based bis reason on the
fact that education doesn't
have a political base,
Baird added.
CELESTE COMMENDED the universities
for their voter registration
efforts, Baird said, adding
that the governor told the
visitors the issues would
either pass or fail by a very
sum margin and the student vote could sway the
election.

by Kathleen Gome*
reporter

The Costume Shop

BSU
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join

General
Meeting

MONDAY,OCT 31
7:30p.m. in the AMANI

the great
american
smokeout

Adopt

Nov. 17
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Please Attend

1983 Bowling Green Democrats.

Tis the season for
spooky stories, candy
apples and trick-or-treaters.
And along with the area
children who count the
days until the long-awaited
Halloween arrives, college
students also gear up for
one of the more heavilycelebrated weekends on
campus and search for the
ideal costume.
The Costume Shop provides year-round rental
services of costume pieces
to a variety of groups and
individuals, such as fraternities and sororities having
theme parties, area high
schools, colleges, and community theater groups, or
any person or persons
needing a costume for a
particular event.
Although the shop does
not normally tailor-make
costumes, it does offer different costumes that can
be put together to create a
desired look.
The Costume Shop, part
of the School of Speech

datelineOct. 28.1983
film - "Holiday Trip," a
1978 German film about an
elderly couple, will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. Monday
in Gish Film Theater in
Manna Hall. Admission is
free and open to all.
Recital - "Badinage," a
trio consisting of Stephen
Chenette on trumpet, Susan Chenette on piano, and
University faculty member Ivan Hammond on
tuba, will present a guest
recital at 8 p.m. Monday in
Bryan Recital Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center. Admission is free and
open to all.

Communication's Theater
Department, is located in a
remote section of Moseley
Hall, room 109. But this
secluded basement-floor
room is anything but
dreary. With several large
windows allowing natural
light to enter and rows of
brightly colored costumes,
the Costume Shop is a
lively place of creativity.

said.

Tickets - Tickets will go on
sale Monday for "A Night
of Opera," to be performed
Nov. 9-11 at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall, and for a concert by Murray Perahia on
Nov. 17 at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall. Tickets for
the opera are $6.50, $4, and
$2.50, and tickets for the
concert are $9 and $7 for
adults and $5 for students
and senior citizens. They
can be purchased at the
Moore Musical Arts Center
box office from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. weekdays, or by calling the 24-hour ticket hotline at 372-0171.
Olscamp - President Olscamp's address to the fac-

ulty on the Role and
Mission of the University
will be delivered Monday
at 4:30 p.m. (instead of 3
p.m. as announced previously) in the Grand Ballroom of the University
Union.
Loans - All students with
National Defense-Direct
Student Loans, Nursing
Student Loans, or Student
Development Loans who
are graduating or leaving
the University after fall
semester 1983, should contact the Student Loan Collection Office at 372-0112 to
make an appointment for
an exit interview.
Language Laboratory -

m

352-1504
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They Have Earned Our Trust!
VOTE "NO"
on State Issues 1-2-3
Paid tor by the BGSU Campus Democrats/ c/o 233 Williams Hall
BGSU/ Bowling Green, OH 43403/ Chuck Saunders: President

I
FREE DELIVERY
9 inch Pizza coupon I
good for 3 Free
12 oz. cans of 7-UP J
only on delivery

You work hard ill
your life and what
do you get?
Well, depending
on where you work,
you could get cancer.
Over the next
several yean the '
American Cancer
Society will be conducting more research
into certain lifestyles
and exposures which
could increase cancer
mortality.
So know the
risks.
Don't smoke.
Look for the
warning signs of
cancer.
And retire not
only with a gold
ticker.
But a healthy
one, also.
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The Language Laboratory
will extend its hours to four
evenings a week. Evening!
hours will be Monday
through Thursday from
6:304:30 p.m. The Lab will
open at 9:30 a.m. instead of
8:30 a.m. Monday through
Wednesday. Other hours
remain unchanged.
Mini Courses - Monday is
the last day to register for
mini courses including
mixology, aerobics, first
aid andtilm making which
are being offered by UAO.
Register between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m. in the UAO
office, third floor of the
Union. Classes begin next
week.
.. - ■i
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You're Needed
All Over the
World.
A* Peoce Corps volunteers why the* Ingenuity ond AexlbWiy
or* as viroi as their degree*. They'll to* you ihey ore helping
ihe world's pooresr peoples orram self sufficiency m the areas
of food production, energy conservation, education, economic
deveiopmenr ond health services. And they'll tell you obout
rhe rewards of honds on career experience overseas. They'll
rell you it's the toughest job you'll ever love

SEE What It's Like To Be A Peace
Corps Volunteer. Wednesday, Nov. \
3:3(1 p.m. to 4:O0 p.m. Union
Alumni Room.
FREE FILM! For more
info call toll free 1-800-521-8686

PEACE CORPS
Expires November 4, 1983

ANDERSON
4th Ward Council

3rd Ward Council

salaries for employees,
overhead, and the maintenance and cleaning of costumes," Kerr said.
Kerr said many of the
shop's costumes were either donated or made from
donated material.
Mildred Linter, costume
designer, said fabrics are
used repeatedly in changing the appearance of costumes to fit certain eras.
IN AN EFFORT to make
room for the incoming supply of donations of clothing, the shop recently
sponsored a costume sale
in which all items ranged
in price from 25 cents to
SIS. Kerr said the reason
for such low prices in the
pre-Halloween sale was
that some of the items
were old and the shop had
little use for them in the
near future.
Although the Halloween
season is one of the busiest
times for The Costume
Shop, springtime also
brings in many rentals,
Xially from area high
Is that are putting on
plays and musicals, Ken-

THE ENTIRE shop consists of a number of rooms
including the main sewing
room, a changing room, an
office and an additional
room filled with racked
costumes waiting to be
rented or recreated. Using
household appliances, such
as washing machines, dryers, steam irons, and sewing machines, employees
rely on ordinary devices
for successful
craftmanshin.
Although the shop runs a
thrifty business, according
to Kevin Kerr, theater costumer, these services require certain fees.
"The Costume Shop
makes absolutely no profit
because of the expenses of

A
I
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COCO HALLOWEEN
MASQUERADE PARTY
FRIDAY: OCT. 28th from 8-12 p.m.
Michaelis born, Tontogany
TRANSPORTATION PROVIDED
LEAVING UNION EVERY 1/2 hr. from 730-9:30
TRANSPORTATION BACK ALSO
"FREE ADMISSION!"
SQUARE DANCING, BONFIRE, HAYRIDE, HAUNTED HOUSE,
REFRESHMENTS, APPLE BOBBING, COSTUME JUDGING etc.
ALL INTERESTED PEOPLE SIGN UP AT THE COMMUTER
CENTER.
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state/worldCourt closed; no money

Ohio Bell settlement pending
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- Ohio Bell Telephone Co.
is asking the Public Utilities Commission if it can
continue paying dividends
to American Telephone
and Telegraph Co., pending settlement of a service complaint from a
Wintersville tire wholesaler.
The case goes back two
years when Snyder Wholesale Tire Co. complained of
poor phone service and
asked PUCO to enforce a
30-year-old state law. That
law requires PUCO to review dividend plans by any
telephone company where
"there exists a finding of
inadequate service."

Joe Jester, division manof public relations for
o Bell, disputed a contention by an attorney for
Snyder that the utility is
barred from paying dividends.
"We are asking approval
of PUCO to pay a dividend
but we're not saying to
whom, what, where or
when. We're just asking1
them to take a look at it, '
Jester said. He said Ohio
Bell has continued to pay a
dividend to its parent firm
and only stockholder,
AT&T, and that so far as he
knows Ohio Bell is up to
date on such payments.
"WE HAVE appealed

that case for a rehearing
before PUCO," Jester
said, adding the commission set a Nov. 17 hearing
date. "We have paid dividends since this matter
was filed and I'm not sure
when that date was," Jester said. "We have asked
the PUCO to look at this
matter again."
"This is no laughing
matter," Joseph Bruzzese
Jr. of Steubenville, Snyder's lawyer, said. "They
can't pay dividends without our permission or the
permission of the PUCO,
and I expect we'll oppose
it." Snyder Wholesale Tire
complained to PUCO in
mid-1961 that its telephone

service had been erratic
since 1978.
Problems the firm comof included calls
cut off, poor translation quality and inability to make outgoing calls.
Bruzzese said these problems were critical for a
firm that did most of its
business by phone and had
a monthly phone bill of
about $50,001
AFTER HEARING the
complaint in late 1981,
PUCO waited almost two
years before ruling on
Sept. 28 that while most of
the problems seem to be
resolved, Ohio Bell during

PORT CLINTON, Ohio
(AP) - Ottawa County Probate Court Judge Merrill
Rudes ordered bis court
closed yesterday after
overspending his budget
and being denied more
money from county commissioners.

most of 1961 did provide
service "which, in some
respects, was either inadequate or amounted to or
was tantamount to inadequate service." It gave no
explanation for delaying
He is the second Ohio
the ruling.
judge in financial trouble,
but neither Rudes nor WarIt was that language ren County Judge Mark
which triggered the old law Clark, who says his court is
requiring PUCO clearance broke, have acted as some
for dividend payments un- judges did in the past by
til the service problem is sending commissioners to
corrected. Bruzzese says ail for not financing the
the Bell system reorgani- ludiciary.
zation and
and Snydf
Snyder's pi;
Rudes said three fullto pursue multimillion-dol- time employees and one
lar damages in court are part-time employee are afEood reason for PUCO to fected by the closing. Clark
old up Ohio Bell divi- said he will run out of funds
dends.
to pay his clerks in two
weeks.
"I have ordered that no
further checks be issued

Politicians oppose Zimmer utility rate hikes jTJs
CINCINNATI (AP) -Politicians in three Ohio cities
that would be served by the
unfinished Zimmer Nuclear Power Station are
organizing a united opposition to utility rate hikes
associated with the project.
Dayton Mayor Paul
Leonard and Columbus
City Council president
Maury Portman said yesterday they are willing to
meet with Cincinnati City
Council members who
want to fight any proposal
to require power consumers to pay costs of any
mismanagement at Zimmer.
The federal Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
last November ordered a
halt to all safety-related
construction at the Moscow, Ohio, plant until a
thorough quality-assur-

ance review of the plant's
construction could be done.
The NRC order stands, and
the agency plans to conduct public hearings Tuesday In Cincinnati to ask
more questions of Cincinnati Gas & Electric officials.
But spokesman Bruce
Stoecklin of CG&E, the
lead utility of three partners in the project, said
yesterday the cities' opposition would be nothing
new and it probably
wouldn't persuade CG&E
to change its plans. CG&E
is re-examining whether to
finish Zimmer, but has
said it will ask state approval to pass the construction
costs along to consumers if
the plant is completed.
CITY GOVERNMENTS
have intervened in other
utility rate cases to oppose
rate increases, Stoecklin
said.

kinko's copies
quality
copies

5<

quick copies
fast ssrvics

354-3977

'■«• hour»

325 E. Wooster
(Across from Taco Bell)

CG&E is building Zimmer for itself and Its two
partners, Dayton Power
and Light Co. and Columbus and Southern Ohio
Electric Co. Last spring,
CG&E estimated the cost
of the single-reactor plant
at $1.7 billion. But a consultant, Bechtel Power Corp..
recently issued a revised
estimate saying the final
cost will be between $2.8
billion and $3.5 billion.
When construction began in 1972, the utilities
estimated Zimmer would
cost $240 million.
The three utilities have
since said they are re-examining their alternatives,
including the possibility of
abandoning Zimmer or not
finishing it as a nuclear
plant.
Guy Guckenberger, a
Cincinnati city councilman
active in the campaign

against having consumers
pay Zimmer's costs,
prompted th e letters to
Leonard and Portman.
Portman said he telephoned Cincinnati City Solicitor Richard Castellini
and is awaiting a response
as to when a meeting of the
city politicians could be
convened. Portman said
one alternative is for the
cities to jointly hire lawyers and others to present
rate hike opposition before
the Putlic Utilities Commission of Ohio, which regulates Ohio utilities.
LEONARD, IN an Oct.
21 letter to Cincinnati
Mayor Thomas Brush, said
be would "... be more
than happy to participate
in any preliminary meetings to discuss our cities'
respective postures regarding this issue and help
decide a future course of
action."

Ohio Gov. Richard Celeste has ordered the
PUCO to audit Zimmer's
construction costs.
Peter Forster, president
of DP&L, said Tuesday his
utility favors converting
Zimmer first to a natural
gas-fired power plant and
then to a coal-fired plant,
after necessary environmental studies and approval can be obtained.
Forster said this could
result in power production
from Zimmer in two years
at an additional cost of $350
million. The other two utilities have made no public
commitments about their
joint decision.
Forster expressed concern that DP&L may have
trouble borrowing money
to complete Zimmer because of investor concern
about the troubled project.

bash riprocks bash riprocks bash riprocks bash riprocks bash rlprocks bash

against the probate court
account, including salaries," Rudes said in a
statement "Any inconvenience to the public due to
the court's closing must be
attributed to the fiscal irresponsibility of the county
commissioners and their
failure to comply with a
writ of mandamus issued
the 8th District (Ohio)
of Appeals...."
In a 2-1 decision Oct. 14,
the appellate court ordered
commissioners to come up
with $72,295 asked by
Rudes and Ottawa County
Common Pleas Judge
James Theirry. The appeals judges said in their
order that a court system
must have sufficient funds
to operate with "absolute
integrity
and freedom of
action.,,
BOTH JUDGES contended their appropria-

tions from the
commissioners were too
low in light of higher costs
for supplies and services.
in Lebanon, Clark tow
Warren County commissioners he cut his staff to
three clerks some time ago
while most courts his size
have at least five clerks.
"In about two weeks we
won't even be able to pay
the three clerks we have,'
he said.
Because of a growing
case load, an increase in
court expenses, and a
sharp cut early this year in
his budget, Clark said he
was forced to ask for just
over $8,000 to cover bills.
He said he needs $4,700 for
staff salaries and $1,800 for
supplies, with the rest
going to pay back jury and
other court expenses.

HOWARD'S CLUB I
TONITE
CANADIAN
NITE

^ SHWtRS
OCT. 27-29
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WELCOME

TO MILLER TIME
SAT BAR S CHOICE

Something

For

Ever v.o n t

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Session III - Spaces Still Available:
Fit For All Aerobics ($5)

BASH RIPROCKS

M-W
M-W
T-R

. 128 W. Wooster 364-3939
"Whew You Always get More
for Your Money."

4:00
7:00
5:15

Register in the
SRC Office any
time M-F 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Slimnastics (5$)
M-W
T-R
T-R

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

12:10
12:10
7:00

Don't Miss
Fitness at Five (5:15)
Every Friday!!!

EAT IN ONLY

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
TACO SALADS & BURRIT0S

I

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PRESENT WITH PURCHASE

Select-a-Sport Free, Drop In!
Squash
Oct. 24-27
4:00 p.m.
Badminton
Oct. 31-Nov. 3
7:00 p.m.
Platform Tennis
Nov. 28-Dec. 1
4:00 p.m.

DELIVERY SPECIALS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY

FREE TWO LITER COKE & DIET COKE
WITH ANY DELIVERY ORDER OF <6.S0 OR MORE

,____ J^^untmj*wr 2®g!L 55! WR^L

14S0E.WMftw
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Lunch

Domino's Pizza offers you o FREE slice
of pizza and a coke if you com* into the store
Saturday night dressed in a Halloween costume.
Everyone is invited. Hours for the pizza
giveaway are between S-8p.m. Oct.29,1983.

1616 E. Wooster, B.G. 352-1539

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

Dinner

SUNDAY 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
3 pc. Chicken/dressing, potato s salad bar
101. Boneless Kib Steak, potato, salad bar
Grilled Ham Steak, potato slow
with salad bar
Turkey & Dressing, pototo. slaw
with salod bar

BACHMAN
FOR
MAYOR
Listener, Leader,
Lawyer

Sm. Ham Steak
Vegetable I slaw

2.69

Pork Tenderloin Sandwich
cup of soup

2.99

Hot Turkey Sand.
Pototo*! S.Bor

3.69

Grilled Ham Steak. Seosoned
rice, vegetoble
3-0l)

Grilled Liter & Onion-.
potato t salad Bar

3.69

TUESDAY

BerBORibSrurk
«Fri«

3.49

ALL U CAN EAT

Speghrfti
«S.l.dB»r

2.69

Spaghetti or Chow Mein
over Rice

EM

S»Ud on ■ Croitunl A Cup

of Crrem or Brofcoli Soup..

2.69

Whipped Potato l v»g. 2.19

Grilled Liver & Onions.
Whipped Potato, slaw

Salod Bar

2.99«ch

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Homemade Meat Loaf.
Bread Cup Cream Broccoli 2.99

Paid lor by Bachman for Mayor Committee: Marilyn Singleton Chairman,
Homer Kuenzh Treasurer, 224 Biddle, Bowling Green

2.99
3 Q9

MONDAY
(Sl>B. 10 \ .11 Li* *.<«,„ u«« |

Chicken Salad. Homemode veg.
HOU«S:4:00J:00 SUN.—INDUS.
4 00 3 00 FRI.t SAT
Our drivers carry last than $20 00 Limited delivery oreo.

3.99
4.99
3.69
1.29
3.29
3.89

Baked Steak with mushroom gravy, potato, slaw
with salad bar

Cottage Cheese. Fie* vegetables
ond fruit
2.59

BGSU students are needed to serve on
citizen groups to improve Police,
Student and Business Attitudes.
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE INPUT!
Join Her ELECT A WORKING Professional
Mayor

352-05*4

O

riprocks bash rlprocks bash riprocks bash rlprocks bash rlprocks bash riprocks

FREE
PIZZA!

^A,l

2.99

11.9 p.m. ALL U CAN EAT
Perch. Fries* Slow
2.99
with Salad Bar
3.69
Meat Loaf. Whipped Pototo.
SoladBor
3.W
Vi Chicken. Whipped Potato
Slow
.... 2,79,
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Falcons host CMCI
as BG took a 204 lead into halftime
against Northern Illinois only to
lose, 24-23.
Sure, this sort of game is a fan's
delight, but for the sake of the
coaches' ulcers and gray hairs, a

byMorcDolph
ossistoni sports editor

Is it me?, or ii coach Dennv Stolz
the king of the nobody-should-ha velost-this-one games?, usually cornins out on the losing end.
In recent memory, for example,
Ohio University scored a last-minute touchdown in the final game of
the 1980 season to win, 21-20; Central Michigan spoiled a potential
winning season for Bowling Green
the last game of the following year
by edging the Falcons, 6-3; last
year it was an interception returned for a winning TO against
victorious Miami; and probably
the biggest of all being the California Bowl in which Fresno State
scored with mere seconds left in
the game to take a one-point victory, 29-28.
THIS SEASON SUCH games
have become epidemic with lategame threats keeping nearly every
opponent (with the exception of the
Falcons' 63-28 loss to Brigham
Young) in the contest until the final
ticks of the clock. The last five
games (the beginning of the MidAmerican Conference schedule)
have been this way, and BG is 3-2
when just as easily they could be 50,or(W.
Last week was a classic example

blowout is more contorting, and
they are few and far between in
BG.
Tomorrow's contest should
prove to be the same type of game,
since BG's oppononem - Central
Michigan - is basically the same
type of team the Falcons have
faced since they began their MAC

schedule -run dominated and tailback oriented.
The Falcons being the only pass
dominated team in the league.
The Chippewas, however, have
no reason to throw as their rushing
offense is fifth in the nation with an
average of 278 yards per game, led
by tailback Curtis Adams with 130
yards/game, good for fourth in the
country. While their passing offense is last in the league with an
average of 80.6 yards.
BG, on the other hand, has every
reason to throw the ball as their
passing offense is second in the
nation with an average of 306.4
yards. Their rushing offense is
dead last in the conference with an
average of 47.7 yards/game.
CMU ENTERS tomorrow's
game with a second place 4-1 MAC
record, behind first place and undefeated Toledo and NIU, and
ahead of BG at 3-2.

This puts both teams in a mustwin situation, and both teams do
not control their own destinies on
the road to the MAC title.
"They (BG) will have to play
awfully, awfully well," Stolz said
about tomorrow's contest. "It will
be a Hell of a football game. If we
can't get by Central Michigan then
we're not championship caliber."

HALLOWEEN PARTY
Storting At The
Bewitching Hour of 9 o'clock

OCT. 3In

$50 First Prize For Best Costume
WFAl D.J.s, Dancing
3 Magic Shows, Balloon Drop
Witch's BrUW Specials

Second and Third Priie - Dinner for Two
(|>rli#j ,o ^ mmiM m m(<JnJ8h()
NO COVIR
H.lp UI judfl. Our Own Statf-i Cottumn

Mliad dr.-k teacMta all dov Iwwj
WEDNESDAY Night: Bock by popular demand
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by Jean Dimeo
sports reporter

After last weekend's split with Lake
Superior State, Bowling Green's
Hockey team knows it has to score
more than one goal per game to stay
on top of the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association. And the Falcons
will have their chance to prove they
can find the net when the Michigan
Tech Huskies face BG in the Ice
Arena tonight and tomorrow.
This weekend's series marks the
first time in 10 years the Huskies have
travelled to Bowling Green to skate
against the Falcons. Both games will
begin at 7:30 p.m.
Michigan Tech has played BG five
times since Falcon head coach Jerry
York joined the coaching staff in 1979.
The Huskies are leading the series 7-21 and are 2-2-1 in the last five games.
York said this series will be tougher
than last weekend's against Lake
State and a key series in CCHA play.
"Michigan Tech was ranked high in
the pre-season polls, and they have a
tradition of successful hockey," he
said. "It makes it easier for Us to gear
up for the series."
This week, BG was ranked sixth in
the nation according to the year's first
WMPL-radio coaches pool. Michigan
Tech was ranked ninth.
THE HUSKIES ARE 3-1-1 overall
after a 3-2 win and a 5-5 tie to Saskatchewan last weekend.
Michigan Tech's senior center Bill
Terry and sophomore defenseman
Dave Reierson were two of the last
players recently cut from the Canadian Olymipic team. Terry leads
the Huskies in scoring with five goals
and one assist for six points.

Coming off of last weekend's unexpected 2-1 loss to LSSC, BG will be
concentrating on offense against
Michigan Tech.

"Our strength has been our goaltending and defense," York said.
"But now we have to go one step
further and start scoring a bunch of
goals."
York said the coaching staff and the
team was disappointed with BG's
performance against the Lakers last
weekend, and are paying more attention to the team's overall play.
Defensive pairings will remain the same, and the only changes
will be on left wing.
"We are looking for more offense,"
York said. "We don't feel we have

|
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Unisex Hair Care and Tanning Center
143 W. Wooster 353-3281

Special Fall Sale
Precision

OUTING CENTER
•Tents
•Sleeping Bags

found our best combinations yet."
THE FOUR NEW line combinations will be George Roll skating with
Dan Kane and Perry Braun; Dave
O'Brian, Tim Hack and Jamie Wansbrough; Gino Cavallini, John
Samanski, and Peter Wilson; and Iain
Duncan, Nick Bandescu and Dave
Randerson.
Because of a shoulder injury sustained during Monday's practice,
freshman Gary Kruzicn will not be
sharing goaltending duties with junior
Wayne Collins this weekend. Kruzich
is 1-1 for the Falcons and has a 2.51
goals against average.
Collins will start in the net for the
third time this season tonight, and has
a 2.0 GAA. Collins ranks fifth among
CCHA goalies.
Kruzich's injury is unfortunate for
the Falcons, but it will give sophomore goaltender Eddie Powers a
chance to prove himself in the net
Saturday.
Tallying two goals and one assist in
last weekend's series, Kane has extended his scoring streak to seven
games, stretching back to last season.
Kane is BG's leading scorer with four
goals and three assists for seven
points this season.
BG's penalty killers, led by Hack,
Braun and O'Brian, have limited the
opposition to 18.5 percent power play
efneency.

Hair Unlimited

RENT CAMPING
EQUIPMENT
at the

FRIDAY and SATURDAY Nights com* and listen to sounds of
Roil* and Aaron's "JUMPIN JIVE BAND"
*■*■*■ •> MO P SUNDAY: Draft pitcher apaclola all day

■ ' ■

BG hockey team attempts to
get back on the winning track

Hair

cut

only

$6.00

or
Thermal perm only $22.50
(haircut included)

• Backpacks
• Stoves

Hours: Mon 11:30-1:30 Fri 10:30-12:30
OPEN NOW UNTIL NOV. 4

with.this.ac] until 11-30-83
Appointments not always necessary

Mon-Fri 9 am-6 pm Sat 9 am-noon

RE-ELECT
OWLING GREEN
UNICIPAL COURT'S
1RST FULL-TIME
UDGE(1977-PRESENT)
KNOW THE LAW. .FROM A TO Z
(AND SAVE YOUR DOLLARS)
Q: DISORDERLY CONDUCT:
Urinating outside, lighting, or damaging property
Follow the law, avoid the penaltla*.
(Customary fine $75 or higher)

GREEK
NIGHT
IS
BACK

R: DRIVING WITH A PAC
(prohibited alcohol concentration) of 0.10 grama or
more per 210 Ittora of breath Is now Illegal
with or without Impaired driving
(Minimum mandatory $150 fine, 3 days jeH.
60 days license suspension, 1 year Insurance
coverage, $75 license return fee.)

EVERY MONDAY
9 PM-CLOSE
AT

Political AdwtlMNiwnt, Paid for by tha Ri alact Judge BACHMAN
eommmaa, Jam., c. Ssara, Chr.,110* lyn Rd., Bowling Oraan, OH

SPAGLIAI'S
FREE
EAST 6 cans of COKE
440
with tha purchase of any

E. COURT

SOUTH!
945
S. MAIN ST. ■

large pizza with this coupon
Not VaUd vttn any other •paoWa
With Coupon thru 11-16-83

352-1596

SPAGLIAI'S
EAST
440
E. COURT

352-1596

352-7571

"OUTTJI
945
MAIN ST. ■

$2.00 OFF
Any Large 2-item
or more Pizza
Expires 11-15^5

NT
352-7571
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BG harriers compete for title

Arena addition studied
Building Codes had to be considered.
"The arena was built in the 60s
Since Bowline Green's hockey and new state building codes may
team claimed the Central Colle- limit us in what we can do," Ronald
giate Hockey Association title two Engler, University architect, said.
years ago, the stands of the Ice
Engler said talk of increasing
Arena have been packed with thou- seating in the arena has been going
on for the past five years, and
sands of fans.
BG hockey fans are a unique several feasibility studies have
breed. Most are avid admirers of been made over the last eight to ten
the sport and can be seen and years.
The most recent feasibility study
heard cheering wildly for every
goal scored by Dan Kane, shot on was made to determine how many
goal saved by Wayne Collins or extra seats would fit in the arena,
body check thrown by Gino Caval- and how practical the addition
lini.
would be.
"Because of the codes, less seats
But not every fan can see BG
face nationally-ranked opponents than we thought can be added to
in the Ice Arena, because it does the arena," Gregory said.
Two plans have been devised by
not have the capacity to seat more
Buehrer and Strough, as possible
than 3,500 people.
BG Athletic Director Jack Gre- additions to the arena. Gregory
gory said a feasibility study was said the north end of the arena
recently completed on the possible could be connected to the two sides
addition of seats in the Ice Arena. forming a horseshoe, but because
The University hired the Toledo of the new building codes, the ararchitectural firm of Buehrer and rangement would not provide adStrough, which designed the arena equate seating.
more than 20 years ago, to draft
AN ALTERNATIVE PLAN conblue prints for additional seating.
nects the two sides forming a
horseshoe, but also adds bleachers
GREGORY SAID Robert over the offices at the south end of
Strough began the study last the arena. Seating in the arena
March, and It was completed this. would be connected around the
rt summer. The study was given entire playing surface.
Gregory only two weeks ago
Gregory said the public area, the
because the new Ohio Revised offices and the Zamboni room at
by Joan Dlrrteo
sp/ts reporte'

By Karl Smith
sports reporte*

the south end of the arena would
not be affected by the addition, but
the concession stands would be
moved to the sides of the arena.
The arena would have about 6,200 seats if the additions in the
second plan were made.
"This is Just a preliminary finding." Gregory said. "We're still
gathering Information on income
projections by selling more seats."
Gregorv said the additional seating would enable more student allSports Pass holders to purchase
tickets, as well as other students
and BG hockey fans.
"Looking at it from a financial
viewpoint, we have to see how
much money we can generate and
if the project is practical," he said.
"It could be a very expensive project."
ADDING FOLDING bleachers
or temporary stands is not being
considered, because of the strain it
would put on the retaining walls in
the arena.
"The strain and weight would be
dangerous, and we could also have
problems with the floor," Gregory
said. "We have a fine building and
we want to keep its appearance
that way."
Even if the project was feasible,
Gregorv said it could not be implemented until sometime in April or

Tomorrow is D-day for both Bowling Green cross country teams as
they travel to Muncie, Ind. for the
Mid-American Conference
championship. The ladies will be
seeking their fourth straight MAC
title while their male counterparts
will try to improve on last year's fifth
place finish.
Women's coach Sid Sink is optimistic about bis team's chances at
capturing the MAC title. Injuries to
key individuals made the title defense
look nearly impossible, but the team
displayed exceptional depth and are'
once again the favorites to capture
the conference crown.

"We're looking to win it all, but it
won't be easy," Sink said. "Western
(Michigan) and Ohio University will
be tough to beat. It will be an interesting race."
MISSING FROM THE squad will
be two-time MAC individual champion JoAnn Lanciaux, who is sidelined
with a lung problem. The talented
junior had just recently come back
from a leg injury which caused her to
miss most of the season. Filling her
void will be Sara Collas and Pat
Panchak, two runners who have come
out of the woodwork to help shoulder
the load. Also running for the Falcons
will be Teri Gindlesberger, Cathy
Schenkel, team captain Jennie
Groves, Laura Murphy.
Confidence is not the worry of Mel

FOOTBALL — at home against Central Michigan at Doyt L. Perry Field.
(1:30 p.m.)
VOLLEYBALL — at home against
Ball State (7:00 p.m. tonight) and
Miami (4:30 p.m. tomorrow) at Anderson Arena.

HOCKEY — at home against Michigan Tech at the Ice Arena. (7:30 p.m.
tonight and Saturday night.)
MEN'S/WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY — at Muncie for the Mid American Conference Championship on
Saturday. (11 a.m.)

t
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It's almost here,
and you're invited to the

ON SALE N£5W IN
.UNION FOYER UNTIL
FRI OCU8
$
1 T^Q/iP^n ste r _

BEAT
CENTRAL
MICHIGAN
JAIan R. Mayberr

5th Annual
Halloween
Blast!

Will deliver anywhere on campus and OCMB

SHARON»SHARON'SHARON«SHARON«SHARON»SH>

Special Movie Presentation

SHARON O'CONNOR*

"IT'S ALIVE

Happy 21st—Hope you
have a great weekend!!

MIDNIT
H
■P

|^s»»»"""—"
CINEMA IS 2

SUNDAY 10/30
210 MSC.
SHOWS at 9&11 p.m.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
ONLY
$1.50

TIM Nost Fun

Ibf/ll Ever
Nave BEING SCARED!

I CffKffSWOW.a

5J

...you'll get more than just
a movie!!!

Love Eunise & Lorraine

tr

WOMEN'S GOLF - at BG's Forrest
Creason golf course for the Lady
Falcon Invitational on Saturday and
Sunday.

LIMDA CHI ALPHA
* KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
• IKDEPENDENT SPIKERS

M0NSTI

'M»Sibetj!

SOCCER — at home against Akron
University on Sunday at Mickey Cochrane Field. (2:00 p.m.)

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE 1983 A Z VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT CHAMPS!

AMBotAN
CANCB)
SOOETY*

SEND fCUR FAVORITE
sGflSST OS GOBBLIN A

People Helping People

"Ohio University is running exceptionally well, but Miami is the better
team. Brodt said. "But, we should
still place either one, two, or three
and if not; we haven't run well.
"We're in the underdog spot," he
said, "but Miami and OU know we're
there."

•sports/cap-

<ST DAY"

United Wtay

Brodt, the men's coach. His squad has
had a roller coaster season with someone new in the top seven almost every
week. The lack of one outstanding
runner has forced the Falcons to rely
very heavily on the concept of team
running.
DEFINITE RUNNERS WILL be
Dan Gruneisen, captain Tim Brennan, Dave Beattie, Doug Hogrefe,
Jeff Boutelle. and Scott Creel

H

STAMVM CINEMA 1*2

wmm^s
AT 7:30 4 9:15:

SAT MAT 2.00
SUN MAT 2:00 S 3:45

ADMISSION $1.50

and also

MON. OCT.31
ARM
WRESTLING TOURNEY
7:30 Sign Ups & Weigh InsMID AM ROOM
8:00 Competition Begins
$2.00 Entry Feewith top winners recieving
Car Stereo Speakers
Valued at $100

S£\

Costume contest - $25 first place.
Second and third places awarded.
Games and prizes for all,
and free popcorn!

W

Halloween Nite
Monday, October 31st

«w

-no cover-

A Mayor Accessible and Available To Every Citizen.
• An "Open Door" to
the Mayor's Office.
4TH ACTION PACKED WEEK!

• Broad Representation
and Citizen Input in
All City Business.

JSEANGDNhW
I.JAMISIONDI.

,

,

AT 7:30 & 9:45
SAT MAT 2:00

SUN MAT 2:00 4 4:16

■■■

I

CLA-ZEL
MAIN

THEATRE

i^> ' J*-'

JAVA.1942...A CLASH OF CULTURES. A
TEST OF THE HUMAN 8PWT.

DflMD BOWK-TOM CONTI

AACRAY CHRISTMAS,
MA. UtUNMNCC
AT 7:30 & 9:45

ALL SEATS
ANYTIME
ONLY

$1.00

On Council and at Mayer, Bruce
••Hard hot worked for the development and continued Improvement of the Senior Center and
senior programs.

• Non-Partisan/BiPartisan Appointments to Boards and
Commissions.

• Time Needed to
Devote to Many
Responsibilities
• Continued Increase
Appointment of
Qualified Women to
City Boards and Commissions.
• Teamwork and
Cooperation.

A Mayor Who Cares

A* a retired
member of the University community for S3 year*. Mayor tellerd
understands student concerns.

Return Mayor Bellard.
We Can't Afford Not To.

"•K.ttsjl AeVertMemonf *-4 to* by the sWMexd fa*
Ms>y*r CommtMoo Worron hhoMor Don Cunning
hom tweKMstter Ah*.••**•» ieenOwstwi Morten
H—now •■»«ia McOtnm. »a'"<li Mf Co Chsjir*
410 Ko-Mreod A.O -Wing G<e»n Oh-O O«07
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CajaaAM 'MM as So- par ana II.M I
50- urn per ad
Mil I llllllll "o 30 eoeoee par ma
I M 1 0M.V ' ma aw—I pa U 00 om BaaSon
_ ***mmKxn """* •""«• ** non-prak. Mac sen.se aOMtoa are » ravM
OMCllDr tree and al lagjar raja* Bareafler
Da»dk» lo. 1 aanga • 2 daya bWor. pubeueon al 4 00 p rr, Fnda, ar 4 oo p m am.
daadkw tor a* Tuaaday ersaon
«■ am ■ Harm al aa) M Haara aUtoa. 1H Unliaetti Mat

CAMPUS.CITY EVENTS
Uarkesno «nfif|ajlui a hosting •
haajimn naynOe on Friday. October
26 from 9 00 pml 00 am si
SnyOari Firm (On Eaal Wocaler.
pest i-75 Ex*. 1 II term on In* right)
Rkfca wal bs avertable Irom the umon
al 8:30 p m Refreshments *i be
provided
Fta EH Sigma Freeman Honorary
Fal Banquet. Sunday at 4:00 p.m.
Grand Baeroom (Union). October 30.
19*3
-Prior Reservations Requaed
Tost. Raagon and Fnenda in concan
Fri Oct 28 at 8 pm Amara Room
Fraa

BK) MO "DUG".
HAPPY 218T B-OAY HAVE A
GOOD ONEM FROM YOUR SIGMA
NUULS

Ghoata t gobtne. washes 8 warkicks, al wS be psrlyln' at the Dett
liouss on Friday Late
Ikwoeeen rlghn Th, ADPI'i
OMEEK MTE HIACXII
EVCRY MOM. tPM-CLOSE
SAM I'SM 107 STATE ST.

Attention
Al you Barroom pool sharks'
Enter the PI Kappa
PeaaJa Toumay
A $2 entry lea gkrea
you a chanca lo win a T V

Ftrte needed to Atoon Jac*aon Ml
eras (or even Ann Aral lor VWnd
Nov 4-8 W» heap «' gei Cal Kne
352 7218

Anenaon Phl'a
Whaf a happening Ms weekend? Get
peyched' Wa aura are"
Love. PHI PHtS"?

TYPING
Dassrtations. thesis etc
352-0835 or 372-2281
Ruttae's Sewing and Alterations
Letters and awgrass on ackets and
awaaleri Al garments muat ba
dean 352-7288
18.00 STYLE SPECIAL AT THE FALCON CLIPPER 1524200 EXPWES

IMM

TYPING - ALL SORTS Cat coeect
2783978

DEARCRAIG,
ONLY TWO YEARS LEFT TO GET
THAT 630.000 A YEAR! HAPPY 211
LETS CELEBRATE'
WITH ALL MY LOVE.
YOUR UTTLE GIRL
P.8 MY ADVICE IS TO OWE THAT
6160.00 TO THE NEEOY ME'

MrMe-Movla-Mowie ITS ACTIVEI"
Sunday. Oct 30 - al 9 i I 1 pm
Don! mas «'

Thanka tor a lantaabc weekend By
the way. a it 50 rnaae yet?
Love. The Bambino
iarb. Ho*,, and KMy
The watt aura ma worth HI Wa
couldn't hex asked lor bitter Blgal
Wa love you guyal Here's mud In
your eye! Love, The Three Muskstesrs: Unda, Llea. and atealce

AMANDA
AMANDA
AMANDA
HLOHUM

THANKS FOR ALWAYS UNDER
STANCBNG ABOUT ALL MY SILLY
PROBLEMS I LOVE YOU!
LOVE. PEACHCAKES
Jow Bam Bam: Tha couch, the Boor,
rny towel you're sick.
K.O.P.E.
IkaVjaiuii Party
Oct 29 / 9-1 a.m.
K/eacherCmpton Cafe Lounge
81 00 / 6 50 with costume
K.O.R.E.

ELECT
SHEsLAH FULTON
Toi.0.
C0ONCM.-AT-IAR0E
Pad lor by committee lo
EtSCt Sketch Futon Council ll Large
David FuMon. Treasurer
SIS Lorrdna. BG 43402

lam apihannr Happy 2tat BaTtv
Oey' I booe you heve a wonderful day
Boy. 11 M you thoae October people
are aometrarig eee aren't they? (ha
ha) Party reroyi Love You Lola. Your
Roomie Dana

Taa. Oreo; How does tka
saying go? "A Mend in need la a
friend Indeed?" I round il.li out
last week. Thanks tor helping out
with my interview. Now I can got a
"real" Job. LO.U. Bob
MBS,

Makx Dtstz-Thanks lor the Indiana Kidnap"! It
was s superb 24 hours with dear
friends (end the Buftatos') Thanks
also lo General Chedwel lor your part
n psvvvng the attack (We missed
you!) Private Schreck thenks lor the
fun and lor ccmincing my "captor'' to
return my "eyes I don't besivB you
and the Alpha Phi's kept trie secret'
Much Love-Your 'carttcuit vtctvn'-MJ

CW-O'S
YOUR DESTINY IS PREORDAINED
LOVE 6 BLOOD. THE HOOK

Hey. Than Chajl
Tonight the Xi'a arl be dreeaed In our
costumes and ready to go -Bui of
course our annual Haaoween tea a)
quSa a show' So wear your gear and
be ready tor tonight cause thai tea's
gonna ba out ol sight' love, the Alpha

Gamma Pras beware, the crescent
moon won't be s 'shMn' Heaoween
Mght The moon wk be ful end
sharing so bright The gobbane and
gouk rmghl grve you s trtght. but pay
them no head and party al mght!
Have a scarey good Heaoween weakend!

l*0«JOAV»wr"MTV
HAPPY HOUR
AUDAYAUNKJHT
ALLTHETMEI

MAPJANHC JOHH6,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! I HOPE YOU
HAVE A GREAT DAY. HOW DOES
BUTTONS SOUND FOR TONIGHT?
REMEMBER THE FUN WE HAD
THERE FOP. MY B— DAY? WE'LL6EE HOW MUCH ALCOHOL GETS
Bl YOUR "SISUM" TONIGHT! I
LOVE YOU. AND I HOPE THE NEXT
22 MONTHS ARE AS QOOO AS THE
LAST. HAPPY HALLOWEEN! LOVE
ALWAYS. YOUR
"INCREDIBLE
6PUO"

CHI-O'S:
I'M READY TO TALK WHEN YOU
ARE - SEE YOU AT THE SEANCE

LOP.Y, HAPPY 19th MBTHOAY! OET
PSYCHED FOP. TONIGHT LOVE
SUSIE AND KAHEN

Sign up now tor
Pi Kappa Pt.s
armwreedng and
beards loumeys

Aajna Saja. F»s. Pi Kappa, and Aloha
Gama-We can't wait until Sal Night
when we celebrate haaoween togathar Boo1 The Dee Zees

JoT

OZ PWdgee-We hope you are excited
lor ma weeks big hunt Can you
guess who your big Is? Love, you 02
sisters

KTrl - HAPPY 21. TOO MO I
HAVE TO SPEND THE NKaHT IN A
COFFIN. WANT TO JOM ME? I
LOVE YOU. Mi.

A gm from the federation, cono/atuia
Sons on completing your second
decade Fuck' - The Lords ol Entropy

! - Good luck writ, swim
Mam tryouta I know you'l do s great
lob Love. Karen

Dee Gee's Look Outlll
re Ikjttiniiii aoam and lor w*j.
lursovtng cotege lok Bke ourselves,
tatf means Us bme to get wierd" So
sap Into your most daring costume
and wcl see who can out-wevd who
rorvght al Sigma Nu"
The Orodaws ol Skama Nu

xra

PERSONALS

JAMIE WANSBROUGH.
GOOD LUCK THIS WEEKENO AND
WITH THE REST OF THE SEASON!'
GET BACK ON YOUR SCORING
STREAK WITH A HAT TRICK TONIGHT! LOOK FOR US IN SECTION
Hi DAWN ANO JOE

tl.OOailrTssalon

Ihe Haaiei.n Parly en Oct Jatri
troai 1:00 -1 m at Baa 4-0'a en 7*1
and Hlgti. (I.D.'a kiss Irs el

FOOTS TYPING E.ceienl quality.
80- per page 889-2579 alter Ipm

I WAS SO HAPPY THE DAY SHE
PICKED ME. CAUSE NOW SHE'S
MY OG BIG - THAT CRAZY JANET
B! LOVE YOU LOTS - LIL' LOW

9:00 pm- 1:00 am

Ski Roads, Vallay. Fab. M,
1120.00 -Caerythlng Included. Call
Dan at 152-8*41 tor Into.

SERVICES OFFERED

I was Impellent end Ike welt was
long, but I didn't doubt II and I
snaw a* Mono, That I nan tka
BEST DO big ever, and I lull wanlad
to say. thai I love you SUE SELL and
keve a great dsyl
UTB - Your Mile. Wendy

HAUNTED HOUSE
CREEPY COMMONS
SUN 1 MON OCT 30.31
NOFfTHEAST OJwawONS

Cask,
VCTO

RW lor rwo needed to O.U.
HALLOWEEN WEEKEND cal 3525861 or 352-0439

AT

Haunted House
Oct. 28.29. 31 7-rradnrle
OB Kroger store N Makl

LOST AND FOUND

CNO PledgeeTe* about scary - how bout thoae big
sts'sl?
TIM Hook
CW-O'S
YOUR SCARECROW WAS THE
FRST TO GO ARE YOU REAOY TO
BECOME ONE WITH THE HOOK?

Guys Lee Jean Jackets
Al sues beck n slock
Plus Gats
Jear.NTr.ngs
631 redge

Aapha Game. FUTS. DZ's. * PI Kappa.
Oet laady lor a party that wal may be
a bleat Make your coatmee creative
and let the partying begin.
The Akaa Slga

RIDES

OOK-NATIONAL LEADERSHIP
HOkCFIARY. APPIKATONS-110
ADMIN. BLDQ:
42S STUDENT
SERVICES DEADLINE OCT 30th
APPLY NOW!

CongreMetione Sera Hannoer on
your Aigha Pla-Pka atialirlng lo
Mark Jeckaoni (la that a Plv-tigue dog
■g?) Your iilin arc vary happy lor
YOUI

Apia 5S PI rMVaajWaa Ita ail
pledge oats rjllosrB' Prae Suaen
Carrol. VPTracy Earns. Sac Heidi
lajnsrreksr, Traai -Lava Tartagao.
NMPC Paual Srretal SocM MaSnds
Henderson. ScrKiarahlp-Uaa Sarnecfci. Money Making Derm. Hoi
man. Spn-Aima Parka, SarvfceDabbleHodaon. Chapen/Staridarcla
Lore Roth. Alum Reamne Un Keen.
Scrapbook Joan Freedmsn. Actf.
maaMichaaa Purdtam
and Re
porter-Inorld Jaro*

Found Umbreea at Die hockey game
Sat night Identity. 2-3213

Hey Poodvei Pick up'
OSU latt wtllitnd - O.U Itvs
wasfcand- we're some wfcj lia»alii'
dudaal OM ready to party Has week
end! And I'm not standing outside any
barMOU no wlyi Grrr

Much Love Mutty

ATTENTION DEMONS DEB6SE ANO
JEANNEI GOOD LUCK M THE NTERSOUAD MEET REALLY TEAR
UP'LOVE MO

LOST Oranga BGSU kaycnajn Haa
lour kays on ii Reward1 Pleat* cat
352-3000

Haye a case ol the srsoys
Happy Hour! Everyday 4 9 pm
•SI Paul Gil

I thank you aver to much tor the
cr»>Ti»ngr?) 30 degree Cape Cod
escape - though I do wteh Joeeph
would have remembered ual Thanks
lor atwayi being there and maMng me
kvugh Here's to ahooBng stars and

SUE DANIELS
Bring mat ad «i and gel
1 frei order freer, potato ekme
w/ Cheddar chilli 8 bacon bits
LK-14S0 E. Wooater SI.
No sklnga-Eirtwcc 11/4/83
OrcquYcd

Cutty. You have got » made
Curty You have got II made
Curly You have go) II made

MBXE6BU.BETTER THAN A DATE PARTY THIS
WU. BE. ITS DINING OUT WlTHROTCI GET PSYCHED FOR TONIGHT!
AMY ( DONNA

LAURA GRAY.
TO A SPECIAL GAMMA PHI WHOSE
MADE MY SEMESTER FANTASTIC' I
WsOW THERE WIL BE MORE
GREAT MEMOFBES TO MAKE
LOVE, JOE

KEEP ON BlATIMM. WHO I AM
YOUR NOT CsfTTMO CLOM BUT I
WILL GIVE YOU A HAND, 32 M MY
NICKNAME. HAVE A OMCAT WEEKEND. LOVE YOUR ROM SISTER.
Utis Pern Tuck - Tm BO gM you
made ■ through lie Alpha XI Bg Hunt
Get Psyched • we've got tone to took
forward to. Love Yal - Jenni
Phi Taus: We're looking torward to a
ghousshry" good hme M the Ma
tonight! Wire peyched to be
spooked' Flencashr, Yours. Tha A>
phaPhfa

PI Kappa PM "P.U.S.H. Week S3
Play unrts lor the severely
ratidfcappad wont you heto
uaghra tie hencscapped a
PUSH?!

Mat,
Ghosts and Oaks**, TRACKS OR
TREATS. Pltee "Sewere" tor k>
itlght we meet Tha PM Mv'i an
reedy Mr c "nenkng" geed Hme,
when at t the bell beglne to chime.
6aa Yea Tonight - Tka PM Ma'e

Hippy IMkj.aaii to thoee 'craapy''
ChVO pMdgaal we can'l werl to see
your tneglnaw.1 outMs on Saturday"
CM-OS
YOLTRE SCARED
THE HOOK
TBS PLEDGES.
Happy llasYj.eeiil Keep up the good
work. We love ye'
Your Active Setters
TrsSkaaraof Aa>aDakaPlcongrMuka* the* new Haste. Cathy Hen*
ton We love you
Te Oiaaast PM'a lalak and Mill
Kaap trytng fjkM and we MJBBJ
sameiaeia m win near nnurv you wM
baesme Oamma PM'i meat ae«
ueJk/ eskisi at the wee*. We see
LMc ftlllrltHll end Little SAE'S
MMkaMr*.
Loss,

Pas* Mueller. I'M BB e.ckod BBajr
my aWel Get peyched ler aome hm
keaaa. laws, Vsw BM
PM Kappa PM welcomes our new
brother. Malt Dewey. to Our thtMrnitv Congratukwona. Marti"

mecummc
RUHFORLsFE
NOV. 12
REQISTER AT THE SRC
RACOUETBAU. CLUB DUES 68
OEADUNE NOV 11. SEND CHECKS
TO BBU. MCCARTHY RM 824 OFFENHAUERWEST CHECKS PAYABl£ BGSU RACOLrETBALL CLU8
TIGGER. THANK YOU FOR BEMG
SUCH A WONKRFUL FRIENO
YOU'RE THE BEST. I LOVE YOUl
LOVE. YOUR SECRET UTTLE
MowsMovto Mevts "ITS ACTIVEI".
Sunday. Oct 30 - M 9 6 11 pm.
Don't naea If

Over 11,000,000 doHert
Mrshlp money oo~
sack year. Why ba ton]
out? 6WM1616 Mr aaajBlrialiii
Sehatsrahlp Reaeerch
50* Jafteraen

,0M
SEILING76AI.ES MOT. CLUB:
Do you love your Parents? Buy them
a BGSU MOM end a B06U DAD
l.salsrartl Only 812. as or 2 lor
822. M 1KB Union on Fri. (8-6) and
Mon (10-4) Buy them now or order
them lor Parents weekend
-SHOW YOUR PARENTS YOU
CARE—Buy a Sweetehrt
TUESDAY IS 6AM II T-6HBRT
MYI T MMIS ON SALE 6SJM
EACH ALL DAY. EVERY TUES. M
SAM IS BAR.

and Ota Roomela

I on twenty reara of
take) lllllnl Don't forget Ml the
need Masse we've tied The wetoomke) IIMBRatl (HI There), met guy
m the ISkrary, Saml'a Happy Houra.
the"Conee"...leo many to Nat and
dan'l Israel the better tMea to
cccss. "OOOOOH. I ess what's
*»».Bkk>

PUSH. WEEK" Arm-., iiaakig,
Mon. Oct. 31. 7 30 pm • Ud Am
Rm • Bkard. Thurs.. Nov.3. Studenl
IjYaon. Don I rress your chance to wti
extra special prlrea donated from
Frank Sales - TV and Apceancee
PHPSlPPaOEII
PHI PSI PFBOE'I
PHIPSIPRIOE"

"OBSB"

To Mke Martyn (from MMnaaoM),
From rMl'icoallg moves to wan-in
nw«*)nge and now BO road trips. It's
greet (o heve you here Whan do I gat
my surprise? I Love You! Always, #s

NEW LOCATION
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOD COUNTY
920 N. Man St.. BO
OiaJeanaal persona cars
SpecWreMs. BGSU students
C<inve«»ent Appls 354-3540

knpr ove Memory with Hypnoea
362-6777
SPAGHETTI DINNER-ALL YOU
CAN MT-Preuamme Delia (FUra)
a aponsonhg a spaghetti dinner on
Sunday. October 30th. from 1-6 p.m.
M St Thomas Moors Auditorium
Adults S3 50: Students $3 00. creV
drenages Ml 61.26 and under 6
free For more raWiiakon, cat Roben Cacameto. 352-3764
1
Garage SaH
801 81h Street
Wed-Frt 9-5
Can also cal 352-2618. lumrtur.
typewriter, rol sway, new backgammon games: Id airee from 810.00.
Make your fsiiriiiBaona today tor
SUNDANCE S now upstairs Boo*
your Chnelmee parties now. Cad
352-1092 tor rsasrvskora
Make your raeervetUns today tor
SUNDANCE'S new upstairs Book
your Christmas partial now Cal
382-1092 tor reservations
Good news Sundance has s great
new menu-Try It soon' 352-1092

Sign up now tor
PIKapcePNs
arm wreeBVig end
beaards loumeys!

To Dom and my fience REG:
CongrMukatona on UAO parent ol the
yew' I ant so proud' You know how I
feel about you both
Low. Your Future Mum
RBBeera 6Waata-810.a0. Rac Cen•ar Pro Shop.
TO OUR SECRET PUMPMNS OF
4THHk3l«DARROWIT WAS A BLAST. ANO WE HAD
FUN. THANKS FOR THE TREATS,
4THI4*3HS0ARROW, YOU'RE #1111
LOVE YA—4TH HKsHS DUNBAR
P.S, - THANKS SCOTT FOR ALL
YOUR HELP" - PAM
- It was really tun
Mtkuj a enjess an the Love Boat
Tee bad 'Kitty' never showed Isaac
end Juke McCruise
VatBL Bkwaty, Red, luwheat, Ma.
JakbeH and Bean T.I. and PookyHsve a great IMIflin. let's entoy
"the beet years ol Bur ll.es "
Hare's to good times end greet

I

WFAL<
nan 4th Laarn and 2nd Traaowayl
Year mega nsuiMl won you a
WFAL aaeneered party.
Wood County rummies Molly lor
msnkaV retarded aduks • seeking
Ruldinlktl IMjaJMRM Must be avaastM to work 8 30am - 9.30am. rMcVSpecial Education and Sods! Work
matt* preferred MumpM prjaktona
■ alaOla tor Spring lemeetet
You're going to have a great B-dcy
JMl Bredehew I looked Into your
rutura 8 guaaa what I saw you'l dm*
beer on Friday 8 parly al night, tha
reel I can't mention . but. I'l be
lyouaistoht'
You'ro kwkad UPTOVYN-Heloween
NBsl 826 costume contact, haa
popcorn, games I pores'

WANTED
ATTENTION: F.RMTE" Need a place
to tve spring semester? A one room
apartment tor ram real ctoas to campus! Cheap. Cheep Cheap. Cheep
CM now baton it's too BJM-3541243
NEED 4th tern to fa 2 bdrm apt 2nd
asm 100 00 mo S dec 352 8228

JOBS OVERSEAS M/F (Including
Austrsto. South Pscrnc, Europe. Aides. Akaka. Cruaa Ships. Actnss).
Al Occupebone Temporary and Fuf
Tana 120.000 to 660.000 Cat
Now! 206-736-5103 EXT. 145.
Campus rarjroocntatlve to hands our
Spring Break "64 program to Daytona
Beach Earn conaiasslon, free tips
w/bonus Incentive progrsms Cal 1.
800-535-4400 tor mow mlo
TALENTED SINGERS NEEDED
MAKE APPROX. llaVHour. CALL
JENNIFER J54-1221
Mustoara wsntsd to ptoy rock and
now wave, cal 362-4361 altar 6 «W
aava mstasga.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE 1975 Mustang II
4 cyt. good condMon.
Rune wal, Cal Jon 372-6707
SO Suzuki GS 4501, exceeent condi6on 81000.00 or bast oiler now
Ores, new battery. cal 352-6144
'75 VW RebM tor sale Runs good
E nceeanl gas maaegs Cal Pautotto
362-6665
MUSIC SALE 100S OF ALBUMS
8-TRACKS. « CASSETTES TO SELL
APT C—36 CAMPUS MANOR. BEHMO OEXTERS ALL TYPES OF
MUSIC FROM ROCK (AERCSMfTH)
TO MELLOW (BARRY MANILOW)
PRKES: SO1
63 00 IF INTERESTED CONTACT DAVE 362-3204
13" color lakrvaion
less then s year old
exceeent condition
71 JEEP CJT 12150
dsye/241-4131 nights.

'75 Chevy Impels Runs good New
brakee. exhaust
8600
2-2733
days. 874 3468 eves

N*gf>ED:StamBlcetoBUDHasslwa
bedroom set, spring nmiMir.
Ctoca to campus, close to Uptownl
Heeee sal -182-718).
WANTED 1 FM RM SPFSNG FIELD
MANOR 112 50 MO/ELEC CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 352-3872

372-01»

FOR RENT
Two bedroom house to sublease from
December until June Close to campus 354-2132
2 bdrm. turn. apt. Next to campus
Ctoee to town 362-9302

HELP WANTED
Tech. Writing Grad Studenl needs
peges ol lew nlended lor rxjMcetion
to Eds Free I confidants. Cal 3526312
Federal Agency In Sutaand Maryten
da seeking undergradulte sludanta
tiasonrig n rraatarraaca and stabs
sea Musi have 2 5 GPA
Federtf Agency In Washnoton DC
a seekrvj graduale students iTalonng
n aees ol orgenirstionl developmenl.
human resources mgmt. or psychology tor Spring semester pcaAone
FsdsrsJ Agency In Weahkigklil »
seeking MBA c4siclca*BS In eccounlKg TcMpkana BMriMaa taqulrBd
lor Spring semester pociaone
MODELS wa needed lo advertae Bis
atesl feshona A cosmetics, expen
enced or wB lain. Write (include
photos I resume) Mr. tachoaa Bon
rSBOl. Toledo. OH 43823
Part hme coo* weekend days onlyAppty al parson Thun 4 Frt 9-7 p.m
Clock Restaurant 412 E Wooator
ADVTiFmSING SALES OsaaaMM
structure tor s city wide high school
newspaper Part-time, musl heve car
aitptnm peed Toledo 887 0808

Need 4th tarneJs to la 2 bdrm apt
352-7385
APARTMENT AVAILABLE
CALL AFTER 5 PM
362-8215

Hi
'rii rn 1 n nut ■ BBBIIII
tor 2nd tames ler Ethcancy. luty
carpeMd. cabievaon 46^ Thurskh,
Cal 352-5435
Rmto needed lo share 2 bdrm.
house Aval vnmedatety 81S07mo
6 Utt Good location Cal 352-4611.
Room-mete needed to stare race
spa Slant new campus - 8146/rno
372-2880

."iMIJII
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YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN
OFFICER'S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY.
Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a f\iU-fWo»xi member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, BiiAanlc, CA 9151C.

ARMY NURSE CORPS
BEAUYOUCANBE.

1
7
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
91
23
26
27
28
29
44T
38
X
39
41
42
43

45
46

ACROSS
On terra firma
Glimmers
Pallid
Followed closely
alter
Famous nom
deplume
Lemon or
lime additive
Beach pastime
Start ola
aoll hole
Clothes
ntanrtarvuia
Soviet preu
agency
British gun
Pitcher's asset
Eskimo knife
Certain winery
employees
necouniou
Curved shapes
Kinaieo,
old style
Kind ot wax
Meager
Swedish oi
Norwegian
One who
transfers
ownership
Qov. agcy. of
the 1930s
Attention
getting sound

47 Norwegian name
49 Rlpener
SO Philippine
chieftains
52 Confidential
disclosure
54 New Zealand tribe
55 Breeze-aaalated
sport
60 Persuade
(wHh"over")
61 Mental picture
62 Writer-comedian
Carl
fcl Hnllrlav drink
64 Stables,
British style
65 Church officer

1
£
3
4
a
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

DOWN
Exclamations of
surprise
Irurai ur uaiania
Female of a
speciaa
tha Mile
oocior s oraers
Prepares
manuscripts
Type of tire
Martians, e.g.
Yang's partner
Hangs loosely
Popular aquatic
sport
Revoke, as a
legacy

13
-do-well
18 Equipped
22 Last AngloSaionfclng
23 Adjuat, as guitar
sitings
24 King and
1
namesakes
25 Fishing
of a kind
30 Doris relative
31 Pertaining to
thariawn
33 Theater district 1
14 uuiut huff els.
of India
35 Head. In France
H
37 Kind of drum
39 Fragments
40 Growl
42
a rock
U
44 Secondhand
so KIBCI TOT 8
cookout
4B snoe sixes
49 Add at the end 1
so Beginning,
In a way
51 Participate
In a pool event
53 Part of FOB
56 Suffix In
chemistry
57 Bankabbr.
58 Recent:Comb.
lorm
59 Color: Abor

■

1

4

1

1

'
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I

1

'

n

11

ii

1

il

r

"
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u

Ji
a
44

u
.1

1 ■•
;

i'

1

44

IC0uaiCH.MA»»r isaci

Motivated
Industrious
Listener
Leader
Energetic
Responsible

NOW Is
MILLERTime

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1

MLetc

iisnss^sr^'^
13

m

V

American
Heart
Association

WEPE HGHTING FORVOUR LIFE

NORTH END PIZZA
352-7734 FREE DELIVERY
110 W. Poe
ORDER ANY 16" PIZZA
AND RECEIVE A FREE
2-LITER BOTTLE OF COKE.
.JUST ASK FOR IT WHEN
PLACING YOUR ORDER
OFFER ENDS 11-543

11
■;:::"

I
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'Gnus,' 'Tahiti Trouble'
to be presented Nov. 9-11
There's g-g-g-good g-g-g-news for
opera f-ff-fena.
"Opera Gnus" and "Trouble m Tahiti''
wl be presented nightly at 8 p.m.
Wednesday through Friday (Nov. 9-11) In
the Moore Musical Arts Center's Kobacker
Hal.
Tickets, priced at $6 50. $4 and
$2.50. go on sale Monday (Oct. 31) at the

Brenner tickets remain
Only $3 south-end bench and bleacher
seats remain for Saturday's (Nov. 5)
Parents Day concert feeturing comerJen
David Brenner. The m-the-round concert
wl begin at 8 p.m. In Anderson Arena.
Tickets may be purchased at the Mileti
Alumni Center from 8 am. to 5 p.m.
weekdays; all seats are reserved. On the
day of the show, tickets win be sold
beginning at 7 p.m. In the Anderson Arena
box office.
Joining Brenner on the stage wi» be the
award-winning Jazz Lab Band, performing
music from the "Big Bend" era.

University Theater presents:

BACCHUS organizes
to boost awareness

Chekov's Three Sisters'
"Three Sisters," the classic drama written by Russia's greatest playwright, Anton
Chekov, wM be presented at 8 p.m. Thursday through Saturday (Nov. 10-12) and Nov.
18-19 In the Main AuoTtorium ot University Hat. A special 3 p.m. matinee performance
la atom scheduled for Nov. 19.
Tickets, priced at $2 for students and senior citizens, and $4 tor others, may be
purchased at the door or reserved by calng the theater box office. The box office
opens one hour before each performance
The play, written m 1901. is considered to one of Chekov's greatest works and a
masterpiece of modem theater. Other famous Chekov works Include The See ttttV
"Uness Vanya" and "The Cherry Orchard."
Set In pre-revotuttonary Russia, the drama follows the Ivee of three eisters who are
trapped In a provincial town after the deeth of their father. They lament the passing of
better times and yearn for the excitement of Moscow.
Dr. David Addlngton, a professor m the School of Speech and director of the
production, said the play Is about survival. The characters dream of a more exciting and
futfWng He, but because they fall to take responsibly for their lives, the dreams
become a destructive rather than a positive force.
Roles of the three sisters wl be portrayed by University staff members Sue Sutton
and Nan Edgerton, and freshman Lynne LyUe.
Other cast members Include graduate student Raymond Lee and juniors Ron
Qutherie and Tracy Qarver.

'Talkin' 'Bout Love'
'Talkin' 'Bout Love." an original
musical revue by ptaywrighMnreaidence John Scott and (azz artist and

composer Stanley Cowel, will be
performed at 8 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday (Nov. 1-4) in the Joe E. Brown
Theather, University Hal.
Tickets, which wN be sold only at the
door on the evening of each
performance, are $1.50. The box office
opens at 7 p.m. each night.
Produced in cooperation with the
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program, the
musical tells the story of nine people in
Hollywood who are trying to become
successes In show business Within the
setting of a streetside cafe, the
characters share their dreams and
ambitions as well as their hardships and
failures.
Each member ol the production
focuses their attention on the agent,
played by freshman Drew
Kunkemoeller, who has the power to
make or break each of them in the world
of show business

Moore Musical Arts Center box office.
Hours for the box office are 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. weekdays; on performance days the
office wl be open from 10 a.m. until 8 p.m.
Tickets may also be reserved by calling
372-0171.
"Opera Onus," is a recently completed
translation and reinteroretation of W. A.
Mozart's "Der Schauspieldirektor" (The
Impressario) by University faculty member
Roy Lazarus. According to Lazarus, the
play deals with the Increasing
commercialization of opera, while at the
same time reviving some of the original
works which were lost during previous
revisions of "Der SchausptetoVektor."
"Trouble m Tahiti." a humorously
sarcastic work by Leonard Bernstein,
examines the seemingly carefree days of
the 1950s, which Included such polar
events and personalities as the Korean
War, drive-In theaters, Howdy Doody and
Joseph McCarthy.
Both operas are being produced and
directed by Lazarus, an associate
professor of music and opera director for
the College of Musical Arts.

GaV3»* •,-*•—- -

The University chapter of BACCHUS, an
acronym for Boost Atoohosc
Consciousness Concerning the Health of
University Students. wl hold an
orpanlzatton meeting at 9 p.m. Tuesday
(Nov. 8) In the Assembly Room of McFal
Center.
A national organization. BACCHUS Is
designed to provide students with
Information which wl enable them to make
reeponatiie decisions about their drinking

Animation art on sale ***

Th-th-that's all, folks! ]/ote! NOV. 8
An animation art sale, featuring eel
paintings of popular cartoon characters,
wl be held from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
and Tuesday (Nov. 7-8) In the Promenade
Lounge on the second floor of the Union.
Identified as "eels," these paintings are
the actual ones used In the filming and
making of animated cartoons. Each
character is painted by hand on a clear
sheet of acetate, usually 11 "-by-14" or
larger, then placed against a background
and photographed one-by-one to produce
a reel of motion picture film. Cels are the
ailmiriation of the artistic process -- the
final Image that is photographed by the
camera.
The exhibit and sale will feature a broad
spectrum of animation art including the
characters of Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck.
Wile E. Coyte. the Roedrunner, and
Tweety and Sylvester. Some of the
paintings are signed by Academy Awardwinning animators Chuck Jones and Friz
Freteng, the creators of such characters as
Yosemite Sam and Pepe le Pew
Art work gathered from many Disney
animated films including "The Fox and the
Hound," "Jungle Book" and "Winnie the
Pooh" wl be on display as well as vintage
Disney drawings of Donald Duck and
Mickey Mouse.
A selection of animation work from
several other movies including "The Secret
Ot NIMH.'' "Watership Down." "Heavy
Metal" and "Gnomes" will also be available
for purchase.

Voting booths for on-campus students
who have registered wl be open from
6:30 am to 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday (Nov.
8) In the Northeast Commons.
Five groups of election boards wl be
available for the more than 5,000 students
who have registered to vote in the general
election. Off-campus students can find out
where their appropriate election center Is
by calling the Wood County Board of
Elections at 352-6531
Green Sheet Is published by the
Bowling Green State University Office
of Public Relations tor students,
faculty and staff; ft Is produced In
cooperation with The BG News.
The next Issue of Green Sheet wHI
bs published Nov. 11 and will cover
events occurring between Nov. 14 and
Dec. 4. The deadline to submit
Information for that Issue Is noon
Wednesday. Nov. 9.
All events must be submitted In
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 806
Administration Building. In the event
of space limitations, those events
submitted at the earliest date will be
given preference. There Is no charge
to have an Item listed.
Junior Steve Cotten Is feature
editor; senior Rsdell Roberts Is
serving as calendar editor.

2 p.m. - Soccer
BGSU vs. University of Akron. Mickey Cochrsne
Field.

• a.m.-5 p.m. - Pennyshranla Shopping SprM
Registration tor Nov. 11-13 trip to Reading,
Pennsylvania Limited apace avaaable. Sponsored by Minority Student Ac tMBea Fee of $10
includes benaportatton and lodging at Mbrlght
Ccsege 424 Student Services
■ a.m.-6 p.m. - UAO Local Taken Auditions
Sign-up tor Nov. 2 aurjtton tknaa tor performance on Nov. 7 and 8. Open to al. UAO Office,
third floor, Union.
■ e.m.-* p-m. - UAO Cabaret
AppScattona are available for director of thta
variety talent show through Nov 18. Production
wi be presented Feb 1, 2, and 3 Open to al
UAO Office, third floor. Union.
• ut4 am - UAO Siding Trip
FtegaWatluii tor thla Jan. 8-18 eking trip to
Olaamboat Springs, Colorado, a* be held until
the end ot this aameater. Fee of $270 Includes
aanaportaaon, accomodarjons. and aft ticket
Open to al. UAO Office, third floor. Union.
11 a.m.-« p.m. - UAO Monater-Orami
Last day to order a message to be delivered
Heloween weekend to any on campus mailbox.
Coat $1. Union Foyer.
7 p.m. - Volleyball
BOSU vs. M State University. Anderson Arena
7:30 p.m. - Hockey
BGSU vs. Michigan Technological University.
Ice Arena.
•:JO p.m. - UAO Campus FHm
"American Werewolf In London" wi be shown
$1 50 with BGSU ID Main Auditorium, University Hat.
• ML-1 a.m. -1
Sponsored by the Marketing Association Free
and open to al membera. Snydera farm, East
Wooster (flrat farm on the right peat 1-75 exit).
( at 8:30 p.m.. Union Oval

3 p.m. - Concert
The Northwest Ohio Region Orchestra, a group
ot area high school students, wi perform under
tie direction of Qrzegorz Nowak, assistant
professor m the Cosege ot Musical Arts Free
and open to al. Kobecker Hal, Moore Musical
Arts Center

4 p.m. - Phi Eta Sigma Ba
et
Dr. Paul Otocarnp. University president, wi
speak. Free for al members, $7 for guests.
Open to membera and guests with reservations.
Grand Baaroom, Union

Sponaored by Active Chriatiana Today. Open to
al. Aiumnl Room. Union.

7-i p .m. - Pu btic Skating
Sea 3:30 p.m. Sunday. Oct. 30 listing

9 p.m. - P.U.S.H. Weak Event
■ Its Aha" wi be shown as pert of this weeklong service protect. Sponsored by Pi Kappa
PN. Admission $1.50. Open to al. 210 Math
.Science.
9 p.m.-1 am - UAO Haunted House
Admiaslon $1.0pan to at. Northeast Commons
11 p.m. - P.U.S.H. Weak Event
See 0 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 30 Dating

Monday
Oetobw 31

■ ML - Alpha Tea Oiiaji lareka Ptolial
ATO msaiOan a* cceect garbage In a 3.5 mea
radtoe oty area. Open to ATO membera and MS*
aieaea. Meet at Alpha Tau Omega Houee, tew
rtwtnwf now.

o p.m. - Recital
Cornucopia, the University horn ensemble, wl
perform. Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal,
Moore Mualcal Arts Center
8-10 p-m. - Skating Instruction
Sponaored by Univeralty Skating Club. Entrance
fee of $2. Opan to al. toe Arena.

I e.m--« p.m. - Red Croee stoodrnobtle

Ml pja. - Stargazing
Opan to al. (11 weather permits.) Sponaored by
pnyetos and astronomy departments Roof of
Lee Sciences

— — — — aaaaa al l«r aaaaaa BaBael — a-i — — J j, , -

11:30 aje.- Mass
St Thomas Mora Pariah. 42S Thuraan.

• am-OoN
Women's team hosts Lady Fakxm hiisaaonal.
Forreef Creaeon Oof Courae.

7:30-9:30 p.m. - Catechtst Training
Sponsored by St. Thomas More Parish. Free
and opan to al. Upper Room, St. Thomas More,
425Thursori.

• p.m. - Unrvererty Sailing Club
Meeting Opan to al. 222 Math Science.

II u, - MM Association
Meeting. Dave SuaVf. sales analyst at Salomon
Brothers in New York City, w* discuss "The
Work) ot a Set-Side Analyst." Open to MBAA
■It Room, Union.

OettfcttN

Or. Rarnzy Mikhail, member of the Greater
Toledo Area Association of Arab Americana, wi
give a short presentation and lead a discussion
of Lebanon. Sponsored by the Social Justice
Committee Free and open to al. 208 Henna

1:10 a JH.-S p.m. - lake Sato
Sponaored by the Univeralty Gospel Choir.
Open to al. Fast floor, Univeralty Hal.

tag Nov. 7-10 drive at 372-2776. Open to al.

Saturday

7:30 p-m. - P.U.SJf. Week Event
A beeketbel game between Pi Kappa Phi membera and WFfON 93.6 dtec Jockeys wi be held
as part of thia week-long service protect. Sponsored by PI Kappa FtH. Admission 93\ Opan to
al. Eppter South Gymnasium.

% Qeflte "* COOCsKl

Planiat Jerome Rose, artist-ln-raeldence m the
College of Musical Arts, wi perform. Free and
open to M. Kobecker Hal. Moore Mualcal Arts
Center

7 p-m. - SRC Select-e-Sport
_
Baomtaton ekSe wS ba demonstrated Sponaored by the Student Rec Center. Free and
open to al Sports Cantor. Student Rec Cantor.

I p.m. - Recital
Cosege ot Musical Arts faculty will perform
compositions by Professor Wallace DePue. and
Associate Professor Andres Szentklralyi, both of
the Cosege of Musical Arts. Free and open to al.
Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Muatoal Arts Center.
I pun. - Environmental Interest Group
Meeting. Open to al. 106 Hayea.
S-10 p.m. - PubHc Skating
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday. Oct. 30 Hating

7 pja. - SRC Sled A Sport
See 7 p.m. Monday. Oct. 31 Hating.

APpOaTWIWlaW aCC*P*n*Q !Of OOnaBTlQ DtOOO OUT-

Hewl«ht - UAO Campus Film
See 8:30 p.m. Friday, Oct 28 sating

7 p.m. - BapUat Student Union
Meeting. Open to e» Piano Lounge. McDonald

J:J0-«:SO p.m. - PubHc Skating
Students $1.25 with BGSU 10. Skate rental 50
cents, toe Arena

A in ■ ii I ii a^ ■ ■ %m

10rll p.m. - UAO Campus FHm
See 8:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 28 eating

1:30-10:30 p.m. - Halloween Party
Party wal include hayride. bonfire, square dancing, games and a haunted house Costume
acceptable, but not required Sponsored by the
University 4-H Club and University Square
Dance Club. Free and open to al. Meet In front
of Union.

Wednesday
MajMaaaW
aW 1
*■>
t a.av-4 p-m. - Red Croea ■asdaublls
See B am. Monday. Oct. 31 Ming.

S-10 p.m. - UAO Local Talent Auditions
For Nov. 7 and 8 performance. Open to regtetored participants UAO Office, Annex, third
floor. Union.
* p-m. - BACCHUS Committee
Orgenizaaonal meeting to eatabash campus
chapter of this national organization to "Boost
Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Heerth
of University Students." Opan to al. Assembly
Room. McFal Center.
e-11 p.m. - Stargazing
Opan to al. (It weather permits.) Sponsored by
the physics and astronomy departments. Roof ot
Ue Sciences
9:30 p.m. - Mldwssk Worship Service
University Lutheran Cahpel. 1124 E. Wooster
9:30 p.m. - P.U.S.H. Week Event
Am wresting finals wi be held as part of thia
week-long service project. Sponsored by Pi
Kappa Phi. Open to al spectators. Main Street.
117NorthMem

Thursday
9 SJD.-4 pjn. - Red Cross Btoodmobae
Sss Bam Monday, Oct. 31 listing
9:15 a.m.-Mass
SI. Atoyatue Church, 160 S Enterprise
930-11:30 B«m - Hearing Impaired I
Program advice offered. Open to education
majors 424 Education.
2-4:30 p.m. - tm^rrvrUonal Coffee Houra
Informal gathering. Sponaored by the World
Student Aaeocatoon Fraa and opan to al.
Intemetlonel Lounge, 17 Waasma.
3-4 p.m. - SRC Think Tank
A brMraalormlTpQ *****on for ImprovinQ tn# Student Rec Cantor wi be held. Free and opan to
al. Hootoy Conference Room, Student Rec
Cantor.

*15 eja. - Meee
St Atoyetue Church, 150 S Enterprise
Saundera Marl ana, former Futjrtght recipient
and former professor of mathematics at the
Unrveraity ot Chicago and Harvard UnrvereKy,
wi preeent an arJdreee en "Sclenerte Advice on
Government Pofcy: Can It Be ObJec*ve7' Sponaored by PtH Beta Kappa and the department ot

St Atoyatue Chun*. 160 S. Enterprise.

MO-11:** s-m.

7J8 pja. - WWekn W
in
-^
A orta!" hpttory and daacuMton of wNcnaa and
yBohcnrft. and a woman'* ritual wH ba hatd.
n*fraahm«nt* prowdad. Ftaa and opan to al.
Capitol Room, Union

Program advice offered
majors. 424 Educaton.

IIMajta
St Thomas Mora Pariah, 426 Thuraan.

mafhamaacasndikalil:i Fraa and open to si.

11 ej«.-l pja. - CMs tor Me Hinaltepiil
Spoanorad by tha School of HPER. Opan to
etudsnto assajnid to tie carle. 201 Hayea.

7:M pjn. - Qarman nan Sartaa
"Hoioay Trip." lha atory of an aktorty ooupta'a
aacapa ffom sna* nuratnQ horn*, wal ba anown.
Free and open to al. Gtoh FHm Theater, Henna

fcSO pja. - uwderarsdueta Alaaial Aeeocle-

Man'a A, B. and C teama at the University of

I pjn. - Queet Recttel
Badtoage; a too Muting guest artists Stephen
Chenetto on trumpet. Susan Chenetto on piano,
and Colaga of Musical Arts Piurasecif Nan
rVavnmond on tub*, wal pacfonii. Fraa and opan
to al. Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Muatoal Arts
Cantor.

NaaR — Conwa swoaft Sartaa
PM Mason, aaatetent to tie Untveraty president.
wi diecuse stoto leeuee 2 and 3 Sponsored by
tat Commuter OH Campus Organization Fraa
end open to al. Main Lounge, Commuter Center,
baaamant of Moeeiey.

11 a-av - Creea Cosntry
Man'a teem at MAC Champtonatap (Muncle,
tad.).

OhOkaaat
BGSU va. Central Michigan Unrvsraky
Perry Field

Doyt

4:10 p-m. - VoNeybeH
BOSU va. Miami University. Anderson Aram.

Opan to education

3 p-m. - Soccer
BGSU et Wooster Cosege

210 Math Science

Meettng Opan to al undargraduatas. Meet!
Alumni Center
7 BJB. - SRC Setoct-A-Sport
Sea 7 p.m. Monday. Oct 31 listing
7 p-m. - Votteybetl
BGSUva University ot Toledo Anderson Arene

5 p-m. - UAO Local Ta lent A udltJon a
OSBdans to sign up for performance on Nov. 7
and 8.

7:30 p-m. - Mass
St Thomas Mora Pariah, 426 Thurson.

7:30 p-m. - Hockey
BOSU va. Michigan Technological Unrvererty
toe Arena

1:30 p.m. - P.U.S-H. Week Event
Arm wresting tournament preHmlnertes wi ba
held as part of thia week-long service protect
Sponaored by PI Kappa Phi. Entrance fee $2
Open to 1 Mid-American Room, Hershman

5:30-7:30 pjn. - National Student Exchange
InfcrrnaaonaJ meeting for 1964-66 exchange.
Sponaored by lha Center lor Educational Op
sons. Opan to al. 210 Math Science

7:30 p.m. - Christian Fellowship
A dktcussion enntJed "Are You s Chriaoanr wB
be held. Sponaored by the Campus Crusade tor
Christ Opan to M. Faculty Lounge, Union.

1:30 p-m. - UAO Campus Fern
Sea 8:30 p.m. Friday. Oct 28 Hating

I p.m.-1 aje. - UAO Haunted House
See 9 p.m. Sunday. Oct. 30 fetang.

7 p-m. - SRC Setoct-A-Sport
See 7 p.m. Monday. Oct. 31 Hating.

7:10 pja. - Hayride
Waaavn ot* hanary draaa. Sponsor ad by tna
Student Naaonal Education Association Membera 5C, othera $1 Meet in front of EcucatJon
Buldtog.

10:15 BUB. - UAO CampaafHai
See 8:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 28 Hating.
_ I-UAOI
See 8:30 p.m. Frtday. Oct. 28 Ming.

Sunday
fetal* 30
Sajtk-Ootf
Women'a team hosts Lady Falcon Invitational.
Forreet Creason GoH Courae.
1 Bjw. - Chrletlsn Muateel
"Agape Church Music Celebration" wi be
preeented Sponaored by the Agape Church of
Prayer Free and open to al. United Chrtetian
Fetowshlp Cantor, 313 Thuraon.
I.-Ill
> 1:16 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 23

Tuesday
• a.m.-4 p.m. - Red Croea MoodmoWIe
Sea 0 am. Monday. Oct. 31 Ming.
1:30-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Unpaired Program
Program advice offered. Open to education
majors. 424 Education.
11:30 a.m. -Mats
St. Thomas More Pariah. 425 Thurabn.
1-6 p-m. - Hearing Impairment Program
Program advice offered. Open to education
rnejors. 366 Education.
2-4:30 p.m. - International Coffee Houra
Informal gathering. Sponaored by the World
Student Association. Fraa and open to al.
international Lounge, 17 WMarne

7 p.m. - atble Study
Spoanored by the Bapttat Student Union. Open
toM. Northeide Bapttat Church, 701 W. Poe.
7:30 p-m. - Worship Meeting
Sponaored by the Feeowahlp of Christian Students. Open to al. Prout Chapel.
7:30 p.m. - Beta Alpha Pal/Accounting Club
Joint meeting. Valerie Newel and Jkn Mltter of
Arthur Anderson and Company wl discuss
"Ethical Standards In Tsx Practice." Fraa and
opan to al. Community Suite, Union.
7:30*30 pjn. - Peace Coalition
Meeting. Open to al. 303 Eppter South.
I p.m. - Imtverelty Theatre Production
"Tallin 'Bout Love." an original musical revue by
plavwright-ln-reeldence John Scott and composer Stanley Cowel. wi be preeented. Co
sponaored by the Ethnic Cultural Arts Program.
Tickets $1.60 at door. Joe E. Brown Theater.
IMrverarty Hal.

I pja. - UAO Campus Film
"Shnoasr wl be ahown. Fraa and open to al.
M:30 p.m. - Navigators
A meeting for the Interdenominational Chriatien
organization wi be held. Free and open to al.
112 Ue Science.
1:30 p.m. - Bible Study
Diacuaalon of Romans. Sponaored by United
Chrtetian Feeowahlp Open to al. Back room at
UCF. 313Thursf
9 p.m. ** Oannan Club
Masting, with "Stammtlsch" (social gathering) to
losow Opan to M. PagiaCs East 440 E. Court.
9:30-11:30 pjn. - Stargazing
Open to al. lit weather permits.) Sponsored by
Ihe physics and astronomy departments Roof ol
UtoSoiencee

S-10 p.m. - Public Skating
Sss 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 30 toting.

7 p.m. - Social Work Club
Meeting. Open to al. 105 Hayes.

9:30 p.m. - UAO Campua Film
See 7 p.m. Friday. Nov. 4 toting.

7 pjn. - Association tor Childhood Education
Meeting Open to al education majors. 70
Overman.

Sunday

St. Abysuis Church, 150 S. Enterprtss.

7:30 s.m. - Man
St. Aloysiua Chuccn. 150 S. Enterprise
9 U.4 p.m. - Red ClOM Stoodrnoblle
See 9 em. Monday. Oct. 31 toting
10:30-12:30 p.m. - UAO Outing Cantor
Lart day to loan camping and outdoor equipment Prices vary. Open to al. Back of Buckeye
Room. Union.
1240 ML -I
St. Thomas More Church. 426 Thuraon.
4:30*30 pj«. - Phi Beu Lecture Sartoe
Saunders MacLane, former Futbright recipient
and former professor of mathematics at the
University of Chicago and Harvard University.
«rl conduct a cotoquum on "Abstract Algsbrs
and Concepturet Understanding." Sponsored by
Phi Beta Kappa and the department of mathematics and statistics. Free and open to mathematics and statistics faculty and graduate
students. 459 Mail Science.
5:15 p.m. - Fitness at Flvs
Co-ed aerobic exercise program. Free and open
to al. Activity Center. Student Center
6 p.m. - Fantasy and Wergamlng Society
Meeting followed by gaming session Free and
open to al. Honors Canter, basement of
Kretscher.
1:30 p.m. - Sabbath Service
Sponsored by Jewish Students Group Open to
al. Faculty Lounge. Union.

I, 10 a.m., Noon - Mass
St. AJoyakjs Church, 150 S. Enterprise
1:45, 10:30 s.m.
Chans Community. Prout Chapel
1:45, 11 s.m. - Worship Services
St Mark's Lutheran Church, 316 S. Cotoge.
1:30, 11 sm. - Worship Services
First United Methodist Church. 1606 E. Woos1:30 s.m., « p.m. - Worship Services
Once Brethren Church. 121 S. Enterprise
10 a.m. - Worship Service
Sponsored by the Agape Church of Prayer.
Open to al. Chapel, United Christian Fellowship
Canter, 313ThureHn.
10 s.m. - Worship Service
Dsyspring Assembly of God 4-D's Bulking. 700
Ugh.
10 i.m. - Worship Service
First Presbyterian Church. 128 S. Church.
10.11:16 s.m.. 1:16 p.m. - Mass
St. Thomas Mors Church, 1028 W. Pearl.

7 p.m. - Bible Study
Sponsored by "Unity," a non-denominarlonal
ministry. 104 Business Administration.

10:30 s.m. - Worship Service
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Woostsr

7 (MB. - UAO Campus Film
"OrrJnary People" wi be shown. $1 50 with
BQSU 10. 210 Math Science

10:30 a.m. - Worship Santos
Sponsored by Active Christians Today. Alumni
Room, third floor. Union.

7:30 p.m. - Hockey
BQSU at Michigan State University (East Lan-

10:50 s.m. - Worship Service
Sponsored by Baptist Student Union. Northside
t Church, 701 W. Poo.

•hg)7M ML - rates)ehla. of Christian Student.
Meeting Open to al. FCS House. 128 S
Cotoge.
I p.m. - Master Piano Class
Jerome Ross, srtist-in-reeldence in the Cotoge
Of Musical Arts, wi present this dees of discussion and demonstration featuring yeiliMle
piano students. Free and open to al. Bryan
Recital Hal, Moors Musical Arts Cantor.
0-10 ML - •*»** amaMai
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday. Oct. 30 toting.
9:30 pJK. - UAO (
See 7 p.m. Friday, Nov. 4 toang.

Saturday
t SJH.-S ML - ■"•* a"* "••*' *•>•
Sponsored by the Friends of ths Libraries and
the Cantor for Archival Coasctona. Hard cover
books 50-, paperbacks 25', long ptoytng rscordsoO- Open to al 122 Jerome Library
0-11 ajn. - Regions! Education Workshop
Mary Jans Spsncsr, director of educational
servtcee at Ins "Toledo Blade," wi discuss
"Hswepapera In ths Classroom." Sponsored by
Ins Student National Education Association.
Education Butding
11 a.m. - CfOSS Country
Woman's teem vs. Univsraity of Toledo and
Eastern Michigan University. Forrsst Crssson
QotfCourss.
12:30 p.m. - Rugby
Men's A, B, and C teems m Ohio Cotogiate
Championship final rounds. Ohio Slate University (Cotumbus).
1:30 p.m. - Football
BQSU vs. Bal Stats University Doyt Perry Field.
24 pj*. - Educational Memorabilia Cantor
Various historical articles wi be on display. Frae
and open to al Little Red Schoofhouss, west of
commons.
4pjtL-Maas
St. Thomas Mors Parish, 426 Thurstm.
5:30 p.m. - Mass
St. Aioyaiua Church. 150 S. Enterprise
7 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
Ssa 7 p.m. Friday, Nov. 4 listing
7 p.m. - VoHsybeU
BQSU at University of Toledo.
7:30 p.m. - Hookey
BQSU at Michigan State University (East Lansing).

2 p.m. — Socc#f
BQSU vs. Xavter University. Mtehey Cochrane
Field
2**» P-M. "■ EtfUCalUOOaW MOHMTasOMM CaMIWT

Various historical arttclss wi be on OspHy Free
and open to al. Uttts Red Schoofhouss, wast of
3 pan. - Concert
The Bowing Green Phehsrmonie wi perform
under the dkecson of Grzegorz Nowak, aeeietant professor In ths Cotoge of Musical Arts.
Frss and open to al. Kobackar Hal, Moore
Musical Arts Canter
1.301.Mp.1. - Puaas tfcettol
Ssa 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Oct 30 toting.
9 pjn. - Vespers
Urvtod Chilean retowsNp. Open to al. 313
Thuraan.
* pjp- - Wershlp Service
Sponaoted by "Unty," a
mirsstry. Prout Chepel.
7 p.m. - Worship Santos
Sponsorsd by ths Baptist Studsnt Union . NorthI Church. 701 W. Pos.
7-9 p.m. - Pubke Skating
8M 3:30 p.m Sunday. Oct. 30 toang
6 pjn. - Concert
The University Faculty Jazz Trio, conaWIng of
Profeesor David Mass on woodwinds, Instructor
Jeff Heteey on baas, and Professor Wsndsl
Jonas on vtbraharp, al of ths Coasgs of Musical
Arts, wi perform. Frss and open to al. Bryan
Recital Hal. Moore Muscle! Arts Cantor.
1:30 p.m. - Social JustJcs Committee
Mealing. Open to al. Fksskto Lounge, St.
Thomas Mors Parish, 425 Thurstm

Monday

7:90 p.m. - German Film Series
"The Myatorious Horseman," a modem adaption
of the novel about a progrssstvs dfcs master's
battle against ths conservative population, wi
be shown. Frae and open to al. Otoh Flm

Tuesday
M■
•
nseeasaaaj o

'

7:30 aJ»
St. Aloyslue Church. 150 S Enterprise
• a m -6 pjn. - POWrMU
Support petitions for Prisoners of War and
Missing in Action wi be available. Sponsorsd by
Angel Fkght and Arnold Air Society Open to al
Union Foyer.

7 pjn. - Bible Study
Sponsorsd by the Baptist Student Union Open
to al, Northside Baptist Church, 701 w Poe
7:30 p.m. - Beta Alpha Pel/Accounting Club
Joint meeting. Mike Marrie and Bi Priest ol
Coopers 9 Lybrand, and a studsnt panel wtl
dtocuss "Computer Crime, A Growing Problem
and Its Solutions A soclel hour wi follow Free
and opsn to al. Alumni Suits, Union.
7:30 pjn. - Worship Meeting
Sponsored by the Felowahip ol Christian Students. Open to al. Prout Chapel
9 pjn. — Opera Production
"Opera Onus," based on music from Mozart's
Ths Oar SchauapMdrektor" with new English
tanatolnn by director Roy Lazarus, associate
prufeasor m tie Cotoge of Musical Arts: and
Leonard Bernstein's 'Trouble in Tahiti" wi be
presented. Ticksts are $8.50, $4. and $2 50.
accorrjng to location. Kobacker Hal, Moore
Musical Arts Center.
I p.m. - Public Skating
Ssa 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 30 toting.
9-11 pjn. - Stargazing
Open to al. (It weather permits.) Sponsored by
the physics and astronomy departments. Roof of
Life Sciences.

9 s.m.-O pjn. - UAO Animation Art Sato
See 9 a.m. Monday. Nov. 7 listing
9:30-11:30 s.m. - Hearing Impaired Program
Program advice offered Open to education
majors 424 Education.
10 s.m.-3:45 p.m. - Red Cross Btoodmobils
See 10 a.m. Monday, Nov. 7 toting
11:30 a.m. -Mass
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thurstm.
11:30 a.m. - Political Science Lecture
Dr. Mtod Henna, a prominent Egyptian leftist
who waa imprisoned by President Sadat m
1081, wi discuss "Polttcal Consequences in
Egypt." Sponsored by Phi Sigma Alpha, the
Intonatonai Raletlons Association, and the department of poetical science. Frae and open to
al. State Room, Union.
1-6 pjB. - Hearing Impaired Program
Program advice ottered Open to
majors 386 Education.
2-4:30 ML - International Cottss Hours
Informal gathering Sponsored by the World
Student Association. Free and open to al
Intomaarjnsl Lounge. 17 Wttorns
4:30 pjn. - College of Education Social
Sandra Packard, dean of the Cotogs of Education, wi conduct a queeHon/anewer union.
Refreshments provided. Open to al education
majors 200 Education
7 s-w. - Fellowship Sense
Sponsored by Active ChrtsSsns Today Open to
al. Alumni Room, Union.
Meeting. Open to al. Piano Lounga, McDonald
7:30 pjn. - Women In Oaameea
Meeting Jans Fkmer. manager of East Wooster
MoDonatfa, wi dtocuss management. Open to
al 113 Business AJiiHskaOon.
7:30*30 p-m. - Catochist Training
Sponsored by St. Thomas More Pariah. Frss
and open to al. Upper Room, St. Thomas Mora.
425 Thuraan
HO P-H». ■* Sturtmfl NtMIWDOfl

Sea 8 p.m. Tuesday. Nov. 1 toang.
9 p.m.- University SalHng Club
Meeting Open to al. 222 Math Science
0-11 pjn. - Stargazing
Open to al. (If weather permits | Sponsored by
tie physics and astronomy departments. Roof of
Us Sciences

Wednesday
NaaaTataaftaaaW

Q

9 ajiL-« p.m. - POWfMU
Sea 8 am. Tuasday, Nov. 8 toting

I a.m. -« p.m. - UAO Animation Art Sato
Original eel paintings of various cartoon characters Including Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, and ths
Roadrunner wi be exhibited and sold. Open to
al. Promenade Lounge, Union.

9:30-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Program
Program advice offered. Open to education
majors. 424 Education.

10 a.m.-3:45 pjn. - Red Cross Btoodmobils
Open to al. Grand Barroom, Union.

10 i.m.-3:45 p.m. - Red Cross Btoodmoblle
See 10 s.m. Monday. Nov. 7 toting.

11:30 a.m. -Mass
St. Thomas Mors Parish, 426 Thurstm

11:30 a.m. -Mats
St. Thomas Mora Pariah, 426 Thurstm

6:30 pjn. - Commuter Center ftosding Series
Graduate studsnt Michael Smetzer wi read from
Ms poetry, and graduate studsnt Maryeton
Rump wHI read from her fiction Sponsored by
the Commuter Cantor and the Creative Writing
Program. Free and open, to al. Lounge, Commuter Cantor, basement of Mmlty.

3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminer
Dr. Donald J Hal ol Michigan State University's
KsSogg Biological Station wi discuss Habitat
Uss and Species interaction m Fish: The Foraging Rate - MortaHy Risk Trade-Off." Sponsored
by the department of biological sciences Free
and open to a*. 112 Ufa Sciences

Thursday
NwMkrK)
I ajn--6 p-m. - POW/MIA
See 8 am Tuesday, Nov. 8 listing
•rHajto-l
St. Aloyaius Church. 150 S. Enterprise
10 s.m.-3:45 pjn. - Red Cross Bloodmoblls
See 10am Monday. Nov. 7 listing
1-440 p.m. - Mtontattonal Coffee Hours
Informal gathering. Sponsored by the World
Student Association. Free and open to al.
International Lounge, 17 WMams.
34 pjn. - SRC Think Tsnk
A frametamino session for Improving the Student Rsc Cantor wi be held. Free and open to
al. Hootoy Conference Room, Student Rec
Cantor.
0 p.m. - SRC L.I.F.E. Program
An aerobics session wtl open the evening's
events Sponsored by the Student Rec Center
and ths Rsc Board Admieaion to Rec free for
members. $1 others Open to al. See story
eteowhira. ActMtes Cantor, Student Rec Can
0-10 pjn. - ttnc L.LF.E. Program
Various heath Information tables, fitness teats.
be featured Sponsored by The Studsnt Rec
Cantor and the Rec Board. Frae tor Rec mem
bara, Si for others. Opsn to al. See story
ataswhira. Student Rec Cantor.
St 'Thomas Mora Parish, 426 Thuraan.
7:30 pjn. - SRC LLF.E. Program
Campus sports ttgurss model local sports fashions Sponsorsd by ths Student Rec Center and
tie Rao Board. Admission to Rac free for
members. S1 for others Open to a* See story
elsewhere Student Rec Center
7:30 p-m. - International Summer Businass
David Read, professor from the business school
m Nantes, France, wi present information on
tie June 14-10 program. Sponsored by International Programs in Business Open to al. French
Hooss. Sorority Row.
7:30 p.m. - Christian Fellowship
A otocueaion ensued "Are You a Christian?" wi
be held. Sponsored by tie Campus Crusade tor
Christ Open to all Faculty Lounge, Union
9 p-m. - UAO Campus FMm
■Great Radio Comediens" wi be shown. Free
and open to al. Qiah Ftm Theater. Hanna
0 pjn. - University Theatre Production
"Three Sisters" wi be presented. Tickets are
$2 for students, $4 for al others. Mam Auditorium, University Hal
9-9:30 p-m. - Navigators
A moeerig for this mterdenominatiorial Christian
organization wtl be held. Free and open to al.
112 Uto Science.
8:30 p.m. - Bible Study
Discussion of Romans. Sponsored by United
Christian Feeowshlp. Open to at Back room at
UCF. 313 Thurstm.
0 p.m. - Oanwan Club
Meeting with "Stsmmtiech'' (soclel gathering) to
toOow. Open to al. Psgaal's East. 440 E. Court.
940-11 p.m. - Stargazing
Opsn to al. (If weather permits.) Sponsorsd by
ths physics end astronomy departments Roof ol
Life Sciences.

Pi Kaps to make
a push for P.U.S.H.

The Rec Center invites you to...

Live the good LA.F.E.
By RadeK Roberts
Students wi get their only chance
this year to take an active pert in LI F.E
from 6-10 p.m. CMI Thur*day (Nov. 10)
Come to the Rec Center dressed to
partlelpata.
LIFE.. Leleure Information and
Fitness Evaluation, sponsored by the
Student Rec Center, wi be filed with
ski demonstrations, fitness tests,
health Information, musical
entertainment health lood, prizes and a
fashion show.
Sports club representatives wi
provide information on how to get
athletically involved, but the program is
not aimed only at the athlecBcaly
inclined, LI.F.E. focuses on evaluating
the fitness level of the student body,
and of individuals.
All Student Rec Center members wi
be admitted free to the evening's
events. Quest wi be charged $1 ■
admission. Most activities wi occur in
the Mezzanine, the Activity Center, and
the Sports Center.
Activities begin at 6 p.m. In the Sport
Center with aerobic dancing, the everpopular cardiovascular work-out. At
7:30 p.m., campus sports figures,
including Falcon senior defensive back
Clarence Albemathy, body builder Lori
Meredrm, and HPER Recreation and
Dance Chair Juke LengfekJer, wi model
fashions from the Powder Puff, Lake
Erie Sporting Goods, the Falcon House,
and the Rec Center's Pro Shop. Also.
JohnMura, owner of the Falcon House,
wi discuss choeing the appropriate
athletic shoes.
Other feature personalties wi
contribute their specialized knowledge
Recently returned from a 22-day
bicycle tour of China, HPER Assistant
Professor Bob Beard wi display
Information on America Youth HostJIes.
Pat Klnger, a paraplegic artist from
Perrysburg, wi display her sketches,
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and discuss her craft. For musical
enjoyment, the Entertainment Co., a
student group, win perfrom.
Several skill demonstrations wi
continue throughout the evening. Dave
M*er, president of the Weight Club wi
snow proper use of free weights. Bruce
Kolinsky, HPER graduate student, wi
instruct correct use of Nautilus
equipment.
For frisbee enthusiasts. T.G
Barsona, local performing thrower, wi
display his skis Jugging, and
rebounder (mini-trampoline)
demonstrations wi also be available.
Campus groups wi provide
information tables and fitness teats. The
Wei wi feature material on bolemia and
anorexia The Link wi focus on suicide
prevention, the Counseling and Career
Development Center - alcohol and
drugs, the Red Cross - smoking. Eta
Sigma Gamma, a health honorary wi
provide vleion screening.

With winter just around the corner,
UAO representatives will discuss
downhi skiing, and register participants
for tfieir Jaruiary trip to Steamboat,
Colorado. Not to remain unnoticed, the
Setog Club wi launch • sailboat In the
Club pool.
Tha Rac Center wi provide furthar
•"••• •••*<• mdurJng body/fat
compoalbon, muacuHrrtrengthand
endurance, grip alrength, abdominal
atanglh. carrjovaacular endurance,
■"• >"ng capacity. A moat popular
taalura In the past, computer*
programmed with health styles,
biorhythm and longevity tests wi be
avaaable. Students can evaluate their
own hearth, and rJscover areas which
™Y need Inwrovlng.
Yogurt-fruit punch and other hearth
beverages and foods wi be sold. The
Rec Clu0 wi reols,er
beginning
recreational runners and competitors for
a one-mie fun run and five kilometer
"Run for Ufe" race scheduled for
Saturday. Nov. 12.
Near the dose of the evening, sports
clothing, equipment, and SRC guest
passes wi be awarded as prizes in a
drawing from tickets given to al Nov. 710 Rec users. Participants must be
present Thursday evening to win.
The Rec hopes to double the number
of LIFE, participants from the 400
average of past years. TNe is the
program's fourth year, and it's first try
on a week night. SRC Assistant Director
Karen OeRosa says she la confident
that students wi take advantage of this
aNamattve to usual Thursday night
entertainment to "be good to
themselves." She reminds students to
come dressed ready to participate, and
ready to "wake out of here at the end of
the evening knowing more about
themselves, their fitness levels, and
how to participate on and off campus."

MM Ml
BGSU at Ohio University (Athena)

Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 W. Peart.

S-11 BJB. - UAO Local Talent Night
Various local performers wi b* featured. AdnHsaion J1 Community Suite, Union.

M BJSL - Cdacalloasl Miainrabmi Center
Various historical arUdea wfl be on dapisy Free
and open to al UN* Red Schootiouae. west of
Common*

1*M a.m. - Worship Santo*
Sponsored by Active Chrisksna Today. Alumni
Room, third floor, Union

Ml BJ*. - UAO Campus FUm
"48 Hours' wi be shown $1 50 with BGSU 10
210 Math Science

• M-atM
St. Thorn** More Pariah, 42S Thurstm

ia-.»o aJH - Worship Service
_
SpooaWfaXl by Baapttst ShJOaWlt Union, Nortn**o#
I Church. 701 W. Pea.

IM

1*11 p.m. - UAO <
See 8:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 11 Hang

MM*--!

7:3* a.m.- Mass
SI Atoysiue Church. 150 S Enterprise.

MkMgrrt - UAO Campus FNai
"Lady Sing* the Bkjea" wi be shown

7:»0 p.m. - Hockey
BGSU v*. University of aSnois-Chicago
Arena.

Saturday

12:30 p.m. - MssS
St. Thomas More Pariah, 4Z5 Thurstln
515 p.m.-Fitness*! Five
Co-ed aerobic exercise program Free end open
lo al. Activities Center, Student Rec Center
• p.m. - Ferrtaty and Wergamlng Society
Meeting toSowed by gaming session Free and
open to al. Honors Center, basement ot
Krelscher.
1:30 p.m. - Sabbath Service
Sponsored by Jewish Students Group. Open to
al Faculty Lounge. Union
7 p.m. - Bible Study
Sponsored by "Unity," a non-denominational
nwtotry. 104 BuMnese Administration.
7 p.m - Volleyball
BGSU at Northern Hknois University (DeKalb)
7:30 p.m. - Hockey
BGSU vs Umvertety ol Illinois-Chicago
Arena

Ice

7:30 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Students
Meeting Open to all FCS House. 128 S
CoStaa
7:304:30 p.m. - POWIMIA Candlelight Vigil
Mr and Mrs Jack Laufer. chair ol the Lima area
prisoners ol War/ Missing in Action and VFW
representative win speak, followed by a short
memorial serves at Oak Grove Cemetary Spon3ored by Angel Flight and Arnold Air Society
Open lo all In front ol Union

Tuesday (Nov. 1) wi feature a
bssketbel game pitting PI Kappa Phi
members against member of the 93.5
WRON radio staff at 7:30 p.m. hi the
Eppler South Gym. Admission wi be 93
cents. A wbeel-a-thon wi be held from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. In the Union Oval on
Wednesday (Nov. 2) along with the arm
wresting tournament finals at 9:30 p.m. in
Hie Main Street Bar. 117 N. Main.
At 7:30 p.m. Thuraday (Nov. 3) a
bated* tournament wi be haM In the
(Ward* Room of the Union. An entrance
fee of $2 wi be accepted until the
tournament begins. P.U.S.H. nappy hours
wi be held from 4-7 p.m. at Mark's Pizza
Pub, S82 E. Wooster, on Friday (Nov. 4).
The week'* acHvroaa wi conclude on
Saturday (Nov. 5) as the PI Kappa Phi
pledges participate in a wheelchair
marathon for donations The marathon wi
begin at the University of Toledo and end at
Doyt L. Parry Stadium

I p-m. - University Theatre Production
See 8 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 10 Sating

7 aJt, - Psiaiiifcaala 8»i»*M| terse
Departure area lor weekend fei Heating, Perm
jyrvwM lor atrttmaa shopping al various lood.
ctotKng, crafts, and hums—res oUMs. Fee of
S10 mdudaa »*napoHatun and lodging at
AJbogM COMQS. Op*n to «noM itQMaWd.
Union Oval.

• •. m -5 p.m. - POWMA
See 8 a.m. Tuesday, Nov. 8 isting.

PUSH Weak '83. a Pi Kappa Delta
fraternity philanthropy project, wi be held
Sunday through Saturday (Oct. 30-Nov.
5).
An entire week of events is scheduled In
an attempt to top last year's fund-raising
efforts of $1,000. The proceeds for the
week wi be used to help purchase
recreational and learning equipment for the'
handicapped Al activities are open to the,
pubac.
PUSH stands for Play Units for the
Severely Handicapped, a new design
concept for teaching severely mentally and
phyalcafly handicapped children.
Unlike traditional playground equipment,
P.U.S.H. units rery on audio, vteual. and
tacts* aHtitulaHon to enhance the learning
process They combine simple motivator*,
such a* a button and buzzer, to create a
learning environment for InaWutlonalzed
chldran.
The week'* activities wi begin at 9 and
11 p.m. Sunday (Oct. 30) when the movie
"It's Alive" wi be shown in 210 Math
Science. Admission Is $1 SO. On Monday
(Oct. 31) the preliminary rounds of an arm
wrestling tournament wi be held at 8:30
p.m. in the MkJ-Am Room of Harshmam
Quadrangle A registration fee of S2 wi be
accepted until the tournament begins.

12
10 i.m. - SRC Run For Life
Pre registration for this 1-mile fun run and 5K
race. Sponsored by the Student Rec Center and
the Rac Club. Fee of $1 lor fun run and $3 for
SK race, or S3.50 for both. Open to al.
Intramural Field
11 a.m. - SRC Run For Life
One-mile fun run preceding 11:30 a.m. 6K race.
Sponsored by the Student Rec Center and the
Rec Club. Fee of $1 for fun run only, J3.S0 for
both. Open to registered participants Intramural
Field.
11 un. - Cross Country
Men's teams at NCAA District Qualifier (East
Lansing. Mich.).
11 *jn.-1 p.m. - Clinic lor the Handicapped
Sponsored by the School of HPER Open to al
students assigned to the clinic. 201 Hayea.
11:30 a.m. - SRC Run For Life
Five-kilometer race Various prizes awarded,
including tree Club Pool use lor the housing unit
with the most participants Sponsored by the
Student Rec Center and the Rec Club. Fee of
$3 lor race only, or $3 50 including 11 am fun
run Open to registered participants Intramural
Field
Noon - Cross Country
Women's team at NCAA District Qualilier (East
Laming, Mich).

9t AtoyakJS Church. 150 S Enterprise

BGSU al Unrveratty of Evanevi* (kid )
lo*

7:30 p.m. - VoHeybeN
BGSU at Western Michigan University
I p.m. - llnrversrty Theatre Production
See 8 p.m Thursday. Nov. 10 listing
8 p.m. - Concert
The Fal Wind Ensemble and Concert Band wi
perform. Free and open to al. Kobacker Hd.
Moore Musical Arts Centar
1:30 p.m. - UAO Campus FHm
See 8:30 p.m. Friday. Nov. 11 Isting.
10:15 p.m. - UAO Campus FHm
See 8:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 11 Isting
Midnight - UAO Campus Flkn
See midnight Friday, Nov. 11 Isting.

iniejB
Partners should check In before the 1 30 p.m.
match begin*. Sponsored by Campus Bridge
Club. Entrance to* $1 25 per player Open to
al Ohio 8un, Union.
2-4 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Cantor
Various historical articles wa be on display Free
and open lo al Uroe Red Schocthouse. west ot
Common*.
2-« p.m. - Art Exhibit
Various artwork by the School of Art faculty will
be on dtsoley Sundays and Mondays through
Fridays. 8:30 am.-5 p.m until Dec 4. (Closed
during Thanksgiving break ) Free and open lo al
Fin* Arts Gallery
3 p.m. - Concert
The University Men's and Women'* choruses
wl perform Free and open to al Kobacker Hal.
Moor* Musical Arts Centar
3:30-5:30 p.m. - Pubac Skating
See 3:30 p.m Sunday, Oct. 30 listing

Sunday
NweMfrtrtt
10 a.m. - Worship Service
Dayspring Assembly of God. 4-D's Building, 700
High.
10 a JR. - Worship Service
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S Church
10,11:15 i.m., 1:15 p.m. - Mass
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstm
10:30 a.m. - Worship Service
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E Wooster

• p.m. - Vilest*
United Christian Fellowship Open to all. 313
Thurstln.
< p.m. - Worship Service
Sponsored by "Unity." a non-denominational
ministry Prout Chapel
7 p.m. - Worship Service
Sponsored by tf« Baptist Student Union. North
side Baptist Church. 701 W. Poe.
7-0 p.m. - Public Skating
See 3:30 p m Sunday. Oct 30 listing
8:30 p.m. - Social Justice Committee
Moating. Open to all. Fireside Lounge, St.
Thorn** More Pariah. 425 Thurstin.
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Friday!
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To Have Your Senior Portrait Taken
for the 1984 Yearbook!
Come to the KEY: 310 Student Services
or Call: 372-0086 For an Appointment

TIME IS RUNNING
OUT!

Laughs At Large

Life After Graduation Evokes Thoughts Of Terror
Graduation. To many people, this
word conjures up images of smiling
seniors in long flowing black gowns,
cardboard on their heads and visions
of endless parties sparkling in their
eyes.
To me, the only sensation the word
graduation evokes is one of sheer
terror. It's not that I don't look forward to wearing a long Mack dress. I
do. Gee, it's not often that a man in
this society gets to wear a dress in
public without being spit -on. Four
dressless years between graduations is
too long.
But not so long that it can't be put
off a year or so. I'm one of those
people who sincerely believes college is
the real world. Graduation ushers in a
hideous nightmare world of not being
able to be late for things, sometimes
having to get up in the morning, and
worrying about things such as where
your next meal is coming from.
It's not a fair world, so it must not
be real. My personal theory is that
graduation is a Marxist creation designed to degenerate our society. The
theory goes something like this:
The idea of graduation occured to
the twisted mind of former Soviet
leader Josef Stalin in the waning days
of his life. Aids found the idea along
with a plan to apply it to the United
States written down on a piece of paper
mixed in with his comic books when he
died. They knew it was too outrageous

so they buried the evidence with Stalin
himself.
Yean later, in 1965, I believe, the
graduation plot was rediscovered by
U.S. grivedigger/spies who brought it
to the attention of their superiors.
Someone fed the details to the press
who immediately reported it to the
American public who immediately proceeded to ignore it.
American communists did not ignore it, though. They cleverly integrated it into the school system. Thus,
by using graduation as a hiring criterion, society had a legitimate way to
hire only white people since minorities
are less likely to graduate from college.
This put the Soviet Union at a distinct
economic advantage (the principle is
far too complicated to explain here)
that was actually brought up at the
SALT Talks by the United States.
Anyway, let's just say I don't trust
graduation. It's not that I'm afraid of
responsibility, I'm just not made for it.
My lifestyle isn't suited for it. See, I
have this problem with motivation. I
don't have any. Not a trace. Not even a
glimmer of a trace. You know when
you get up in the afternoon, turn on
the TV, fall asleep on the couch and
wake up at dinnertime wondering why
it's dark out already that you have a
motivation problem.
For me, the distance between productivity and vegetation is a small one.
With an incalculable number of distractions on one side and a dim echo of
something that closely resembles resolve on the other, it isn't hard to

figure out which state I usually find
myself in.
I hate to sound lazy, but that's
precisely what I am. Yeah, I admit it. I
have nothing to hide — mostly because
I haven't bothered to do anything
worth hiding. Oh, sure, occasionally I
write a little something that gets published in The BO News, but let's face
it, is that really saying a lot?
If I'm not careful, graduation might
happen to me this May. Trouble is, I'm
too lazy to do anything about it. I've
tried some of the basic graduationevasion techniques like changing my
major, dropping or repeating courses
crucial to my minor, etc., but it looks

like I'll still have to graduate. I'm
thinking of appealing to President
Olscamp, but I can't get an appointment. When I found out I passed my
senior audit, I went on a drinking binge
that lasted for weeks.
There's only one real solution to my
problem; there's only one practical
way to deal with the situation. I have to
sit down and come to grips with a
concept called "committment." To
psych myself up for this, I've already
written a letter to my mother to keep
her up to date with my progress:
Dear Mom,
California's real nice. I've never seen
so many blonde. . .

Nick Nolte Flick To Be Shot In
Empty Columbus Schoolhouse
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The movie "Teachers," starring Nick Nolte. wHI
be filmed in Columbus if the City School Board agrees to permit use of Central
High School, aa inner city school that was dosed last year.
Officials of the state Development Department say MGM-UA Entertainment Co. would spend $10 million on the film, and that about 4,000 Ohioans
would be hired as extras.
The school board is aot expected to vote on the proposal until Nov. 1, but
board president Pauline Radebaugh has said preliminary discussions show a
majority of members will approve the project.
The film, which is about a teacher who loses interest in the profession and
then regains k, will be directed by Arthur Hitter, whose previous films include
"Love Story," "Plaza Suite" and "Silver Streak."
If the school board approves, filming could begin in January.

Sound And Vision

Woody's Comedic Genius Out Of Hiding
byFatsMHer
^Tlr*"**"' Editor
Woody Allen's comedic genius has
been in hiding in recent years, as
witnessed by the also-ran nature of his
. last few films ("Midsummer Night's
Sex Comedy," "Stardust Memories").
But "Zelig" is the type of film that
strives so hard to be novel and innovative that even with its flaws it is an
extraordinary piece of filmmaking.
As usual, Allen wrote, directed and
stars in this highly unusual pseudodocumentary about a man who has the
ability to change himself completely
into different people, mentally and
physically, as the situation demands —
Leonard Zelig, the human chameleon.
The viewer sees Allen as Zelig transformed into a bizarre array of people
— a Nazi, an American Indian, a
psychiatrist, an Irishman, a fat man, a
New York Yankee, a Black jazz musician and a Chinese man.
Zelig's adventures are set against the
backdrop of the reckless abandon of
the jazz age, the Roaring 20s. He
becomes a media celebrity, a national
hero second only to Lindbergh.
IN FACT, what makes the film so
much more than just a clever story is
Allen's packaging of Zelig's adventures. Allen makes extensive use of old
oewsred footage in addition to shooting new material that loot's identical to
the actual dips from t..« era. The
viewer almost believes this new black
and white footage, featuring Allen and
co-star Mia Farrow (as Dr. Budora
Fletcher), is authentic. Allen is able to
mimic the costuming, environmental

touches (autos) and filmmaking techniques from the silent era so effectivdy
that at times it becomes hard to pinpoint the 60-year clefts of celluloid
imagery.
Further, Allen uses- the contemporary documentary format to emphasize
the events as "history." Regal narrator
Patrick Horgan plays a primary role in
both telling Zelig's story, from beginning to end, and never letting down the
film's guarded aura of authentidty.
This is complemented by the intercutting of supposedly present day interviews, shot in color, of characters
formerly involved with Zelig, including
Dr. Fletcher and her sister. While
looking young and spry in black and
white, they're now middle-aged, the
characters validated by age, color and
subtitles. Each give their account of
what they remember about Leonard
Zdig.
BUT WHO is this Leonard Zdig?
The doctors are called in. They diagnose his "problem" as a neurological
aberration, but treatment is ineffective. He is released from the hospital
under the care of his greedy sister and
her boyfriend. They exploit him as a
circus freak for their own gain. Even
the merchandising opportunities are
exploited, as a rash of (four-headed)
Zelig dolls, Zelig watches and other
items are sold to the curious masses.
Zdig loses himself, devoid of his own
personality.
While "conventional medicine" had
failed, Fletcher, initially attempting to
make a professional breakthrough,
applies psychiatry to the subject. While

under hypnotic trance Zdig confesses
his psychotic need to fit in, the root of
his chameleon-like behavior. He also
confesses his love for the doctor — his
cure and a budding romance then
result.
But while attempting to finally live a
normal life, Zelig's past clouds his
future as a rash of paternity suits and
other scandals surface, a result of his
prior schizophrenia. Zelig runs away,
resurfacing in Nazi Germany, and_
escapes with Fletcher only by assuming'
the personality of a pilot and flying
across the Atlantic, upside down. Once
again he becomes a national hero. He
weds Dr. Fletcher and they live happily
ever after.
ULTIMATELY, we're talking
Woody Allen here, and the most important question to be asked is, "But
was it funny?" Well. . . the humor
here is very subtle, more snickers than
chuckles or belly laughs. If you're
expecting rapid-fire punch lines a la
"Annie Hall" or "Sleeper," forget it.
Much of the humor here is visual
(seeing Allen looking Chinese or fat) or
intellectual. One liners like "I'm teaching a dass in masturbation. I've got to
be there on time or they'll start without
me (Zdig assuming the role of psychiatrist)," are rare exceptions.
Compared to most feature films
there is very little dialogue in this film
altogether. An impressive collection of
black and white photos fill in the gaps
between the interviews, newsreds and
new footage.

But all the cinematic wizardry involved here only serves to more effectivdy portray one of Allen's recurring
themes — the pressure society puts on
the individual to conform. Woody's
been a red-blooded non-conformist in
all his films, but Zelig's treatment of
the subject is quite direct. It's the
purpose behind the entire film.
ZELIG ALSO examines our society's treatment of celebrities. We make
them, exploit them, consume them,
then dispose of them for others, all in a
relatively short period of time. The
effects on the celebrity himself, as the
film points out, are often devastating.
It's easy to rate Zelig (the Yiddish
word for "blessed") as an artistic
masterpiece. I cannot recall any previous film that so effectivdy captured
an era visually with newly'shot film,
nor do any films utilizing the documentary format to tell a fictitious story
come to mind. Yet despite its many
innovative aspects, I still fdt the film
lacked that certain intangible something that could spread its appeal
beyond the realm of Allen addicts, film
buffs and media insiders.
As a comedy it's certainly in a
different league than such blockbusters
as Porkys and Trading Places. Unlike
many current films, "Zdig" does demand a little effort on the part of the
audience. But I heartily welcome this
intellectual type of comedy, and Allen's "experiment" in filmmaking is to
be commended despite its drawbacks,.
to be enjoyed as well as appreciated.

^™

For A Fun-Filled Weekend Away, Go To Hell
by Fred lUfln
Directions to our destination were
simple. All we had to do was turn left
to get to Hell.
It was late, almost midnight, when
we rolled into town. There was no one
around, no "Welcome to Hell," sign,
no streetlights, not even a boundary
marker. For some reason, we weren't
surprised. We only knew we'd found
Hell and we were glad to be there.
We passed the town's only grocery
store, cleverly entitled "STORE," and
pulled into the Dam Site Inn. Two
voluptuous brunettes with sultry eyes
rounded the corner and entered the Inn
just ahead of us. On seeing them, we
thought we were in heaven, but in this
case we knew better.
We sat down to the left of the bar
and looked around. "So, this is Hell,"
I thought to myself. "Not too bad." I
liked it. Yes, I liked it a lot. Dark wood
paneling rustically dressed the four
walls, adding an "Old West" flavor to
the establishment. There was a cigarette machine standing against the
north wall. A pinball machine was
neatly tucked in a cubbyhole on the
west wall, near the entrance way and
from the east wall came the sounds of a
juke box crooning.

A SILLY-LOOKING giant blue
marlin was mounted on the wall above
our heads. Encircling the bar were
eight black bar stools. From behind the
occupied seats emerged an attractive
female host.
She asked, "What can I get for
you?" in a most inviting tone. We
responded, "Two Millers," in most
cautious and uncertain voices.
When she returned with our refreshments, we asked for an interview.
Readily, she granted us one. Our host,
Linda Hannak, 33, said she's lived in
Hell for four years.
Actually, Hell isn't considered a
town any longer, the slim blonde said,
because it lost its post office in 1968.
When a town loses its post office,
legally it loses its status as a town, she
explained.
Hell, also called Highland Lake, is
• now part of the nearest town — Pinckney, added Hannak. Regardless, Hell
is still called Hell, Hannak said, admitting "I don't even know what the
boundaries are.
"I do know how it got its name,
though," she said. There used to be a
big flour mill here and Indians would
come and trade for it. While here, they
would get drunk and raise hell, she
explained.

THE VARIETY of people living in
Hell is what Hannak said she likes best
about her hometown. People live here
who are dog and race horse breeders,
college professors, farmers and construction workers. They may have a lot
of education, a little education, lots of
common sense or little common sense,
she added.
Also, Hell's not like a neighboring
big city where people come, get an
education and leave, Hannak noted.
People come to Hell, invest in the land
and become permanent residents.
Hell's not too bad, really, according
to Hannak. In fact, considering all the
places she's visited, she said "I like
Hell the best." Hannak said she attributes her love of Hell to it's deep woods
and beautiful lakes. What is more. Hell
is recognized as a hotspot because of its
14 surrounding freshwater lakes, Hannak revealed.
Everything considered, one might
agree Hell is really in the middle of
"God's Country," with its lakes, graveled roads and scenic parks. Hell also
has an airport! Skydiving is featured
on Sundays, and hot air balloons are
becoming quite popular in the area.

APPARENTLY, Hell is busy allyear round.
Summer in Hell is fun, according to
Hannak, because of the hiking trails.
"I don't think you can find better
hiking trails anywhere," she stressed.
One can ride horseback on 50 miles of
trail and never touch the road.
Cross country skiing, snowmobiling
and hunting are popular activities in
Hell in winter. The only bad part about
Hell is that it "hasn't got a gas station," Hannak said.
Our glasses were now almost empty,
so we rose to leave. Hannak suggested
we spend the night in Hell and see it by
day, but my companion and 1 agreed
we'd only accomplished half of our
midnight mission, which was to get to
Hell — and back — in a few hours.
For those interested in paying Hell a
visit, from Bowling Green travel up I75 north to 1-475 north. Take 1-475
north (turns into U.S. 23 north) past
Ann Arbor to Michigan 36 west. Traveling on Michigan 36 west, you'll go
into Pinckney. From there, turn left,
and you'll go straight to Hell, Mich.,
aproximately 20 miles northwest of
Ann Arbor.

Comedian Becomes A Book, A Movie, A Play, A Film
NEW YORK (AP) — Gilda Radner being known. But she's been away
' walked along 48th Street, a lean bundle from her fans for a while. Her last
movie was in 1982 — "Hanky Panky"
of unfunny nerves.
The comedian and actress was on her with steady beau, Gene Wilder. In
way to a Fifth Avenue bookstore to 1980, she was warmly received on
sign copies of her new book, "Rose- Broadway in Jean Kerr's "Lunch
anne Roseannadanna's 'Hey, Get Back Hour."
to Work!' Book," published last
But for the most part, after endearmonth by Pocket Books.
"When I came around the corner, I ing herself to millions of TV viewers in
started to get paranoid because no one the '70s on "Saturday Night Live,"
recognized me on the street," she said Miss Radner drifted from public view.
"To tell you the truth," she said in
later in the day over low-tar cigarettes
her Gilda voice — not to be confused
and coffee.
It's seems strange that this giddy with her Emily Litella or Judy Miller or
show biz wonder should worry about Roseanne Roseannadanna voices —
TOPSINGL^

"during the last two years, I chose not City." It was the same Toronto comto work. I had to clean my drawers. pany that gave fellow "Saturday Night
No, really, my drawers and my closets Live" stars Dan Aykroyd and the late
John Bclushi their starts.
were a mess."
New York beckoned in 1974 with
So she retreated to the calm of
Connecticut and took time out to write "The National Lampoon Show,"
her parody of "how to" books with "The National Lampoon Radio
Alan Zweibel. She even learned a few Hour" and ultimately "Saturday
Night Live."
things about herself in the process.
Miss Radner remained until 1980,
MISS RADNER now 37, majored in
after winning an Emmy Award for her
drama at the University of Michigan
performances in 1977.
and dropped out to follow a friend to
Now, she's had a one-woman BroadCanada. She landed a part in the
way show in 1979, a movie, a play, the
Toronto production of "Godspell."
She eventually became a member of book and a role in Wilder's upcoming
film, "Temptation."
the improvisational troupe- "Second
TOPLPjS

1 ."Islands in the Stream"
Kenny Rogers & Doily Parton (RCA) l."Synchronicity"
2."AI1 Night Long"
Lionel Richie (Motown) 2."Thriller"
,
3."Total Eclipse of the Heart"
Bonnie Tyler (Columbia) 3."Metal Health"
4."Faster
Than
the
Speed
of
Night"
4."One Thing Leads to Another"
The Fixx (MCA)
5."Uptown Girl"
Billy Joel (Columbia) 5."An Innocent Man"
oV'SaySaySay"
Paul McCartney A Michael Jackson (Columbia) 6."Pyromania"
7. "Making Love Out of Nothing at All"
Air Supply (Arista) 7."Eyes That See in the Dark"
8."Delirious"
Prince (Warner Bros.) 8."Greatest Hits"
9."Telefone"
Sheena Easton (EMI-America) 9.'"Flashdance' Soundtrack"
10."True"
Spandau Ballet (Chrysalis) 10."Whafs New"
Copyright 1983. Bfllboard Publications. Inc. Reprinted with permission.
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The Police (A&M)
Michael Jackson (Epic)
Quiet Riot (Pasha)
Bonnie Tyler (Columbia)
Billy Joel (Columbia)
Def Leppard (Mercury)
Kenny Rogers (RCA)
Air Supply (Arista)
(Casablanca)
Linda Ronstadt (Asylum)

ENVIRONMENTAL INTEREST GROUP
Presents
"A Super NATURAL Experience"
Outdoor Awareness DayWood County Home Grounds Museum
Sat, Oct. 2910-3 p.rr.
• Demonstrations, Trail Hikes, Speakers
Bring A Sack Lunch
■■■.::•:•:

CBS Back On Top With
Prime-Time Soap Opera
LOS ANOELES (AP) — CBS, pushed out of first place in the Nielsen ratings
by ABC's World Series coverage, was back on top for the week ended Oct. 23 on
the strength of two detective series and a prime-time soap opera.
According to figures released Tuesday by the A.C. Nielsen Co., CBS regained
first place as "Simon* Simon" came in first and "Dallas" and "Magnum, P.I."
tied for second. CBS had won the tint two weeks of the fall season, but fell to
second last week during ABC's telecast of the baseball championship.
CBS had five shows in the Top 10. ABC, back in second place, had three shows
at the top, and third-place NBC had two.
CBS won the ratings with a network average of 18.0. ABC was second with
16.8, and NBC was third with IS.8. The networks say this means that in an
average prime-time minute, 18.0 percent of the nation's television homes were
tuned to CBS during the ratings week.
At the end of the season's first four weeks, CBS was first with a rating of 18.0,
ABC was second with 17.9 and NBC was third with 15.4.
ABC's "Dynasty" — chief competitor of the most-watched prime-time serial,
"Dallas" — was fourth. NBC's "The A-Team" was fifth.
The lowest-ranking show was NBC's "For Love and Honor." The five bottom
shows, in descending order, were NBC's "The Yellow Rose," CBS' "Cutter to
Houston," and NBC's "First Camera," "The Rousters" and "For Love and
Honor."
For evening news shows, CBS remained in first place with a rating of 12.7,
NBC was second with 10.6 and ABC was third with 9.7.
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HERE ARE the week's 20 top programs:
1. "Simon & Simon," CBS, a rating of 26.6 or
22.2 million households.
2. "Dallas," CBS, 25.3 or 21.2 million.
2. Tie - "Magnum, P.I.." CBS, 25.3 or 21.2
million.

When your folks forgot they already
sent you spending money,
"Looks like a Stroh Light night"

4. "Dynasty," ABC, 25.0 or 20.9 million.
5. "The A-Team," NBC, 24.9 or 20.8 million.
6. "60 Minutes," CBS, 23.8 or 19.9 million.

7. Movie - "Policewoman Centerfold,"
NBC, 23.6 or 19.7 million.
8. "The Fall Guy," ABC, 23.0 or 19.2 million.
9. "Falcon Crest," CBS, 22.2 or 18.6 million.
10. "Hotel." ABC, 21.4 or 17.9 million.
11. NFL Football Special, Los Angeles Raiders
vs. Dallas Cowboys, ABC, 20.7 or
17.3 million.
12. NFL Football, Washington Redskins vs.
Green Bay Packers, ABC, 20.4 or 17.0
million.
12. Tie - "Know Landing." CBS. 20.4 or 17.0
million.
12. Tie - "Scarecrow & Mrs. King," CBS, 20.4
or 17.0 million.
15. "Hill Street Blues," NBC, 20.1 or 16.8
million.
16. Movie - "Women of San Quentin." NBC,
19.7 or 16.5 million.
17. "AfterMASH," CBS, 19.5 or 16.3 million.

mm

18. "The Love Boat," ABC, 19.4 or 16.2
million.
18. Tie - "Remington Stede," NBC, 19.4 or
16.2 million.
18. Tie - "The Jeffenons," CBS, 19.4 or 16.2
million.

On that rare occasion, when you
find yourself with extra money tceat
yourself and your friends to a night
you'll remember A Stroh Ught night
Stroh Ught s the great-tasting beer
that doesn't fill you up

The truth is. whether you've
gotten surprise money or not, for
great times, Stroh Light Is always
a good investment

-Looks She s_
Stroh LM/M night.

The Making Of Fantasies
In an antique building on a West
Toledo corner something strange is
happening. As if in someone's
dream instead of an abandoned set
of efficiency apartments, Jene Coe
and her husband Erie create illusions and fantasies to be set free on
that magical eve called Halloween.
Jene designs costumes that are
imaginative, authentic and most of
all distinctive. And she and her
husband, and the 18 or so folks they
employ, together make up Distinctive Costumes.
You could say the 28-year-old
corporation began when Jene's
mother Llva Duda,'now 93, designed and produced original masquerade wear for the children in her
neigborhood over 60 years ago.
From the basement of her home she
fashioned the garb a creative Oct. 31
is made of. From the cellar the
company moved to a Toledo store
front and finally to the 70-year-old
apartment bulding that, until recently, still housed tenants.
Distinctinve Costumes is now a
nation-wide wholesaler of "quality
costumes," the company's personnel manager, John Martinez says.
The employee of eight months said
he was hired as the company's
"financial arm" to aid in expanding
the half million dollar a year business that "deals almost exlusively
with Halloween costumes. Thcmasquerade variety, not characters."

While Jene draws her creations on
graph paper, the' other half of the
former dance team, Erie, cuts the
patterns out on fabric before the
girls in the sewing room put it all
together with old Singer machines
that Mr. Coe maintains himself.
The Coes met 51 years ago when
they became dancing partners (and a
married couple two years later).
They tapped together until 1955
when they decided to stop entertaining people and start helping them
entertain each other. During their
18-year dance career the Coes
toured France, Greece, Italy and
Germany with the United Servicemen's Organization. They have also
performed in Cuba as well as theaters and clubs throughout the
United States.
"Having been a dance team we
know a little about costume," Erie
said.
He added he still does a little
traveling, but now more for shop-

ping than dancing. Once a year the
couple meets with fabric manufacturers for five days in the New York
area and chooses the prints that will
add color to the years line of madeup get-ups.
Whatever else goes into the making of Halloween, most everyone
working in the fantasy factory credits Jene with being the foundation
of it all. A small portion of Jene's
talents are spent designing Santa
Claus, Easter Bunny and dance
recital costumes. She also puts together a catalogue of her dance wear
line each spring.
But most of the year is Halloween
time for the self-taught artist.
"After you're in the business for
a while you learn what people will
like," she said. "For the dance line 1
have to keep up with the new music
styles."
The only problem with her business, Mrs. Coe says, is the constant
chance that your design will be

copied by another company. "You
just have to try and make something
original and sell it before someone
copies it," she says.
In the store in the front of their
building, the Coes sell their crafts
along with all the extras to make the
fantasy complete. But in the back,
it's all costumes. Martinez said the
making of the year's line takes
about nine to 10 months, with the
balance spent buying fabrics and
producing the Christmas and Easter
disguises.
By the beginning of November
most of the candy and apples will be
gone, but Distinctive Costumes will
just be beginning the Halloween
season. Mr. Coe said the production
of next year's line will start right
away. As long as there is a Halloween celebration, the costumes will
parade out the doors of the factory
where fantasies are created.

It's Always Halloween
For A Former Dance
Team In Toledo

(Top right) Mrs. Coe puts her ideas on paper. (Top left) Mr. Coe ails the patterns out.
(Above center) Mr. Coe and an employee lay out the fabric to be cut into patterns.
(Above) The pieces are sewn together. (Above right) a finished product.

Off The Entertainment Wire

Entertainers Criticized For Performing In South Africa
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Frank
Sinatra was tingled out for special
criticism today in the first United
Nations listing of entertainers said to
have performed in South Africa despite a U.N. cultural boycott of the
white minority-ruled nation.
The $ Vi -page register listed 211 individuals or groups from 23 countries as
having acted, sung, danced, played or
conducted in South Africa since Dec.
16, 1980, when the General Assembly
adopted a resolution calling for "cultural, economic and other boycotts of
South Africa" because of its apartheid
system of racial segregation.
The Beach Boys, a singing group

described as a favorite of first lady
Nancy Reagan, was on the list, said to
have performed in South Africa in
December 1981. So was the Sha Na Na
rock group, described as having been
there a month earlier.
But the U.N. Special Committee
Against Apartheid, in comments accompanying the list, devoted particular
attention to Sinatra and his appearances in the South African black homeland of Bophuthatswana.
"SPECIAL MENTION must be
made in this connection of Frank
Sinatra who performed in Sun City in
Bophuthatswana in July-August 1981
for a reported fee of SI.79 million and

again went to South Africa in 1983
despite many appeals and protests by
anti-apartheid groups. . . " the committee said.
The account quoted Sinatra's press
agent, Lee Solters, as having said
Sinatra played Bophuthatswana because "we. . . were entirely satisfied
with the condition of civil rights,
integration and the like. . . We think
that the establishment of
Bophuthatswana as an independent
country is the right step for their future
development."

moral commitment that supersedes
money." .
It said Ben Vereen, Gladys Knight
and the Pips, Diana Ross, Lena Home,
Tony Bennett and others had turned
down similar offers; the Boston Ballet
canceled a 1981 tour of South Africa,
and the Newport Jazz Festival had
rejected a 1982 bid to go there.

Among those it said had performed
in South Africa were the Vienna Boys'
Choir and singers Liza MinneUi, Helen
Reddy, Cher, Rita Coolidge, Glen
Campbell, Janis Ian, Johnny Mathis,
The committee noted that singer Kenny Rogers, Paul Anka, Jack Jones,
Roberta Flack had rejected a reported Barry Manilow, Dolly Parton, Neil
$1.5 million to sing in Sedaka. Linda Ronstadt. Rav Charles.
Bophuthatswana, saying, "I have a Shirley Bassey and Rod Stewart.

'Right Stuff A Celebration Of Heroes Of The Skies
By DOLORES BARCLAY
Associated Press Writer
"THE RIGHT STUFF" is a spectacular celebration of those heroes of
the skies — those fly jocks who fought
the demons of space to launch a new
era in American air technology.
It is a sweeping epic that grabs
adventure by the tail and rides it into a
whirlwind of thrills, off-the-wall humor and a curious confrontation with
the stuff heros are made of.
Philip Kaufman's adaptation of
Tom Wolfe's book needs a heavy pair
of scissors to slice some of the un-

needed footage off the 3-hour and IIminute film. But otherwise, the director-screenwriter has done a masterful
job in capturing the early days of test
pilots and the beginnings of the Project
Mercury space program.
Caleb Deschanel's photography captures the amber glows of the Mojave
Desert and the twinkling mysteries of
space. The special visual and sound
effects are meticulous: One actually
has the feeling of being propelled
through the sound barrier or of dropping one stage of a rocket to be
jetisoned even faster and further into
space.
There are two tales in the telling here

— that of the seven astronauts who
first took America into space, and that
of the fiercely independent test pilots
who shunned the ticker-tape parades
and magazine covers to quietly conquer other frontiers. And it is Pulitzer
Prize-winning playwright and actor
Sam Shepard as test pilot Chuck
Yeager — the man who first broke the
sound barrier — who dominates the
movie, not Ed Harris as John Glenn or
Dennis Quaid as Gordon Cooper.
The Yeager story is a more human
story; we never know if he'll make it.
But we know how the astronauts fared.
By far the most interesting and appealing astronaut is Scott Glenn's Alan

Shepard. Glenn blends an almost perverse sense of humor with a strong
sense of self in the role. And Jeff
Goldblum, who is finally getting the
attention he so well deserves, is marvelous as a fumbling NASA recruiter.
Kim Stanley gives a worthy performance as the salty Pancho Barnes, who
runs a fighter pilots' bar near Edwards
Air Force Base.
Whether or not Kaufman's movie is
any more accurate in its presentation
of the American frenzy to catch up
with the Soviet penetration of space
than the Wolfe book, is not the primary question when viewing "The
Right Stuff." Because fact or fiction,
it's a whopping good tale. Rated PG.
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MARY TYLER MOOR*
(TUEI
t THE WALTONS
CARTOONS

t

FRIDAY
OCTOBER 21. 1943
Co***" < iH) ' v 0». ".

EVENING
6:00

QOODNEWS
S) WHEEL Of FORTUNE
CD MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
OD HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
IS AEROBIC DANCING
(TMCI
MOVIE
**
Lucky
lady 11976) LiM Mmnetl. Burl
fl«vool* A kmd-hMrMd krfie* a
bungkng gigolo and a BW»BJIaf*l
wido* lorni a par aortal and pro•assronal boottage»nq aBanca OWing Prohibition 'PG
6:SO
O 0 CBS NEWS
•B NBC NEWS
<£> ASC NEWS Q
■ WKRP IN CINCINNATI
W BUSINESS REPORT
<ES»N) INSIDE FOOTBALL

noo
O LfJ ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT An wmnmm with
rock >iar John Cougar; Chad
Ewvtm u»a about has new tanas
The Roustart
8 HAWAII FIVE-O
FAMILY FEUD
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE

PRAIRIE
{BUSINESS REPORT
M*A*S*H
MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
KBPNI SPORTSCENTER

7:20
ffSPN) NBA TONIGHT
7:30
O P.M. MAGAZINE A 24yeer old boser
who haa a
pacamakaf. a loak M tha moat
popular adult Matowaan coeBB99J
f© THREE'S COMPANY
BARNEY MILLER
WINE,
WHAT PLEASURE
(ESPN) NBA BASKETBALL
Washington BiAets ai PMedelphsa 76ers

WEEK IN REVIEW
03
MOVIE
*•<■>
Banjo
Hackait Roarnan tree
(1976)
Don Maradith Jennifer Warren In
tha IBBOa an itinerant horaa
deafer aarvagaa hia young naphaw
from an caphanaga m ordar (o
ooiain tha boy a ito-an Arabian
mart.
(TMC) MOVIE * * Tha Toy''
(19921 Rathard Pryor. Jadua
GUaton A muHBrnttonaara "purchaaaa' an unamployad black
man aa a playthang lor h.» apoalad
young ion PG
B30
O 0 IT'S THE GREAT
PUMPKIN.
CHARLIE
BROWN Animated ltout la*at
his traditional piaoa *« tha pump
km patch to await tha arrival of
Hahowaan s laMad and akjawa
Graat Pumpkan (Rl
OD JENNIFER SLEPT HERE
Gaorga Iwaa an unamployad
catarar I2a*da Rubanstam) to poaa
aa an aaoraai and conwnca Joay
that janm'ar S ghoit n gona
0
WEBSTER
Katha«ina
bacomaa inianaary aaaious whan a
baautitul young woman from
Gaorga a past arrnpaa io babysit
ror Wabstar
0 0 WALL STREET WEEK
"Unlovad And Undarownad"
Guaai Patrick KaVtoyla. portfoko
managar. Fail lnv«stora Managomant Co . Inc

B:00
0 0 DALLAS 9obby worrraa
that ha wi« and up lha loaaf an a
showdown with J.R ova* cortVol
01 E ww>g 0»l rl Ihatr true* axparaa
O FAME Tha
Farm'' caal
mombars partvm an conoan on
location an laraal to caiabrata rha
countrya 3Sth bathday
0
MANlMAL Chaaa and
Brooka iry to contact a voting
i AhrarMl raraad by

Costume contest, popcorn,
games and prizes.
Monday, October 31,
Halloween Night at
tm mgctivi
DOLLAR O* T P'ocaM-nfl C al-fT aei

0 MATT HOUSTON Mail
trws to hnd tha ■-snapped daugh
tar ol a aurgaon who >s tha vactBtn
01 a plot to ensure lha death of a
pataani Q
0 SAflLEYS PEOPLE Tha
travtacripts ol the Kaov lapaa
reveal Karia's opwatsona and
eatow Srttatay and hst peopie to
plan a trap for tha Sovaai agani
(Part 3)
(NEWS
THE HORROR OF IT ALL
Jose Ferrer narrates a look at
some of lha forarnoai horror tarns
Of tha laat 60 years teatmmg Mm
Ckps and interviews with those
who heaped make tham IRI
(ESPNI NFL GAME OF THE
WEEK
(TMO MOVIE **
A UtBB
Se«
(19911 Tim Mathaaon.
Edward Harrmann. A newly wad
commarcaal daactoi taas ol raa
bnda and becomes a phrlandara*
R'
(ESPN)
(R)

10:30
INSIDE
FOOTBALL

11:00
1000 NEWS
I TWILIGHT ZONE
BRADSHAW ON THE
EIGHT STAGES OF MAN
Who Do Vou Trusir Tha daval
oprnani of Vust between tha agjas
of ona and three is asaontuN lor a
parson s future mantaf hearth
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
11:OS

ONEWS
11:16
■SPN) TOP RANK BOXING
J«mmy Jackson / Adrian AnaoM
10 round Junsor trghlwasghl bout
(from Laa Vagaa. Nav I (R)

IliM
S MAUDE
MOVIE ** "N*ghimare an

11:40
Q NIGHT AT THE RACES
12 00
O MOVIE **
Murders In
Tha Rue Morgue
119711 Jason
Robards I* Palmar
0 LATENIGHT AMERICA
1 Joined In Progress) Hosi Dennis
Wholey
ffi COMEOY CLASSICS
(TMCI MOVIE **#
Conan
Tha Barbaraen
119971 Arnold
Schwarranaggar
Jamas
Earl
Jonas
12:30
0 FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS
Musical mani-leaturas highlight
tunas by Slavs* rweks. Tha Doors
David Bowte. Thomas Dolby
Eddy Grant and John Cougar Mas
lane amp
0 JIMMY SWAGGART
12:40
O SCTV NETWORK Datar
trva movaas of rha 1960s ara
spoofed an
Arpeggio '
Tha
Days 0* Tha VVaak
contanuas.
and Marian Shori impersonates
Robin VVNaama an a comrrsarctal
for orange aaoa
1:00
SHOCK TV
FRIOAY NIGHT VIDEOS
Muscat mm, features haghlrghl
lunas by Stavw Nacka. Tha Doors
Dawd Bowst. Thomas Dotty.
Eddy Grant and John Cougar Mat
lancamp
1:46
0NEWS
(ESPN) NFL GAME OF THE
WEEK
2:0O
Q MOVIE * * -1
Murder In
Tha Slav* Trade (1974) Jamas
Siawari. Dark Gavuar
0 NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT
2:16
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
2:30
0 MOVIE *#* Tha Laat
Tana I Saw Archas H961I Rob
art Mrtchum. Jack Webb
(ESPN) INSIDE
FOOTBALL

(Rl
(TMC) MOVIE *** Goodbye
Pork Pat 11991) KaaY Johnson
Tony Barry

3:00
0NEWS

(ESPN) SPORTSWEEK (R)
3:30
(ESPN) AUTO RACING CART
laguna Seca 300'' (from Laguna
Sacs Cakf) (Rl
4:00
0 MOVIE **
Lrva Wants
119461 Bowwy Boys. VVilfcam
Framoei
(TMO MOVIE * » ■■■
Patarn.
IV" I '98 II Burl Reyno-BS Bavw
ly D Angafo

10in. One Item Pizza

P19**

sr

Expires 10/31/83

muwmni
^'LSSi'Smm"*

one coupon par pizza
liWKWWCKW

''""

'.".'".'.'.'.'.'.'..'

M97il Daborah

Rattan. Lynna Moody Two pre".
co ads are mistaken tor escaped
convicts and sent to a woman •
prison larm IR)
0 THE BEST OF CARSON
Hoal
Johnny Carson Guam
Oudkay Moore Laurana landon
(Rl
§ABC NEWS NfGHTLINE
TWILIGHT ZONE
LATE NIGHT AMERICA
Guaai
"athrvn fa*
loramosi
aspari on romaniac rtovata. aharas
some secrett tm how to write a
romance novel and gat it pub
ashed

$3.00
203 N. Main
Open 4 p.m.

-JM-wle

Badham County

October Special

352-5166

.. „J -ar-oai. tin^y svhfV prwVaa-wo •*" ii>ioua>h
OW#0*AMCRK>SIMB«»«IMOITI MllllONOOllARptoCPC»l-»B
haoa. I' 000 Miuft M*f« of "*a tataW compuia-.ia>d aQuMMgat
W auARAMTII m# hah PR •«•»*> cuatom pnwta ■■faiMBM f
AMERICA "o«*y «-d ai fua OfBCOURT PsMCEBIl Jo-tcOay

14DAYMOMCY
BACK QWMHTtt

Far mar a D aught a* (19401 Martha Raya. Char-as Ruggfaa A tha
alia producar gata to fW>d out
what down homa foa\s ara raaBy
tka whan ha dacidaa to alaga a
summar psrforrrianoa an a conv«rtad barn

Additional
Items 50* ea.

' • 20 Roue Of HOOA". NmiJlmm d>«C.*tCI ~A
% T««$ ■ 10 CuWO*" (nlathjpmpniB

IWIIO

0 OINNER AT JULIA'S Jufca
Chad prajparaa ftar class-: roast
lag of lamb, and guaai chat Moots' MirJrJati ssrvsa a Maana lobstar spaciafty Q
0
MOV*E^***Vi
Tha

BOO
9:30
O S GARFIELO ON THE
0 WH.D AMERICA Ow*a
TOWN Ammatad Tha cantanlords 0* Darknaaa" Owls ara ona
karoua cat ■* reunited wnth Ins
01 rha rnmi rjrfhcuH aaaturaa io
■ong-toet lamay leading ham io
photograph bacawaa o* thaar shy
. compare lv» lormar Maah/la 10 tha
nasa and astraotcanary sansory
ona ha a now accustomed to
powars. as Marty aluatiatas f~1
O TOMMY HUNTER Guests
10:00
Raba McEnWe. Johnny Lee ChBf
O 0 FALCON CHEST Angs
iy McClean Ray Stevens Tha
1
la's control ova* hsr daughtar is
McMichaal Smart
(D MR SMITH Mr Sm.iMeHs ' wasted from har as lha lasuh of
a praaimtnary haanng that appaars
(of a female orangutan who grvaa
to saal Julia s lata
TV weather fo>acaait. but aha m
O THE NATIONAL / JOURInn lea* (or Bobo
NAL
S) BENSON Kraut advises
0 FOR LOVE AND HONOR
Banson to h»» tha gruft plumber
Grata is injured wMa hak»ng a
1 used at tha governor a mansion to
recruit whose parachuia opanad
I !<■ tome probasrnt at h»t condo
early, and Ouka IKaanan Ivory
Wayans) confronts has itviarac.
Gv
9
WASHINGTON

You're invited to
our 5th Annual
Halloween Blast!!

• 10

wohraa an tncaai axigaaa batora a
twad kaiar raachaa ha*
0 LOTTERY! In Kansaa Oly
Flaharry and Ruah isabvar wtniv
ioga lo a man (Hobari Ptnat Itatftng
from rha urtdarwortd. a pnm
hbrtnkn (Launa Waftaral and a
f*o«prtakMd haari pataam IPaarack
Wayna).

>

SATUfaOAV

0 tP^ORTS AMERICA Avon
/ WkBC Oueen'e TowmajmaM '

OCTOafR 21 IMJ

3:30
0 NCAA FOOTBALL (Start
Stan* <t tentative I
MOVIE *** Thelhetg
(1661) Jama* Arnose. Oswey
Marm

12:O0
I NCAA TOOAY
)WMSTUNG
ABC WEEKENO S«ClAL
Bunncula The Vernpas
itebtxi Anameted * lemey • cat
and dog bacon* tuapataaui Ol •
bunny that h*t «J*I been adopted
by the dan IN)
0 NEW TEC* TIMES ByeBye Me Sad The (em sshatd
■he brook up of AT 6 I -«ai the
luiura hotdo ta wdso »c*d*e and
Ida best buy* at lafctphgrtit ara
eapUmed
0 QUIT INC
(ESPN) SfOHTSCfNTW
12:30
!m NCAA FOOT!ALL
UNCLE BEN M*t*np,Oa*
■ban
S)
AMERICAN
UNO
STAND
0 DINNEN AT JULIA'S Juke
Chart ptapere* hat cunt* roast
leu. ol i-ml. and guati chef Men
trt Manrtab tervet a Mama k*
tl«" «-K.»tl* Q
0 VrCTOftr GARDEN Bob
Thornton thowt how to plant
liepat white* *-.•( how lo note
ijlariKAite* dehkaa and tuberoue
rooted Iwrlore winter aalfl at
(ESPN) SPORTSWEEK l«l
ITMCI MOVIE * A *»
Pater m
ly Mian 8-1 Reynold* Sever
tyO Angato
1O0
gCELEBWTY TENNIS
KIOSWOfsLO
ffi) 0 WORLD OF COOKING Spa-i A Catetomen Menu
IRI
33 MOVIE ***
Day* 01
Win* And Boas*
(19631 Jack
lammon leefteffuck
(ESPN)
THE
WORLD
SPORTSMAN
Cbmtxno. /
W.o.K.-t-.g «|
1:30
O CFL FOOTBALL Hontraal
Concorde* at Ofiawa Rough R.d
0 HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ Ma.
patella v* Perrysburg
S) MOVIE * * "t The Dev- •
Web HBTolDiansDor* Andrea
M#i ovnu
CB ALL NEW THIS OLD
HOUSE Tha foundation •* com
itUta.i and iha lendecepmg ol tha
ii it it rktcutted
0
COMPUTER
GRAMME

PRO-

MO
0 MOVIE ** '»
Tha KRa>
Who Wouldni Oaj 11976) M*«
Connor* Sam en the Eggat
GD VIETNAM: A TELEVISION
HISTORY
Anwici
Ie»». Charge (1965 196 71
In
two year* rha Johnson AdmrnteKatton ha* drepetched 15 meson
Americana to Vietnam lo fight m
thr* controverr*af -• ri
0 AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 8URVEV
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING
J*"«", Jeckton / Adrian Arreola
10-round Junior L»gtitvn*ghr bout
IbomLMVeoaw. Nevl At
ITMCI MOV* *#'*
Love
Chad
(1662) Amy Madrajan.
Beau Bridge*

0 0

3 AS
NBA BASKETBALL

(Saaaon PrerNoro) San Anton*)
Spur* at Houaton flocks**
4rOO
0 SPORTSWORLO Sched
wlad Rtwera international T-arh
tan (hom N-ca Franca). NHRA
Summerrurtrorus Drag Race* (bom
(nobahtown. N JI
S FIRING LINE
THE HORROR Of IT ALL
Joee Faaf«r nerrete* a took at
tome ol tha foramow horror hana
o* tha laai 60 yaart.nvaturmg Mm
ckpi and miat«avni «wah Ihoaa
who ha«Md m*a tham AT)
(TMO) MOVIE *** "Oajfjd
Man Ooni Waar PfeBtf HB82I
Siava Marian Rachaj Ward
4:30
O
SPORTSWEEKENO
Schadulad ma 1»B3 Work) MMlava PoanarMtaig Cnornptonahc-a
(from London. On I. World Row
•nti Champ«on»hCi* Ifrom Garmany(

soo
0 MAGIC OF Oft. PAINTING
0 WONDER WOMAN
0 MOUSE WARMING WITH
CHARLIE
WING
tntioduc
Iron An anargy audit n (atom
mandad aa lha homoownar'a l«*t
atap <n avaluating haaling otoblama and tuggaal>ng potidMa
•olul-ont
KSPNI AUTO RACING <R|
S:30
JTHC MUPPETS
MAGIC
OF
FLORAL
PAINTING
0 HOXJSEWARMINO WITH
CHARLIE WING
The Ftawta
And Tha Envelope Ol The Meuaa
How tha b«vc tfructute o* a
home attacit enorgy conaarvatron
■•eaammad
(TMCI MOVIE *#*•
The
Godlalhar (19721 Morton Bran
• do. Ai Paono
EVENING

6:00
O 0 0 NEWS
8 CSC NEWS
MOVIE
*#* 'Jungle
Book' 119421 Sabu. Joeeph Cal
le>a Baeod on tha OUMOK aiory by
Rudyard Kpfcng A young boy it
teorod by woivaa at tha amglee ol
Ml
© STAR TMK
0
MATINEE
AT
THE
BIJOU Featured
Young Oyrva
m.te
(19371 atariing Frankn
Oenow and Kane ftchmond. a
1934 NtU Brother* fhart ceHad
Hotel Anchovy"; e 1936 cartoon.
Cobweb Hotel'. «nd
Chapter 7 ol
Myteary Squad
ron "
•:30
O MAYORS PRESS CONFERENCE
O THIS WEEK IN PARUAMCNT
SCSS NEWS
13 REPORTS

GOVERN.

7:00
<NEW HORIZONS
DON CHERRY'S GRAPEVINE Gueet Joe Tttetamann.

3:00
ffi SISKEL ft EBERT AT
THE MOVIES
0 RAPHAEL
Lagand And
Legacy
Raphael a aVftjanc* on
oihar ariMit i* damonatiaiad by
aiarnmng wort* ol Rajnbrandl.
Cereveggto and Ruben*

I HEEHAW
ENTERTAINMENT THIS
WEEK Featured. Leonard MaMtn
take wrtfi Lane Turner and (tractor Taylor MecMord (An OH«*r
And A Gentleman"! about movej
romance: ntennewa with Chad
Everett and country flare Oovtd
Fmaoa *nd Sheay Weet

2 SO
0 AMERICAN
MENT SURVEY

I SOLtO GOLD
FAME
KSPN) NPL GAME Of THE
WEEK <R)
7:30
0 FAME GAME Rch Ehvood
hoeia a competition among muotcal group* bom euoei Canada.
conieatante avchide Mayvnra. Terry Hatty. Sam Moon and Feat For-

■art

0 JACK* OLEASON
fftPNI SPORTSCENTER
BOO
0 0 WALT DISNEY D.«
noy'a Helaimn Ttejef Tha anno*J occeaaon re ceteo/etad -«
econee from DaMay cartoon CWM
aaca. exaudetg Snow vVhue And
Tha Sewert Ownvfe' and »ant»
aw." ana) on anmwwad vonjaan of
Tha Legend Of Sleepy Moaow
Ml
0 NHL HOCKEY Lo* Ancaaea
Ketga « Toronto Mapet Leefi
0
CMFf RENT
STROKES
W*» • lalee claen that bo hnowe
cerdiopuimonary
laeoacitetion
pwta Arnold-■ He -» raopardy Q
0
T.J.
HOOKER Hooter
become* eivolvad with a (OurnaliM (Helen Shaver) who ie wntetg
en eapoea about the procanct'e
lot eft pence diwiion Q
0 MOV* ** V)
The ftoott
Ot Heaven
(1958) Errol Fhmn.
Jueette Greco A w4dMo enthuaieat ettempta to protect African
eMphent* horn b«<ng hunted
0
NBA
BASKETBALL
Detroit Pntont ai Atlanta Hawfea
0 MOVIE #*■.-,
Tranaatlan
IK Tunnel
(19351 Richard Out
Leeae Banki Baaed on a novel by
Bernherd Keaarmen
The con
itruct«n ot an undereea tunnel to
Amerce it completed deeprte a
hurry ol piotett
B30
0 SAVER SPOONB R«*v
haa to put * a>ue houre on tva
ittanta I a- ptOaKI 00 the reeutl
01 lui mrtchayl ai the daearoom
(ESPN! SATURDAY NIGHT
AT THE FIGHTS Nmo Loflocca
/ Harold Vobrecht lO-round Wet
letweight bout (hve horn San
Reno. Italy!
(TMCI MOVIE *** The Son
Ol Monte Cneto 11940) Lourt
Hoyward. Joan Bennett A daring
•weahbuohler wagee deadly duele
to enn the hand of a lovely lady

eoaka a roumon with h.* old pert
nert (Imogen* COCO. Howard
Morr«l Q
0111 SIT COUNTDOWN TO
KICKOfF
10:10
0
PRE-GAME
(JomadlnProraaal

OCTOBER 30. 1BB3

SHOW

10:30
0 0 COLLEGE FOOTBALL
OtvoSietev. Wieconan
0 STAR SEARCH
OMC) MOVIE ***
Oeed
Men Don't Wear »Me.d (IBB2I
Stew, Martat. Rachel Ward A
hajcHMdad orivoaa eye runa eWO a
hoot of tenvaor oharacvara vanaa
•nwrttigeiing (he death of a eoen
net / ohaaae tycoon PG
UOO

0000NCWS
0THENATK7NAL
«9PN| SPORTSCENTER

llltt)
0 NtWBi fPro.etoal AhWt
p-ecedea lha newt I
11:20
0 ABC NEWS
11:30
0 SISKEL * EBERT AT
THE MOVIES
0 MOVIE *•>• The Lagand
Of Had Houee' (19731 Povnele
FtanUn. Roddy McOowaa
A
wealthy m«n h-ei ecttntetta end
mednane to inveetigaia hra newly
ecquaed mantton
0 FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS
A apodal edition contono mueaca)
m*n leaturee hnrAghtatg tune*
by top rook tiara mduoVtg Oewd
flow* Michael Jeokaon. Duran
Owran Bdy Jdol. Donna Summer
and r Wat wood Mac
0 MOVIE
*
He Knowa
You re Alone H9B0I Don Seedmo Certbn O'Hoanay A peychotrc murderer tteb* attractive
young bridet-io-be liertty end
lethaaV aleehmg the* dreamt of
wedded t**t
CSPNI CFL FOOTBALL Toronto Argonaut* at Edmonton Eofcimoe
113S
0 STAR SEARCH
1 1:45
0 MOV* * # H Soeedt-ap
(19 781 Joe Don Beta- Tyne Daly
A detoctwe lawnchot a aaaroh on
iivhiell for a car thral who it tied
*tg tome of the fencaiat veAtpaa
nPhoe-vm An/ona

12:00
BOO
MOVIE
***
Gong
0 0 MOVIE *** Ptv O
Home
H97I)
Roberi Mdchum
vaie Beniemet
119801 Gotabo
Brende Vaccara.
Hewn. Eaaan Brennan A wed-toMOV* **V,
The
do young woman mtotefcenty loane (TMO
119771
the 0 S Army foeewmg the death 1 Kentucky Fried Mova
Evan Kim. Matter Bong Soo Han
01 her new hueband on thee wed12:36
<feng n*d« (Rl
0 THE ROOSTERS Amanda 0 SOUL TRAIN
and Michael am kidnapped by
12 46
mobatera teat >ng an mcnmmating 0 MOVIE **
Honda Of A
photograph taken by Evan
Strangle.
M961I Mel Ferrer
0 LOVE BOAT A couple learn Deny Carrot. .
that the* daughter (Deborah Shot1:00
ton) love* en older men (Robert
0 MOVIE *#■» The LawReedj a woman (Florence Henyer (19701 Barry Newman. Her
dereont trie* to arranga an ah"a*
old Gould
for bar hueband (Gordon Jump).
1:30
and the netco (Ken Lanhford) of
the etwee Ime * director 000100 0 LOVE CONNECTION
SSPN) SPORTSCENTER
havoc Q
(TMO MOVIE #•>#•> "The
MO
Godfather (1972) Marion Bran
0 WILD AMERICA Owfa - do AJPeono
lorda Of Darknoee" Owta are one
2:00
Of the moat oVhScuH cteeturea to
0 MOV* **H -RovaM.
photograph bocauoa of me* ehy
HoH" (16611 F-enk Lovewv
nee* end e»»eoroViery eanOofv
R*J>wdCarlBon.
powera. aa Marty aMrtraeae. Q
SSPN) SATURDAY NIGMT
10:00
AT THE FIGHTS Nmo LaRocca
0 THE
YELLOW
ROBE
/ Harold Vorbrecht 10 round Wei
Svonghoert (Wei Sampaon) ra lerworght bout (from San Romo,
laaed on auepaaon ol murder and
itah/l (R)
Roy •pott Grace and Whit togeth2:30
er on en apparent dete
0 FANTASY
ISLAND A
youngeter (Victoria Speemg) eek*
an oUarvy grouch (George Kennedy) about her pa-ant* death end
e anowfM legend (Meton Borio)

12:00
(TAKING ADVANTAGE
MEETING PLACE Rev
Glen R - anti nBtcaiail M Faath
Lutheran Church *• Calgary. Aha
0EARLE BRUCE
0 fc«ET THE PRESS
■ pMTHEBjaftJC
0 TONY BROWN B JOUR-

(16B01

12:20
0 THE MUPPETS
0 NPL TOOAY
0 NFL 63
0
THIS
WICK
WITH
OAVID BRlNKLCY
0 THE LAWMAKERS
(ESPN) NFL GAME OF THE
WEEK (R)
lOO
O MOV* ***V>

A*.
I Wafted Today Where
Jeeue Wafted and ' Thane M A
Time for fvwythmg
(R)
0 MOVIE **V>
Save The
Tajer
(1873) Jack Lammon.
Laurie Hememen
0 INTERNATIONAL EDITION Ford Rowan hosts S look St
important trends and nows event*

Ontario Chtdten Producers Me>
ketetg Board over production Quota* it enamaned
0 NFL FOOTBALL Obtroit
Ltona at Chtcago Seoro
0 NFL FOOTBALL Covwaga
of Now England at Attente. Houston at Cleveland or Banenere at
Plaledelphui
0
0
WASHINGTON

at ms United State* aa essn by
foreign tefcuiion and print jour
nairttt atstronod m ttwt country
•hOO
8 CSC NEWS
ALL NEW THIS OLD
HOUSE The foundation * com
pteted and the lendecepmg of the
tot n dncusssd.
0 FIRING LINE ReeoNod
That AH * met ive Action Goats For
Mmoriiw* And Women Should 6*
AbOfrOhOd Moderator Jeme* Cry
burn. Pro Wham F Buckley Jr.;
Clarence
Pendttlon
chat men.
US Comm.no* on Crv* Right*.
Aaat Atty. Gen Wafcam Bfadaord
Reynold* Con Mary Fiancee Berry outgoing wee cheamen US
Committoa on Chnl Rights: Jock
Gfoonbarg. desctor. N AACP legal
Dofonae and Education Fund: Judith Lichtmon. oasc. oVoctor.
Women a Lags! Dafonas Fund
(Part 21
(TMC)
MOVIE
**
'Time
Wafeer'
(1662) Bon Murphy
Kevm Brophy

WEEK IN REV*W
0MOV* *** ''Caemoftoyaft) 1196 71 Peter SaAtra Ursula
Andreee
(ESPN! AUTO RACING USAC
Chemponahej 0*t Cera" (from
Roetburg. ONo)

MOVIE

fnartet

4:30
O HYMN SING Select-*-,
include S-tg To The Lord A Mar
vatous Song.
Brother Jeme*

The Odd

Coup**
(1666) Jar* Lammon.
Walter Mettheu
O COUNTRY CANADA The
controverty between the eb**en
fermara of a attain Ontario and the

rr*sa

Jean Stsptston.

BeSbvn
0 AN APPEAL TO AU.
AMERICANS F*st Iedy Nancy
Reagan m *«nad by Mtehaal Landon Bel Baby. Rita Moreno. Wske Stargel. Bruce Wont and Sendy
Ouncan et the White Howss *i an
appeal lo viewer* 10 watch 'Tha
Cherracaf People
on PBS at
November end become involved
KSPNI SATUROAY NIOHT
AT THE FIGHTS (R)

Papan □
«SPN> SPORTSCENTER

# * soone. ot

later (19761 Oemaa Mater. Re*
Smith
1:30
O CFL FOOTBALL Calgary
Starnpedera at liameton Tlgar
Can
0 DRAG RACING
US
Nator\ett
O 0 WALL STREET WEEK
Unloved And Unde-owned
Gueet Patnok K-doyte portfoao
manager. Feat Investors Management Co.. Mc
2:O0
0
MATINEE
AT
THE
BIJOU Feotured:
Little Man
(1936) stamng Frank* Dam).
Ralph Morgan and Ertn O'Bnsn: a
1636 cartoon. "A Wad t Wei
com*
a 1626 comedy.
Dengoroua FimaJsa". aiarnng Mam
Drsoslsr and Posy Moan and
Chepter 2 of Myetery Squedron

B30

sSEEING IT OUR WAV

g

AN APPEAL TO ALL
AMERICANS Fast l edy Nancy
Reagan re jomed by Miches! Lan
don M Bub, Rita Moreno. Ws
ks Starga- Bruce Wejtj and Sandy
Duncan at the VVhtts House n an
appeal to newer* to water. "Tha
Chsmtcal feopk*
on PBS et
November end become atvotved

(1633)
0 GREAT PERFORMANCES "The l-la Of Verdi Burl Lancaster netretei
thit
si- pert
dramatiiabon of G-jeeppa Verd't
Ms anal musre. famed et Europe
2:30
0 KICK BOXING

BOO

e«00

• NEWS

0 HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TOOAY Feature* Ohw t
rwghett computer tsnkod Htgh
School lootbeii team aa they
make thee way to the state

3:30
0 MOV* **M
"Buffalo
BA (1644) Joel McCree Unda
Darnea.

(ESPN) SPORTSWOMAN
(TMCJ MOVIE •>#
jeneoT
(198^1 Ban* M-d*ar. Ken Wehl

0 ORIGINAL SIX HOCKEY
HEROES Cl-cegovt Montr*.
I MINORITY REPORT
FAA4E
SRAOSHAW ON THE
EIGHT STAGES OP MAN
Gusty Ot Not Gudty* Between
the ages of three end seven,
humane da lelpp a eenso ol gust
which lean a Mo time, often without apparent reason.

I STAR TREK
UNDERSEA WORLD OP
JACQUES COUSTEAU

B:30
I NBC NEWS
NEWTON'S APPLE ha
travel* to Houston to watch
atttoneut* traan at the Johnaon
Space Center and an endangered
e clouded leopard, n
(TMC) MOVIE **
Topper
Return*
(1641) Rotend Young.
Joan 6tonds6 The Kotty shoot*
help Topper hrtd a deed gale murderer.
'SRI
«0 BO MINUTES
PRAOOLE ROCK After
decKtng to astandon euXormg
Gobo learnt that an et.ntala monaaar at thnaatoryng -haggle Rock
0 FIRST CAMERA Steve
Doteney rapone on ih* fatal bati
atg of an Aston Amencan by two
man who ware —taeead attar a
years on probation Gene Shsfct
vtatt* T angwwood and afaeorvas
conductort Leonard Bernttem end
Seta Orawa taejchtng muetc «tudenis *> -neater doaooo
0 RIPLEY'S BELIEVE IT OR
NOTI Vorcamc activity e northern CeJrlorma city with many cam
etorate. the world t largest ktard.
0
JOHN
CALLAWAY
INTERVIEWS Chewmen ol tha
Board of one of Wet Street t largoat etvoetmeni feme. Peter 0
Potereon taa\t about the Social
Security tyttem delenea epend*tg. government legutetory egen
cat and the futuro acononuc
hoshh of the Ursted State*
«FAM€
ALL CREATURES GREAT
ANO SMALL
■BPNI SPORTSCENTER
7:30
0 THE BEACHCOMBERS
An overnight camp-out holds
mystery for Constable John and
Tommy, who enter the area noted
for tfte tori eying Legend ol Gnuh/Bay Q
7.60
(ESPN) NBA TONIGHT
BOO
0 0 ALICE AlsWtOtM aanaaar
(Florence I lender eon) propose*
mamege to Mel. who it Majofuty
unaware of her real motive
0
VANOCRSERG Hank a
auppoeed progreee ai me-r ad by a
aortas of leSbecfci partly caused
by Cahen Rsdtards (Stephen MarIds). *yhse the newsy ample San
dra moots Foul Brady (John
Evsns)
0 KNIGHT RIOER M<heei t
probe of an eeeeutt on a acube
rjrysr put him agssnat a rutftliie
explore. (Guy StOCkwoal tteftmg
e eunken trooouro
0
HARDCASTLE
Si
MCCORMiCK Judge Hardcaatla
ardors Mart to pose as an
eeceped convict m need of money
to hueh out e wctoue loon oharti.
0 0 NATURE
Kopa. A
Rock For AJ Seeoone
A Mm
atudy of
the kopeM. hugs
outeropptttga of rock m Africa'a
Sorengeti Plaan. ia proaentod
0SOLIOGOLO
BiBPN) NBA BASKETBALL
Oese* Mavanoka at San Antonto
Spurt
(TMCI MOVIE **>*»
-ifM
Eacrcni
(19731 Eaen Buratyn.
La.de 6*e* The young deughte- o*
a popular actraaa become* peo>
oaaoad by a demonic apart wtveh
commit* evil acts through the
occupstton of her maid and body.
•R'

S:30

0 0 ONE DAY AT A TIME
Maa (Mtehaal Lembeckl is thrust
trtto deeper Qeprmion when Ber
bore and Juee try to cure las writing block

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE

MINI-COURSE

Supplies, T-Shirts,
Backpacks, &
Much Much More

Ml X OLOG Y • AEROBICS* JUGGLING . GUITAR
• LIVING, LOVING, LEARNING • ADVANCED
JAZZ

* MeMCUMTV

a

EXERCISE • FIRST AID • MORE!

* IIIIOWaiLITY
a^ *at*TMc
W u« ronct mmtmo

smtrmwtmtcjtt

dweh *• Atr Forw H you ft looking lot I
r in nunung that otlWs opportunity.
nMponfbillty. tnd IdvtntlgM — Air ForM
nuning is 10'you

M Be* OffKc

nrmantm,

H you MK « eSW conaot

• HAVE FUN!
• MEET NEW PEOPLE!
• LEARN SOMETHING NEW!

4:00
0 0 NPL FOOTBALL Loo
Angelee Pern* at Mam. OceeTane
I PISH
THE OS. KINOOOMS A
Sea Of Confltct
Tha ftnanetM
povaar wedda-J by ffcs emeasr
Arab *t*te* of the Fereujn Gud t
•umntd and the* future toft
erdsrsd Q
© MOVVE »*# ' AtMMarv'-

NAL
0 NOVA Testing Turd**" A
turtle-auje computer that t botng
ueed et rJaaaroami aa en OKI to
teach chaoen «tawowotJ through
the eyet of da ovaajeMr Seymour

SETTHEMOSJ
fftOM YOUR C0LLE8E YEMtt...
taut

MIXOLOGY* NEEDLE CRAFTS

3:30
« NFL TOOAY
MOVIE *** ■Tha Castandra Oosatng (1677) Sophui
Loren. Richard Hani*
0
WOOCHOUSE
PLAYHOUSE
(ESPN) ALPINE SKI SCHOOL
'Tha C-eetive Ch-iatie
Tsoh(te>usa to rsftne (he Christie.
aftowtng flositftty i
enow condrtion* fft)

1

Contact:

Sft. i. Oratory Hit.
7550 Lucern Dr. Suit* 100
Middleburi HU..0H 441 JO

CtU Collect:

(216)5^2-4325

STOP IN
LOOK AND
AROUND
MON.-FRI. 9-5:30
SAT. 9-5:00

too
O m THE JEFFERSON 3
Louae feats certam ene ** *nn
the Help Center i Volunteer of the
V«» Award unH an unexpected
OK*OUI donation arrrvee from
another huu
O WAR Footage of NATO m
cress -n Waal German, and Hi*
SOVBM Unron rvy*flh( a atuoy of •
•nooein merer Eu-opssn land war
horn a rr-tiiary perapectne Q
• MOTOWN 25: YESTEROAY. TOOAV. FOREVER Tha
erh*jr OWK-tiUiy 01 the fMCffJ
company K aaJwaed m a nwac
Haad tubuie hoaud by ftahard
Pryor and Smohey ftotaneon with
• oust! roster axfuckng Diana
Boss Michael Jecsaon and Lmde
BY MOVIE TftoMa In Tha Fern-V
119831 Robart M.lchum
Jomea Spadai Thraa teen egert
tost force* to halp tha* lath*
*rho haa been conwciad on a
murder charge aacapa from one
on (Viewer D*aoatKm Advised)
© B MASTERPIECE THEATRE
P»ti««
Onca agpn
Ruby bafcavaa aha *>* flay tha
lead at the Man! htm based on ha>
Ma but tha company i Financial
bach* UVOM hia grtlrxnd for iha
s£) IT S YOUR BUSINESS
0:30
O 0 GOOONIGHT. BEANTOWN Janny ra convinced that a
neighbor a dHappwanca ra con
nected lo h* ante i IB*** Bad)
i*ga»iy of a grave wed hole
09 WALL STREET
NAL REPORT

JOUR-

1OO0
O SB TFLAPPER JOHN.
M.D. Trapper apanda fw» bath
day Kymg to Irght a Me threaten
•ng ec-dema: apnaadmg among a
troop ol San Frannaco Memorial
pat ranti
0 MAN ALIVE fees MI by
tha Sona ol Freedom aaci ol Bui.ah Columbia a OoiAhobora. who
IN th» araon aa an ad of leva.
jra etemawHf Q
CB THE HCsSROR Of IT ALL
Joaa Ferrer narrates a look at
aoma of Iha foremoei horror feme
01 iha IMT 60 yesrt featuring fern
caps and mtervetwt with thoaa
who halpad make tham IP.)
OB NEWS
(9 GREAT RAN.WAV JOURNEYS OF THE WORLD
OMCr MOVIE # * Sooner Or
Later (19781 Derasa MAer. Ret
Smilh In order 10 capture tha
attention of a handaoma rock
unoer. a 13 yaa> oh) laanyboppw
puta on a title make-up lo appear
mora aophratrcatad
10: SO
O JUST A LITTLE SPECIAL
ComadMna Ban Gordon. Maria
Lusofahy. Derek McGrath and
Moracs Part ar ara ehovrceeed
• KENNETH COPELANO
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER
lleQO
OOtD ©NEWS
O
THE
NATIONAL
( Nation a Buamaca wal foBoar
"Tha National.' I
m MONTY PYTHON S FLYING CIRCUS
tt ISRAELI DIARY
Muete
phai DotVV leader of iha Palestinian VAaga League and former
adMaor to K mg Hussem ol Jordan.
Doom eaprianr, hia vejwe about
tha U S i role m tha M.rtrs, Eaal
negotiations
11:20
8 NEWS
ABC NEWS
11:30
m ENTERTAINMENT THIS
WEEK Featured Laonard Mania** wMh lana Ijna and daec
tor Taylor Hadkford I' An Ofhcer

« FAMILY FEUO
AM AGantlaman I about movej
romance, ailarvajwa with Chad
LrTTLB HOUSE ON THE
Everett and couniry aiara OBVHJ
PRAIRIE
f r.riaa and Shaaay Wan
0> BUSINESS REPORT
89
MOVIE
*«■•■-,
Tha SM'A'S'H
Sunefane Boys
(1875) Georoe
MACNEIL
/
LEHRER
Burn* Welter Matlhau Two «at
NEWSHOUR
aran »audav*« aiara ara raunriad
IESPN) SPORTSCENTER
aft ar many yaara lor ona knt par
7:30
tomanoa
O P.M. MAGAZINE Ona of
a THE ROCKFORD FILES
tha moat gruaang motorcvcfa >ac
MONTY PYTHON'S FLYaa at tha country haM at Oonnar
mo CIRCUS
Paaa. a look at iha Flaahdanea '
9 FOR MY PEOPLE
phanorrajnon a> faalaon
KSPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL
i BaTTHREE'S COMPANY
UCLAva Waar-ogton
BARNEY MILLER
WILD. WILD WORLD OF
11:SS
m MICHIGAN REPLAY
ANIMALS
(ESPMI
NFL'S
GREATEST
11:48
MOMENTS 197 7 Oa-aa Cow
O SPORTS: THE FINAL
boys/ 1978 Pitiaburgh Sliafari
WORD
12:00
O MUSIC MAGAZINE
fTMO
MOVIE
**
Tana
Waftar
119821 Ban Murphy.
KawnB>ophy
12:08
S LET FREEDOM RING
O ROCK

12:18
N* ROLL VIDEO

12:30
fHEALTHBEAT
TAKING ADVANTAGE
GAVIN
AND
LOT I
MUSIC SHOW
12:38
(D DIRECTIONS
1:00
STAKING ADVANTAGE
NEWS
0 7O0 CLUB Faaturad Da*
M«» ahowa why laa aaaraordmary
form of oncouragamani ia »o auccasaful
1:30
O MOVIE **'t
Vuma
11870) Cant Wafeai Barry SuaV
van
•JNEWS
rTMCI MOVIE ww
Toppar
Ralurna 11941) Roland Young
JoanBfondal
2:30
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
3:00
(TMCI MOVIE #* '■> "Tafaaan"
(1877) OMrtaa Bfonaon. Laa
Ranvck
3:30
O
CBS
NEWS
NIGHTWATCH (A>mad In
Prograaal
CSPNI WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL (R) Uratad Siataa va
Japan
MONDAY

8:00
• BB SCARECROW AND
MRS. KING A young Sowat
computar gamut IMaano Pafuca)
ra uaad aa a pawn by apraa
attamptmg to broah a aacrat
coda
O HANGIN' IN Kata t/an to
hafp a Jamaican fama> who cama
to Canada JagaBy. and M*a
counaafa a pragnani taonagar
who conardara marrywtg a much
oidar man Q
8D BOONE Roma a baautiful
couvn (Karlana C'ockati) fcaavaa
har owarfy protactiwa huaband a*
iha hopa of oacomang a country
aargar m Naahwaa
CC
THAT'S
INCREDIBLEI
Two cacua troupaa apaoatang *»
tha dangaroua doubta back fap on
atata. a oraator of arhhciaf body
par it a raccoon grhad m aaatmg
art.
O 8B THE MAKING OF A
CONTINENT
Tha Coforado
Plataau A atudy of thia piataau
araa mdudaa facts on ita formanon it* arvrnaM and wagatatron aa
waB as Iha changas aM takaig
pksca
IB MOVIE **
Burnt Offar
atga' (19761 Batta Dswa Karan
Black A lamay ranta a hauntad
Vartorian manaton with a wal of
•taown
(TMCI MOVIE **H
Ta4afon
(1977) Charlaa Bronson. Laa
Rarrach Tha KGB a top agant it
tact to Amanca lo atop a mllamoua dafactor from tnggarmg
Mty human ma bomba planiad
during tha CoM War and navar daactwatad PG
8:30
O HOUSE CALLS
CSPN) AUTO RACING MAS
CAR Fall 100 (from North WaV
asboro. N C )

0CT0BER31, 1883

8:00
O OSS NEWS
J WHEEL OF FORTUNE
MACNEIL
/
LEHRER
NCWSHOUR
8 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
AEROBIC DANCING
(TMCI MOVIE ** "A i.tha
Saa" (18811 Tan Mathaaon
Edward Mw.marv, A hawtywad
commaraat dractor i-at of tm
bnda and bacomaa a ph-andarw
R'
8:30
0« CBS NEWS
• NBC NEWS
BTJ ABC NEWS Q
OWKRP IN CINCINNATI
S BUSINESS REPORT
7.-00
O
CS ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT lo iha fan of a IB
pan aanaa on claaatc mowaa.
Juaa Andrawa taka about "Mary
Poppma "
O HAWAII FIVE-0

8:00
9 O AFTERMASH DaspHa
Abna a protaata. 0 Anoafca agraaa
to acoapt a local dance achool'a
offar to arranga a party for tha
hospital pat>antt
lAGRISCOPE
MOVIE
Whan You. Low
Laa vat
(Pramawa) Vafam Part*m Batty Thomas Aftar har
affaa with a mamad mart cot
Mpaaa. a drvoroaa daodas to
astabaah a naw. aMfapanosnt afaatyfa for haraalf
m NPL FOOTBALL Waatangton Radahaia at San Otago Charg-

81

•
6»
GREAT
PERFORMANCES
Tha Lifa Or Van*
Italy anthuataaMafty adopts Varf* t oparas as »yrr>boia of tha farvor to ovarthrow Auatnan rukt.
and VarA goss to Pans to kva
with am far Cauaappma Snappora
8:SO
O Bar NCWHART Saaphama
haa a cortfrontation wtth har alr>
arfy at huaband (Mur.ay Matha
son), whaa Gaorga takaa a atray
thaap dogundar hra wmg
O BEHIND BARS Gussta
Bandit

10:00
O B EMERALD POINT
N.A.S. Glann a court martial
'aachss a crucal pcant aa Haary
and Kay taka tha aland to offar
issitfnony
O THE NATIONAL / JOURNAL
ffiNEWS
CSPN) HYDROPLANE RACING
San Oatgo ThundartMh
Ragatta
TMC)
PICK-A-FLhCK
Sub
aoraMra uaa a apaoal 900 -Mmbar
lo vota for thaa favonta acsry
movw chooa-ig among "HaBaw
aan M." "Swamp Tlang'' or Day
Of Tha Tnffida
103O
BB>
BaT OB.I
A
CRUDE
WARNING Kanh Jackson narrasas warn to Arab and U S o#hatds. northwaai larmlanea. and
an orl ng. aaaNrng a backdrop for
thra documsntary wfach aaarranas
ways of managing and maxrmtnng
uaa of tha o* ws haaa kyfl
11:00
I NEWS
WORLD WAR
DIAI
DIARY

II

Ol

11:OS
ONEWS

NIGHT

11:30
8 MAUDE
HART TO HART Foreign
a Bams attempt to retnsva a praa
ant gwan to Jannrlar that threat
ana thaa entaa oparatoon
89 THE BEST OF CARSON
Host
Johnny Carton
Guasta'
Angaj Daikmaon Oom Delmta
Tommy L» ■da. (Rl
LATE NIGHT AMERICA Gusst Dawd Toma. former
Naw York city pokcaman and
mapaation for iha TV sanas
Bar ana
counc-a young people
on how to kick iha drug habit;
Roger von Oech Ph 0 . Founda.'
and praa*dant of Craatrva Tha*
Offar a proven
lachmquet lor
reteating our oraatmly
© TWILIGHT ZONE
(TMC) MOVIE ## •» So fats
11881) Ryan 0 Neaf Jack Warden A atuffy coBaga profaaaor
savat h«S fathar's flOunoaratg gar
mant factory by atvantavg a naw
type of laden raans

CO JUST OUR LUCK Shabu
accajaniafly damonstrataa raa
maga; whaa waatharman Profaa
eor Bob ia watcheig

r

E8> Bar NOVA
AntNcrpotogy
On Tnal Nova waver* to New
Guatea to find out what the
natrvae who haws been tha Obrsct
Of anthropotogxal a«uo> rtank of
'he eocte) ICianBella who haw*
intruded upon the- cuRuraa tor
me sake of SCBMOS Q
• MOVsE w***'!
Oaaath (1B7BI Pasai Fsm

2:18
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER
2:30

•
CBS
NEWS
NIGHTWATCH
• NEWS
CSPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Osmsonas Wake forest (R)

O

•MO

CSS

NIGHTWATCH
Piogtaaa)

•matte) tm aranal lamoua datac
i-vet a* las ■
wttwa 1st
cfiaaangaa tham as setae a murdar

NEWS
(Joaraad

In

4:00

(TMCI MOVf* •** Tha Varckci M882I Paul Ho—wn. Chat
lotta Ramptng. An aaaottsac Boa
ksn lawyer pufa himself together
to bratf an unpapukai rivadktal
maapraekoe caaa to ITNJ agaanai
etrong oppotitron by tha courts.
tha archtaocaaa and Is* own (i,
ante R

TMC) MOVIE ***
Don i
Cry. Ita Onty Thunder" (18821
Dannai Christopher. Susan Saait

TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 1. 1883

I TWXIGHT ZONE
i BUSINESS REVIEW
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

11:18
CSPN) SATUROAY
AT THE FIGHTS (R)

(Rl
2 00
NEWS
MOVIE **H
Chambar
Of Horrora
11966)
Pen*.
ONeel Sury Parker

R

11:40
O MOVIE * ft V)
Rrtuala
H878) Hal Ho*c-ook Lawrence
Dana Five doctors vacetrorang at
th« Canacun waosrnasa ara tarroruad by an unknown evil
12:O0
S HAWAII FIVE-O
NEWS
COMEDY CLASSICS
12 SO
LATE
NIGHT
WTTH
OAVIO LETTERMAN Guaat
ccanadtan Pas Was Herman

BJP

0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
12:40
• COL UMBO Whaa on • murder case Colombo ckaahai with a
tueve MtdrJa Eastern daplomat
1 Hector Ekrondo) (R)
1:0O
O MOVIE *** Tha Proud
Ona*'' (1968) Robart Ryan. Va
antaMayo
m JIMMY SWAGGART
m
LATE
NIGHT
WTTH
OAVfD LETTERMAN Guaat
corraaown Pee Ws* Her man
mBO MOVIE Tha Grjdfaihar
(1872) BtsilBni Brando. A! Paono
1:SO
9 NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT
1:48
(ESPN)
WINTERWORLD
Met.. Skang on powder and «a

0

CaafSM • ikSl t v OM. M<

fJOO

BOO
O • MOVIE
Thra Gel For
Hra (Pi am aa el Bass Armatrong.
Cakasts Hoar. A female private
detective tee*t the murdwe. of a
lanownad mystery writer who
had head har to coresuft on hra let
eat book
O TVS REPORTS Weened
Away Aoam Dssfs wath poBuhon
of Rondeau Bay due to farm land
ei Kant County wssfang aval the
Bay
89
REMINGTON
STEELE
Laura and Ranungaon ary to
retrieve a rajrnber
of iloktn

gOBaTBBlNEWS
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
ffi MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
SNAPPY DAYS AGAIN
COMPUTER
PROGRAMME
C9PN) SPORTSFORUM
rfMC) MOVIE # * Fwa Days
Ona Summer 118821 Sean Con
nary. Baity B>antkty An Alpaie
vacation for a mount ranaarmg
Scotn»h physicaan and tha young
woman
na-aling with him
bacomaa tha venue lot personal
revelation PG'
8:30
94B) CBS NEWS
•J NBC NEWS
■ ABC NEWS O
m WKRP IN CINCINNATI
(9 BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN) THIS WEEK IN THE
NBA

m THREE'S COMPANY Lar
ry posas as Jack duraig a data
with a Irtand of Jane! Q
BB> 4%) V* TNAM: ATELEVISKJN
HISTORY
Amanca a
Inemy (1954 19C7) Tha war n
teen ttaough tha parapactrvaa of
Vencong gustBas. North Va»t-

7:00
O
«ff) ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT An aitsrvarw with
Jectyn Smith on location for tha
Gaorga Washington''
rmm-

namaae lea data and cwatans and
by Amencan prajonars of war at

Hanoi Q

B:30

asnaa
I HAWAII FIVE-0
I FAMILY FEUO
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE
PRAIRIE
S BUSINESS REPORT
M»A"S#H
0J MACNEIL
/ LEHRER

8"

I TOM JONES
OH. MADELINE Marktane
ahockad to hnd Charka m a
romantic pose with an actress
whose memoes recount hat affaa
wathhan
10:OO
O THE NATIONAL / JOURNAL
fJD BAY CITY BLUES Putye.
coach Oua Paopfcaa (Bemaa
Caaeyl tecervas a car on a fan
aporecaBbon day. only to learn attar thai aha ■atecaa was atoasn
from team owner Ray Motu (Pat.

NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
O P.M. MAGAZINE A Loa
Angela■ detective who apaoahiaa
m reuniting toe! lOVSS
SO THREE'S COMPANY
BARNEY MILLER
W8.D. W8_D WORLD OF
ANIMALS
CSPN) SATURDAY NIGHT
AT THE FIGHTS (R)
8:00
m ■ THE MISSISSIPPI A
format pases activiti (Gratchan
Corbetii aurfaoaa afkv a tengthy
hNkng period and aekt Ban to
clear har of iD-vaar-okJ murdar
chargae
O THE FIFTH ESTATE Hana
Gartner aaamtnas the 40-yeer
ttruggte of the fiihermen on the
Spanaah Rrvor at nottharn Ontario
agaanat tha Legaalsture and h*gh
courts of the land to kaap tha
water dean
0 THE A TEAM Tha keam
opens a tau company to expoee
tha murdaroue. unacruputous boss
IMaAael konaasal of a rival bua.

The yearbook photographer
is in town for a limited
time only.
Call 372-0086
to schedule your appointment
or come to THE KEY office
at 310 Student Services.

P-char

becoming
a
Hollywood
screenwriter m favor of eieytng «i
Mewaukee (Part 2) f~j

EVENING

4$

8:30
HAPPY
DAYS

Coney)
8TJ HART TO HART Intngua
duraig an Engfcah loa hunt pro
than (ha
Hans bargamad lor Q
CS Eat aVIKaHTOWlBEACH A
kghthaarted atudy at made of the
community of Brighton Beach.
taceead a«H down the boaroWafk
■ram Coney Island and conradered
ona of Brooklyn * moat colorful
nea^ioorhoooa

■ NEWS
(ESPN)

WOMEN'S

BIL-

LIARDS World inv-iatronai 7 Be*
Chempajnahc
Jean Batutas vs.
I or. Shampo ffl)
(TMC) MOVIE ***
Don i
Cry. it ■ Ctay Thunder' (1882)
Dennre Chnstophst. Susan Sent
Jamas. A famata Army doctor and
a aroubaa prone madkc halp two
nuns cars lor a group of Vietnameee orphana PG

11 OO

SaD vTJ ffi NEWS
WORLD
DIARY

WAR

M

Gi

S TWILIGHT ZONE
ON THE LINE
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER

ONEWS
11:18
CBPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Navyvt NoaaDemerRI
11:30
« MAUDE
MAGNUM. PJ. Maaetum ra
haed by a proposed rejttanasi 'or
the Suprsma Coutl (Joss Fanstl
who ra beans bfacKmaaad (Rl
0 TCBRQHT Host
Jofaww
CaiasM Queers Dawd Brannsr
I ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
SS LATEFarGHT AMERICA GuastS
Pnakp Bwmate->
PhD
and Pepper Sctwaarti.
Ph D . two innafognta from the
Unr-wnty of Waeftatgiaii. hafp
vaaenwB under aland what
H
means to be an American couple
eirite 1880a
8B TWSLIGHT ZONE
11:40
O MOVIE *** A Countess
From Hong Kong' 119671 Marlon
Brando. Sophie Loren A beautiful
youno aravegram atowt away at
tha atataroom of an Amataran daplomai
12.-00
O HAWAII FIVE-O
O COMEDY CLASSICS
natO
MOVEE
*•
Lucky
lady ■ (1975) Laa Mama* Burl
Panmofda
12:30
SB
LATE
NK1HT
WTTH
OAVIO LETTERMAN Guasta
eomeefcam Bob EJtott ana) Ray
GouJdavg ( Bob And Ray' I. ar t, it
Mark Stamaty
ED JIMMY SWAGGART
12:40
m
MCCLOUO
K^napperi
threaten to kd McCloud a gal
bsjnd (Dama MtAdaur) ureaee he
raaasaas a murdar suspect. I Hi
1:00
O
MOVIE ***
A Gal
Named Sooner (1875) Lee Ramic* BKhardCranne
ffl
LATE
NIGHT
WTTH
DAVID LETTERMAN Guoete
cornedtana Bob EBott and Ray
GoutoVtg I Bob And Ray"), artatt
Mark Stamaty

WEDNESDAY
NOVEI48ER 2. 1883

OAYTIME SPORTS
8:00
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER
8: IB
CSPN) THIS WEEK IN THE
NBA (R)
8:46
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER
BrCO
CSPN) PKA FULL CONTACT
KARATE (R)
11410
CSPN) SPORTSWOMAN (R)
11:30
(ESPN)
WOMEN'S
LIARDS (R)

BIL-

12:30
CSPN) COLLEOC
SOCCER
"Tha Brume Boot" St Lotas Untvsrsrty vs. Southero Baneaj at
2:30
CSPN) WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL (R>

ENTER...
THE

"CREEPY COMMONS'

HAUNTED HOUSE
Sun and Mon Oct 30, 31.
9:00 p.m.- 1:00 a.m.
1.00 ifeiuiii

YOU MAY GET OUT ALIVEl

25*
OFF
Coupon for tha

tmum

HOUSE j

«:30
IE SPN) SPORTSWOMAN
(ESPN)

6:30
INSTRUCTIONAL

SERIES im

OAYTIMf MOVCS
7:00
(IMCI * * *
Th* Day C* The
Trrfhds
(15631 Howard IM.
Nicole Mawey
too
(IMC) **
Jm.ed>
H>n.Mi(ta «*iWH.l

I1M2I

11:00
(TMCI # * ■*
Th* G-i Cm)
H*II
M656I Jeyne Mer-sheW
lomlwt*

Rich* lha- only ckiaa to hnckno
J»n"> lha prisoner ol a v««"
embeiikM and a crookad poauoan
O NATURE OF THINGS lha
development of lha GottMC caiha
dral through H* Centura*, tha
valuable by-product of tha nil*
iraa of infM and lha habrta of
DkjotMda art slotted
B REAL PEOPLE Sarah Puree* ■ recent marriage <S included
m rughtighli of tha ahow a recent
tnp to Hewae. also featured era
hula lessons, a traditional kiau and
tha fifth Annual Undarwotw
Pogoslick Chemponshos
O THE FALL GUY Colt ines
to Imd a betf fumping con man
who turns out to ba tha currant
tresner-manager of boaer Lam/

12:0O
O **'»
NajM Of The folin*-y Day (1969) Marton 6>an
do Richard 6oone

OJ 09 THE CHEMICAL PEOPLE Tha Chan-eaf Sooatv" Thu
program deals with tha widespread problem of drug and alcohol abuse among school age cfMdian and eapkans tha mathoda of
recogrwatg and seeking iraatmani
lor en abuse problem

12:30
O
•>***
In The Heat Ol
The Night (1967) Sidney Portssr.
Rutl Sie>ger

•B MOVIE **NaAelodaon 11976) Ryan O'Neal. 6urt
Reynolds A hapless aaw ol novica actor* and Ihaar shaky director
try to esiabksh ihomsetves m tha
world of mowomafcmg during tha
saent ere

1;00
1TMCI * * * Aii Officer And A
Gentleman (1962) Richard Gere.
0-h.j Winner
3:30
ITMCJ * * *
The Cay 01 The
lftH«h
119631 Howard Kaal.
N".# Maurey

• 30
(ESPNI
THE
WORLD
SPORTSMAN Ckmbing/Skv
dmng / FiShmg / Phaaaani Hunt
mg Guam torn Saavw Chris
Schankaf (R)

4:00
B ** ';
footsteps (19721
RHhjrilCienns JoannaPallet
630
(TMCI * * "M Mom High
119601 Alan Arkm Adam Arkm
€V€WN0

6 CO
SO DO NEWS
WHEEL Of FORTUNE
CD MACNER.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
CD HAPPY OAYS AGAIN
(9 AEROBIC DANCINO
(ESPN) ALPINE SKI SCHOOL
Th* Dneuve Christie' Tech■ '■!(.-% io refine lha ChriaM.
■*wmg rlaupailv with terrain and
^..ti'OniU.m [Rl

6:30
O 0 CHS NEWS
(D NBC NEWS
SI ABC NEWS Q
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI
€D BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN) HORSE RACING
WEEKLY

9:00
Q 0J MOVIE Rita Hayworth
Tha Lova Goddess
(Premaael
Lynda Carter. Miches'I erne. Tha
career of tha famad aclras* is
ikamenred lofowtng her aariy
work M a dancer to her success
as ona of Moth/woods moat popular mows stars
Q MARKET PLACE Chriatma
Johnaon and 6* Pagl raport on
tha laie*l mathoda io aHot the
egmg procaaa tha nawaat Cana(tan loudapeakara end wdaogema related careel*
0 TMC FACTS OF LIFE Jo ••
akaptM^I about a airaat gal (Pam
- ala SagaHI who later *et* up Mra
.Garratt and lha other gwu for
a>tori«n Q
Oil
DYNASTY Sammy Jo
(Haamar lock lea.) appaara ei Steven'* oMd custody hear-ig and
Adam become* more nervout
about Fafkm • probe etio h*a paat

7;3U
O P.M. MAGAZINE A look at
lha opportunities for entering lha
M>aca program an interview with
p-oneer
pat ie*l prkrt Chuck
Vaagar
09 CD THREE S COMPANY
03 BARNEY MILLER
ffi WILD, WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
(ESPN) BILLIARDS
Caesars
lahoa Class* Quartarhnekt
fTMCI MOVIE *** AnW,
ca* And A Gentlemen
(19621
Richard Gere Oebre VWnoar. An
undiscajlmed ewatson officer cen■kdele maeia h* match m a lough
Naval dr* instructor P.
B:00
O • WHIZ KIDS Speoeffy
enhanced photoe grva Fartay and

TSJM

(TMC) MOVIE * * V)
Th* Gal
Cant Help If
(19561 Jayna
Mentlieid Tom Ewafl A mobstar
heas a down-and out producer to
make rws fiancee a tier
10:30
CD NEWS

,
O

t:SO
FRONT PAGE

trOO
OJ
CSS
NIGHTWATCH
©NEWS
(ESPN)
HORSE
WEEKLY (Rl

NEWS

RACING

3:00
OJ
CSS
NEWS
N10HTWATCH Uomed In
Progress)
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT
KARATE <R)
4:00
(TMO
MOVIE *#v»
Tha
Kentucky Frwd Mowa
119771
EvanK^n Master Bong Soo Han
4:30
(ESPN) AUTO RACING NAS
CAR Fall 100 (horn North W*

11:00
80j) OJ OJ NEWS
WORLD WAR
II
DIARY
8TWX.IGMT ZONE
ART SCAT
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

Ol

eeboro NO IRI
THURSOAV
NOVEMBER 3. IMS

ONEWS

11:10
CSPNt AUTO RACING
Syracuse Super Nstonsfs'
Swacuas. N V ) (Rl

DIRT
C-om

11:30
I MAUDE
POLICE STORY A vawan
officer (Chuck Connors) tr*s to
adfust whan his long-time partner
roteas IRI
OJ TONIGHT Host
Johnny
Carson Cu#m Otwd Stambarg.
muaoan Nadia Salerno Sonnen
berg chrld scior Emmanuel Lewis
t VVabatar |
0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
OJ (9 LATENIGHT AMERICA Guasi Or Thomas Noguchi
controversial lormar Los Angeles
metkcsf eiemmer eiptoros some
of
lha
mysterious
and
unanswered questions surround•ny the deaths of John Behilhi
NeteMe Wood and others
CD TWILIGHT ZONE

CHAL-

LENGE
OJ FAMILY TIES Stawan •
eitractrvv produchon aexeteni
(Judrth Light) offer• h-n a
no
at'inge-aitachad'
a»tramarital
•HW
CSPNt PKA FULL CONTACT
KARATE (R)
10:00
O THE NATIONAL / JOURNAL
09 ST. ELSEWHERE A man
(Alan Artat) conhnuee h»a own
cmpegn io heap hat w<p recover
horn a heart ettao wh*a newcome. Or Robert CMd)»a< (Mark
Harmon) oppoaaa budget cuta.
(Part 2)
OJ HOTEL A preaKfartMl hopeful (Paul 6urfce) begme an affee
with a nowewoman. and Chr-etma

11:36
Q MOVIE * * 'i
OsdCHrs
Tha Kmg
11668) Christopher
Plummer Orson Wales A young
man roahnts to haj honor that ha
has marreMl l«s mother and kAad
his lather
12:00
8 HAWAII FIVE-O
COMEDY CLASSICS
(TMO MOVIE *#
J-Aiad"
(1962) Sotta MKBBT. Ren Wehl

DAYTIME SPORTS
ft:30
fESPN) SPORTSWOMAN (Rl

0*00
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
0:1ft
(ESPN)
HORSE
WEEKLY |R|

RACING

8:46
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
(ESPN) LA

9:00
S3(R>

11:00
(ESPNI CFL FOOTBALL Toronto Argonauts at Edmonton Eskimos
1:30
SATURDAY

NIGHT

AT THE FIGHTS (Rl
4:00
(ESPNI AUTO RACING (R)
0:10
(ESPN) SPORTSWEEK

DAYTIME MOVIES
6:30
(TMC) **
Soonar Or Laiar
(19»6>OemeeM*er Re> Sm.tti

12:30
OJ
LATE
NIGHT
WITH
DAVID LETTERMAN Guests
comedian juggler Michael Oavss.
comedsan Sal Cosby, prastdannal
cenaoeteEarlE Black
CD JIMMY SWAGGART

7:30
(TMCI **** ThaGodtathar
(19721 Marian ftrsndo. Al Paono

12:40
OJ MOVIE **
Man Helm
(1976) Tony Francosa Patrick
Macnao

12:00
O **« Tha Stranger Withes" (19741 Barbara Eden Gaorge
Griuard
(TMO *
Modern P.oC-ems
(IBftl) Chevy Chase
Paid
0 Arbanvriki

12:4ft
(ESPNI SPORTSWOMAN <R)
1:00
OJ MOVIE ** W G-iHapoY
(1966)
Elv« Presity. Shafssy
Fabaraa
O
LATE
NIGHT
WITH
DAVID LETTERMAN Guests
comadsan-tuggtar Michael Da-vis.
comeotan 6HI Cosby president el
centMete Earl E Black
1:1ft
(ESPNI
BILLIARDS Cowboy
Jsmmy Moore vs UJ Puckatt (6)
1:30
09 NSC NEWS OVERNIGHT
2:00
*NEWS
MOVIE *•> W
The Part*
OtPauhne (1947) Betty Hutlon
John Lund
(TMC) MOVIE **
Fu*) Moon
M.gh
(1960) Alan Arkm Adam
Ark*
2:1ft
ttBPN) SPORTSCENTER

10:30
(TMO ** V*
Star Of Tha
Nrght
1)962) Hoy Scha-Mr.
Meryl St.eep

12:30
(D ****
The Mattes* Falcon
(19411 Humphrey Bogart
Sydney Groenatreet
1:30
(TMCI **** ThaGodfathsr
(19 721 Marton Brando Al Pecmo
4:00
OJ
*** The Ssoral Night
CaAsr (1976) Robert Reed Hope
Lang.
4:30
(TMC) **
Soonar Or Laser
1197B) Den** Malar. Re> Smnh
EVENING

6:00

■ ■NEWS
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE
MACNEIL

/

O
0J
m
OJ

6:30
OJ CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS
ABC NEWS Q
WKRP IN CINCINNATI

OJ BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
fT»»Cl MOV* **V*
The
Kentucky F.-»d Movw" (19771
Evert Ken Maetw Bong Soo Han
This collection of no-holds-barred
satricel sketches spoohng tastvtuon and movss ckchaa mchnJae
cameo app—ranoai by Donald
Sutherland Henry Gsbson. George
L»n*nby and Bel 8nby

TomSeBeck
i HAWAII FIVE-O
FAMILY FEUO
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE
PRAIRrE
f BUSINESS REPORT
M»A*S*H
MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
CSPN) GOLF
Kapetua lm»national CrismpMnshsp'
Second
round (kva from Mam Hsweel
7:30
OJ P M MAGAZINE A look at
the dangerous sport of base
lumping
SOJ THREE'S COMPANY
BARNEY MILLER
WILD. WILD WORLD OF

LEHRER

NEWSHOUR
S HAPPY OAYS AGAIN
BRIDGE BASICS

6:00
O OJ MAGNUM, P.I. Whea
investigating a strange aaraM of
robberies Magnum comes to tha
rescue of two seemingly haapleai
serve* citnens involved m an acci
dam
O THE UNDAUNTED The
Sihrk settlers encounter numaro-*s probssms. whas Lord Safkek
(John Neville> henseff combats
tha domination of tha North West
Company of Montreal (Pan 21Q
OJ GIMME A BREAK DeepDe
Nan's protasis tha Chasf mentis
that young runaway Joey ba sent
10 an orphanage (Part 2)
m BATTLE OF THE NETWORK STARS ABC. CBS and
NBC stars take part at a variety of
athlet< events on tha campus of
Pappankna UniwaraitY m Southern
CaMorri*
O ISSUES OHIO SPECIAL
REPORT TOOK
Stste Issues 2
And 3 issue 2 w* raguaa 3/6
majority of both Ohio Houaa and
Senate io approve al futura tax
rnoreaaee rf passed Issue 3 w*
rapaal al ta. measures enacted
aeica Januarv 1. 1663 e'peesed
O SADAT The kfa and bmaa of
Egypt s late praaidant and world
leader are ra-aaatad at thia dramatic special etamng Loura Gos
sett Jr aa Anwar at-Sadat. Bany
Morse as
Menecham Baflan.
Nahamsah Paraoff aa Laonsd Bramnev and Chnetoohs* Lee as th*
Shah of Iran. (Pan 1)
OJ IS6UE8: OHhO SPECIAL
REPORT
fTMCI MOVIE * * v»
Std 01
ThaNsghl (19921 Roy Scherder
Meryl Straap
A paychaitrtst
becomes
incaassngty
mvotvad
with a my»tar«ua woman who
was tha ma)trass of a irwdered
patasnt PG'
6:30
OJ MAMA'S FAMILY Eun«a
E lien and Naomi ate at odds about
tha orcumatancaa surrounding an
acodani thai placad Mama m the
hoaprtal
B:00
OJ OJ SIMON 6 SIMON A j
and Rick's offer of help m refuaed
by an aaatg. ambinarad prrvata
datecfve (Robert Lanaasgl who m
tn/mg to solve a 30-year-old case

.Slaiifc^lilUptan

The Smart

MOVE!

PREPARATION FOR:

* The yeetfbook photographer is in

town for a limited time only.
' Call 372-0086 to schedule your
appointment or come to THE KEY
office at 310 Student Services.

R

ANIMALS

1O30
(ESPN) SPORTSFORUM <R)

(ESPNI

(ESPN)
RACQUETBALL
"Man's International Champ-on
smpSamifmal

OJ 0 ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT An interview with

11:0ft

(Part 21Q
■ TOLEDO PERSPECTTV1
•
CH6.E:
TEN
YtARS
AFTER An eiem<netion of tha
wMlaapraad appondon to the
Pmochet ieg.me worsanng aconomic condrtiona and govammant
raproaaion eustmg tan yeere after
a aucoaatful coup egemer damo
gaticaPy elected aocieasi Pre*dani Safvador Alanda i pr*aanted

K00
O O ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT An nn«rv*w with
Cytnif Shepherd
O HAWAII FIVE-O
S FAMILY FEUO
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE
PRAIRIE
CD BUSINESS REPORT
CD M'A'S^H
CD
MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

•t accuaad of •mpropnety m try«»|
to tacura • convention for the
hotel
OJ OJ EVEREST NORTH
WALL Robert Redford narratai a
documentary on tha f»it American expedition to ascend the
north weM of Mount Everest v»a an
untrnd route through China and

GMAT.LSAT.GRE
ii 3550 Secor Rd.
Suite 201
Toledo, Ohio
636-1701

Of HOME FIRE6 On tha eve of
Europe s vctory. Sydney (Poker
Spencal returns to a new home
kfa. and Tarry begins her medcal
earner n

11:30
« MAUDE
TRAPPER JOHN, M.D. A
surgeon (Joseph Campanaka) who
at ourckry becoming mcapacrtatad

OJ WsTOOT IT MADE After
she fats m love with an order
man Mickey learns of his powerful poerlion m lha business world
I Part II

feopsrduas tha kfa of a car*ac
patsant (B)
OJ TONIGHT Host
Johnny
Carson Guests Juko Igtaaias
Pets Barbutti. magoan Joaaph
OJ a.BC NEWS NIGHTLINE

OD SNEAK PREVIEWS Neal
Gebler and Jeffrey Lyons host an
informative look at what's new St
the movws
Oj INSIDE STORY Nodding
Carter e» amines the resentment
Ml by Centreka. Pa residents lfa>
twntfed by tha IsaaMvthraasansng
hte that has baan burnsng m coal
mmsng tunnass under tha town for
over 20va*rs

KSPNI TOP RANK BOXING
Live from Lafayana. La
6:30
OJ CHEERS Diane s former lover
Sumne'
Sloan (Michael
McGu-e). whoaa desertion lad to
har |0b at tha bar. aaka hat and
Sam to go out with Twn and hra

«CITY LEAGUE
NEW TECH TIMES Nrcho
Ms Johnson looks at the Playboy
Channel and discusses tha potential of «ts*gent computers
fTMCI

MOVIE

*

Modern

Probssms (196D Chevy Chase
Pan. 0 Afbamflfa A hapless aw
traffic controller with numerous
personal problems is endowed
with totskinetrc
powers attar
boetg doused with nuclear waste
•PG*

10-90
OJ OJ KNOTS LANDING
Though Leanea confeeaas to
responsibility for Chap's accident
an angry and hurt Diana psscaa
tha blame on Karan
O THE NATIONAL / JOURNAL
0 HILL STREET SLUES
Cruel Darkakt ir *S to rada ha) glee
when his mayor si rival • injured sn
a fell from a window, whas Bobby
risks his sab through hat comput-

m 20 / 20

V IB LATENIGHT AMERICA Guest John Downey former
CIA agent imprisoned m China lor
20 years talks about hra recant
trip back to Ch.na
O TWILIGHT ZONE
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
11:40
O MOVIE #**
Tha 01"
(1667) Jack VVabb. Don Dubbins
A lough dral instructor must prepare boot Camp raorurU for com
batwtlhsn 12 weeks
11:46
CSPN)
NFL S
GREATEST
MOMENTS 1672 Cowboys ft
t978Ste*4s.s (Rl
12:00
(HAWAII FIVE-O
COMEOY CLASSICS

12 30
ffj
LATE
NIGHT
WTTH
DAVID LETTERMAN Guest.
actress Zta Zsa Qatsor. actor
comedutn Chavy Chaaa ID** Of
The Century ').
OJ JIMMY SWAGGART
12:40
OJ MOVIE **v>
Haidhai
And Lags I16B0) Kevin Oobaon.
Sharon Gases
12:4ft
KSPNI SPORTSWEEK (R)
1:00
O
MOVIE
****
Laa
M.serabies
(1636)
Fredric
March. Charles Leughton
OJ
LATE
NIGHT
WTTH
DAVID LETTERMAN Guests
acuess Z*» Zsa Gabrv. actor
oomadian Chavy Chaaa I Deal Of
The Century ')
(TMCI MOVIE ** is
SM Ol
Tha Nsght (1662) Roy Sctsssdar.
MerytSaeeo
1:16
CSPN) GOLF Kape*u* mtama
bonal Champonshej
Second
round (from Maw. Hawa-) (B)
1:30
OS N6C NEWS OVERNIGHT

0 MOV* **# "IBS BA
Capediuona 11974) Documantery Narrated by Thor llayardaN
and Boacoa Laa ftrowna Thor
Heyerdahl and rws oraw of asght
embark on a two-month trans
Atlantic voyage on a raft con
■fueled of papyrus reads and
rope
SNEWS
DINNER AT JULIA'S Juke
Chad prepares har csvaaac roast
lag of lamb, and guest chef Moncaf Maddab serves a Maine kx»
ster specialty Q
10:30
OJ ALL NEW THIS OLD
HOUSE The foundation m com
pseted and tha iendecapmg of tha
lot a) drscuisad
11:O0
SsBsBtt) NEWS
TWILIGHT ZONE

2 00
(NEWS
MOVIE

ffj

flfOO
ONEWS

Apoc-nt

2:30
COO

NEWS

NIGHTWATCH
• NEWS

(TMO MOVIE ##*# The
Godfather ' (1672) Marlon Brando. Al Peono3:00

O

COO

NIGHTWATCH
Prce/eu)

NEWS
(Jomad

In

3:16
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
3;30
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING
From Lafayette. La. (Rl

(9 TIME OUT
fTMCI MOVIE * * "Soonar Or
later 11978) Damse Ma*. Rs.
Smith In order to capture the
attention of a Iwjndaome roe*
srngar. a 13 yaar-ced taajnybopper
puts on a inn* make-up to appear
more eophreiicased

***

ment With Dangar 119611 Aam
Ladd PhyfcaCarvert

. ***
. **H
Not Bad

. . *>*
. . «>»
.. . *

